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READINGS FOR PLENARY 1
THE INTERMARRIAGE CRISIS : COMMUNAL IMPLICATIONS

*l. Egon Mayer, "Intermarriage Research at the American Jewish
Committee : Its Evolution and Impact".
Mayer has conducted four major surveys of intermarriage
trends under the auspices of the American Jewish Committee.
He has studied the demography of intermarriage, conversion
among intermarried people, the children of intermarried
couples, and the effects of rabbinic officiation on
intermarriage . This article summarizes the findings of all
four studies .
*2. Barry A. Kosmin, "The Demographic Imperatives of Outreach",
Journal of Jewish Communal Service, (Spring 1990 - forthcoming).
Kosmin is a demographer who directs research for the Councii
of Jewish Federations . In this article, soon to be
published, he graphically lays out the statistical impact of
intermarriage, and argues that the Jewish community has yet
to confront the issue and its implications .

o. Sarna, "Intermarriage and Conversion", Journal of
Reform Judaism, Winter 1990 .

3. Jonathan

Sarna writes in response to a study which finds that
converts to Judaism, although identifying strongly with the
Jewish religion , nevertheless remain only weakly linked with
the Jewish people. He worries that there will be little to
hold the children of converts within the Jewish fold, and
argues that "Outreach" leading to conversion may not be a
sufficient antidote to intermarriage .
4.

Uriah Zevi Engelman, "Intermarriage Among Jews in Germany,
USSR, and Switzerland," Jewish Social Studies, {Vol.
2, no. 2: 1940).
This is an excerpt from an article of historic interest,
which provides an interesting context for a study of
intermarriage . The statistics Engelman marshalls clearly
demonstrate that an increasing rate of intermarriage is a
reality for the Jewish community, as it feels increasingly
"at home" in a free society. We have included the section
dealing with Germany only. The original echos the same
findings in the USSR and in Switzerland.

Intermarriage Research at the
American Jewish Committee: Its
Evolution and Impact
EGON MAYER

JEWISH OPINJON AND JewUh communal policy toward intennarriage between Jews and Christiana have chanaed dramatically aince
the end o(the 1970s. Succinctly put, they have ahil\ed from outrage
to outreach.
The feelings of outrage were wiced from many a pulpit. In all the
denominations. sermons on the aubject routinely bore such till~ u
"Intermarriage: A Threat to Jewish Survival" and ..Modem Romance and the Bloodless Holocaust." Even the Reform rabbinate, at
the liberal end of the Jewish denominational spectrum, felt impelled
at its annual meeting in 1973 to recall Ila st.and adopted in 1909,
"that. mixed marriage is contrary to the Jewish t.radition and should
be discouraged.• Moreover, the majority oC that body affirmed its
"opposition to participation by iu members in any cere mony which
solemnizes• mixed marriage."•
1b be sun. there v.-ere alv.-ays those in the Jev. ish community,
both among the laity and within the rabbinate, who wanW to keep
open e~ry possible channel to Judaism for both the Jev.-ish intermarriers and their families. But until the end of the 1970s their
voices were heard. if at all, in pianissimo.
Those voices began to gain strength and clarity in late 1978, when
Rabbi Alexander M. Schindler, president of the Union o( American
Hebrew Congregations (Refonn), announced at the biennial meeting
of his organization a program of "outreach" to the non.Jewish
spouses and children of mixed marriages.• This was the first such
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program initiated by any segment of the organized Jewish commu·
nity in modern Jewish history, reflecting a ahit\ in Jewiah public
opinion. In three successive surveys o( the Boat.on Jewish community, a cross·se<:tion of its adult population v.&1 asked how they
would most probably react if one of their children were to intermarry. In 1965 a little over one quarter, 26 percent, said they would
strongly oppose the marriage. Fbrty.four peretnt a~ud they would
..discourage" it, and another 25 percent said th.:y would remain
neutral or accept the marriage. By 1975 the survey of a ('()mparable
sample of Bost.on Jews found that only 14 perce nt would •strongly
oppose• such a marriage, and 59 percent wou)d remain neutral Ol'
accept il And by 1985 the same type of aurvey found that only 9
percent of Boston's Jewish adults would "strongly oppoee• their
children'• intermarriage, and 66 percent would either remain neutral in the face of it or would accept it.• These Boston b'eoda wen
aymptomalic or growing tolerance toward intermarriaie •crou the

country.
Tboueh the Jewish community bu been concerned with th.
aocial, relifiou.a, and familial conaequencu of rnarriaae between
Jews and non.Jews since biblical timea, it wat only recentJ7_.ince
the tum of the twentieth century-that it carried out any ayltem·
atic atudiea of the subjeel Consistent with the traditional Jewiah
concern, the studies that were undertaken before lhe mid-1970.
assumed that intermarriage constituted an ..a.ssimitatory Joe1• to
the Jewish community, both in terms of population siu a.od in terma
of cultural vitality. While not alJ researchers shared the Jev.tish
community's sense of alarm at the prosped of such Joea, they
concurred with Milton Gordon's summary proposition that there is
an "indissoluble connection . . . between atructuu1 a~imitation and
merit.a) assimilation. That is," Gordon continued, ..entrance or the
minority group into the social cliques, clubs, and institutions orilie
~re society at the primary group level inevitably will Jead to a
substantial amount of intermarriage."• Moreover, Gordon postu·
la ted, "If marital assimila tion .. takes place fully, the minority
group loses its ethnic ide ntity in the larger host or core society, and
idcntificational a ssimila tion takes pla ce....
Arthur Ruppin, the Russian· born father of modem Jewish aociol·
ogy (and a deeply committed Zionist) was pcrh3ps the first to develop
demographic statistics demonstra ting the growing trend in the late
ninelffnth and early twentieth century toward intermarriage.• Buing his reports in the Zeitschrifl fu r Demogrophit und Stalistilt ckr
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Judt11 on local censuses or community 1urvc:y1. Ruppin chronicled
the numerical trends while assuming a llnkuge between intermarriace and assimilation. In hie eyee, •inmarrloge rormed the strongest bond making Jews into a homogeneous etl~nic unit, able to show
a unique power of resistance againa~ the Hsimilating forces of
Christianity and I.slam. Even Jew• ... who hnve drop"ped the Jewish
ritual, wilJ remain Jews so Jong u they and their children marry
other Jews ... mixed marriage would finally separate them from
their people."' Perhaps the tint' IOCial science study o( intermarriap inYOlving Jews in the United States was Jutiua Drachsler'a
/nurmama,~ in New H>r• City (1921), whictl maintained, along the
linea suggested by Ruppin. that intermarriage ia an index of gTOup
assimilation..
Curiously. the subject of intermarriage ia not.able for it.a absence
ft-om the concerm of Jewish social science in the 1950& Marshall .
Sklare'a by-now classic antholoa, Tli.t Jews. Soci.al l'oUuM of an
Anurica11 Group (1957), does not cont.ain a •ingle re(ennce to the
subject. Why is this so? Since Drachsler had found between 1908
and 1912 that., among all white ethnic ,,-oupe In New York City,
Jewa were the least likely to intermarry, there had set In a kind of
aociological complacency, an usumptlon that in whatever other
waya Jews might change from lhe waya of their forebears, lhey
would never intermarry with their non.Jewiah neighbors in large
numbers. This view waa confirmed by a mid·<!ecade special censua
in 1957, which found that the Jewiah interm1n.rrlage rate was about
7 percent-jus~ a few percentage points hlghe1r than what Drachs1er
had found some decades earlier (or second -generation Jews. Though
lnt.ennarriage was clearly a potential problem for the Jewish community in a free and open society. the demoguphic data during the
first half of the twentieth century rcnden·d the problem more
theoretical than real. Ironically, a decade lat.er it woul4 be Marsha1l
Sklare who would alert American Jews to the assimilatory impad
of intermarriage, in the pages o(Comm.tnlary (May 1965 and March
1970).
The first indication that Jewish intermarriage might move from
lhe rringes an isolated, tiny minority into the core of the commu·
nit.y came from two local community surveys: one by Stanley K.
Bigman of the Jewish community of Washington, D.C. ( 1957), and
the other by Fred Massarik of the Jewish community of San Francisco (1959). They found intermarriage rat.ea of JS percent and 18
percent respectively.
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Those ramiliar with Uriah Z. Engelman'• atudy or the history of
intermarriage trends in Germany, the U.S.S.IR., and Switzerland
(1940) were not surprised by the Bigman and Massarik finding8.
All.er all, European JeWTies had experienced a steady rise in the
incidence of intermarriage from the 1880s un1til the 19308. Why
should America be different.? Yet for the first half of thlt century
America was different. But, the incidence of intermarriage was
beginning to raise its disturbing specter c,n the American Jewish
scene by the end of the 1950s.
Except for a handful of sma11-scale studica that looked et the
psychological profile of intermarriers and their children, the dominant social-science approach to the study of Jewish intermarriage,
since the early efforts of Ruppin, Drachsler, nnd Engelman, wu
demographic. 'f1ie primary question was that of fr~uency, or, at a
somewhat more refined level, frequency among various subpopula-

tion segments. Virtually all of the research on Jewish intennarriage
until the mid-1970s tried to answer the questions: How many Jewa
marry non.Jews? Which parts of the population are moat prone to
intermarriage?
The frWta of this demographic approach were summed up in a
thorough and important essay by Erich Rosenthal, -Stuclie. of
Jewish Intermarriage in the United States," in the AtMrioon Jewish
~ar Boole of 1963. That essay links the growint1i incidence of intermarriage to a general •race relations cycle" that all Immigrant
groups presumably go through. Rosenthal observes, "Jntennarriage
is the final stage in this process, which starts with competition and
conffict among groups upon initial contact and which encl&, after an
intermediate phase accommodation, in assimilation and amalgamation."' Given this broad theoretical perspective on intermarriage,
all that was lef\. for research to do was to identify the pace at which
Jews of various kinds and in various circumstances would pa55
through the seemingly inevitable •race relations cycle• and blend
into the wider American society, which seemed lo be awaiting them
with open arms. &senthal identifled several d'emographic groups
that exhibited higher rates of intcnnarriage than others: A.mcricanbom Jews further removed from the immigrant generation, Jews
living in areas of low Jewish population dens ity, Jew& who have been
previously married and divorced.
Seven years afl..er the Rosenthal essay, the Amtricon Jtwi.sh Year
Boole (1970) commissioned Arnold Schwartz lo update and summarize the extant research 'in the field. His ovcrvi1ew summarized the
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various data sourcea, which included (1) the 1957 US Census, (2)
Rosenthal's survey of marriage records in Iowa 11nd Indiana, (3) the
various community surveys undertaken by lo-cal Jewish community
councils and federations, and (4) large sompl1e aurveya, such as the
NORC survey of 34.,000 college students Jn J961, which contained a
sizable Jewish subsample. From a careful reading ~r these sources,
Schwaru added two more factors to Ro~cnth2 l's that might help to
account for higher rates of intermarriage: &OClal mobility associated
with higher education, and gender-men t.E·ni:Jcd to have higher
rates of intermarriage than women.
While Schwartz's essay shared much in common with Rosenthal'a,
its tone and some of its substance differed from its predecessor.
Rosenthal had concluded pessimistically:
The studies presented here re\.-ea) that . . . intermarriage
usuaUy speJts the end of belonging to the Jewish community.
This finding, which repeats earlier Europear. experiencu, takea
on special significance i( viewed agairut the fact that the fertility of the Jewish population in the United Stat.ea ia barely
sufficient to maintain it.a prer.ent aize.... it may well be tha t
intermarriage is going to be ever increaai ng •irniticance for
the future demographic balance of the JeWislh population in the

or

United States.•
Schwartz concluded on a far more sanguine not~.
Summing up the various studies of intermarriage rat.es .. one
can hazard a guess that ... lhe rates arc nc1t yet high enough
to warrant fear of imminent dissolution of th~ American Jewish
community by intermarriage.... the net loss is less than the
gross intennarriage. 10
He cited the apparently rising incidence of con\'crsions to Juda ism
in lhe 1960s, and the frequency with which children were raised as
Jews even in mixed marriages, as reasons for his optimism.
Both Rosenthal's studies and Schwartz's ~umma ry essay ante·
dat.lxf the 1972 publication of the National J.....,._~i~h Population Study,
the first major national sample sur\ley of America's Jews, which
shocked the organized Jewish community into a new awareness of
the extent o( intermarriage among the most recently marrying
Jews. That by-now legendary study showed Lhat while the rate of
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int.ermarriage prior to 1960 had not gone above 13 percent, the rate
more than doubled by 1965, and 31 percent of the Jewa who married
between 1966 and 1972 married someone who was not born Jewish.
That finding, raising the age·old spect.er of large·scale uaimilation
and the ultimat.e decline. if not demise, of American JIMry, sent
tremors through the community. Apparently, the alanruat P1"9gTIOS·
tications of Ruppin, Enge lman, and Rosenthal were becoming a
demographic probability, if not yet a sociological certafoty.
The pubJication of the National Jewish Population Study (NJPS)
ushered in a new era of concern about intermarriage, both on the
programmatic and research fronts. ProgrammaticaUy, it was clear
that the exhortations against intennarriage from pulpit.a and parent.a had done little to stem the tide. On the research aide, it wu
-evident that tracing the flu ctuating rat.es of intermarriage for various subgroups of the Jewish population was not a aufficie11t guide to
community action in dealing with this thorny subject.
It was at that point that the Jewish Commuoal Affain Depart.
ment of the American Jewish Committee, under the leadership of
my friend and mentor•. Yehuda Rosenman , took a new approach to
the subject. At its meeting on December 18, 1974, according to ita
minutes, the Jewia.h Communal Affain Commi8!ion ..expreaaed a
desire to concentrate on data regarding the consequenca of inter·
marriage for the next generation... It thus explicitly rejected the
earlier demographic approaches to the subject that had concentrated
on causation. At a consultation on intermarriage and conversion on
Ft?bruary 27, 1975, MT. Rosenman conlinned and lamented '"the lack
of data regarding the result.s of intermarriages as they apply to
children of such unions, and the overall plus·minus effect of such
marriages as compared to endogamous marriages." Technically put,
whereas previous research had looked at int.ennarriage between
Je:ws and non.Jews as a ckpencknl uarU:ibl~. or an outcome of socialdemographic forces, the new research would view int.ennarriage u
an inckpend~nt ooriabk, a factor that possibly shaped aspect.s of
Jewish identity and Jewish family lire.
Ychuda Rosen man d<.'cided to elicit the ftdvice of the young Jewish
social scientists who had begun to emerge from the unh-er8iliea in
the early 1970s. On April 16, 1975, he con\'cned a "br1\instorming
luncheon" for some dozen of these academics and AJC senior staff.
He put to the group his question: what kind of research might the
American Jewish Committee initiat.e that Y.'Ould enable the organiied Jewish community to deal more efft!clivcly with intermarriage?
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Yehuda observed that whenever the subjed of intermarriage wa ~
raised in Jewish communal circlea it generated much heat. Ou1
work, he said, should dissipate some of the heat, and shed light.
Just how heated consideration of the subject could become ~·a~
apparent so~e three weeks later at the ~mnual meeting of th<
American Jewish Committee, whtre the Sabbath morning prograrr
was devoted to the subject., ..The Jewish Family and Intermarriage.'
The session was chaired by the late Mr. Mervin Riseman, an urban£
New York attorney. The principal discussants were the late Rabb.
Max Routtenberg, former chairman of the Conseniative movement'~
Rabbinical Assembly, and Dr. Saul Hofstein, a coMultant in &Ocia:
planning to the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies in New York
Both speakers responded pessimiatically to the recently reportec
intermarriage trends. Rabbi Routt.enberg atruck a tomewhat l~.raJ
note, suggesting that the Jewish community should try to retain thEallegiance of intennanieda and encourage their conversions. Dr
Hofstein expressed more alarm, warning lhat the future of the
Jewish community was jeopardized by growing intermarriage, and
that its leaders must redouble their efforts to at.em the tide.
The ensuing discussion from lhe floor showed that many present
felt a deep personal involvement in the subject. Some were inter·
married Jews who were faithful membera of the American JewUh
Committee. At least one of the speakers thorn the ftoor expressed
outrage at what he perceived to be the panelists' disparagement of
intermarrien. He urged the Jewish community to think of the non·
Jewish partners in these marriages as a sc1urce of potential gain
rather than Joss for Judaism. In lhe heat of the moment, one AJC
member turned to the assemblage of over 100 people and asked.
• How many here have some intermarriage in your fam ilies?" As
Yehuda later reported, a sea of hands rose int.o the air. The message
was clear and urgent: AJC-sponsored research on the subject must
nol derogate either:_intennarrying Jews or their non.Jewish spouses;
it should identify opportunities for positive action.
Jn November 1975, I submitted to Yehuda, al his invitation, a
proposal for research that would begin to address the tasks at hand
in a way that differed from the work of earlier scholars First. it
focused on the consequences rather than the causes of inlc!rmarriage. Second, it was designed to gain insight into family relationships, Jewish practices, attitudes, and experiences in far greater
depth than the older, demographically oriented studies. Finally, it
proposed to include in the inquiry not on ly the born-Jews who had
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intermarried, but a lso the Christian·born spouses whom they had
married; the study would focus on the intcmiarried family and not
only on the intermarried. Jewish individual.
This approach was not simply an interesting methodological in·
nova lion. The proposed research design bcl)toO"'Cd a degree of communal recognition upon the reality and even the inUgrity of the
intennarried family that the Jewish community had Dever before
given it. It is to Yehuda's credit that, de~pite his own personal
feelings on this issue and the considerable pressure brought to bear
on him from some quarters of the organized Uewish community, be
r ecogni%cd that a truly dispassionate study .wouJd not be posaible
without looking at the inteimarried family 11 a whole. 1f that
entailed bestowing a measuTe of at least implicit legitimacy upon
these tuditionaJly prohibited and frowntX!-upon uniom, that was a
risk Yehuda would take in order to shed "light" upon the subject.
The at.udy was also designed to test certain cornrooo perception.a
about the impact of intermarriage. The research proposal noted the
following items of "conventional wisdom• the t would be probed:

1. Intermarriage leads to assimilation.
2. Intermarrying Jews are intent upon rejc!<:ting their faith, their
parents, and their community.
3. Intermarriage d isrupts relations between Jewish intermarriera
and their parents.
4. Intermarriages are less stable and less satisfactory unions
than in·marriage.s.
5. Non-Jews can never feel at h ome in a Jewish family and
community. Therefore they try to draw their born.Jewish
spouses away from their roots, leading them to a ssimilate.
6. Intermarriage represents a failure of adequate Jewish sociali·
iatfon and social control on the part of parents and rabbia.
This can and must be remedied in orde r to pre,ent intermar·
riagea.
7. Jewish men are som ehow psychologically more impelled to
marry non.Jews than are Jewish women.
8 . Any communal accom moda t ion lo or legitimiz.ation of int.er·
marriage will hasten its growth, and the inevitable decline o(
the Jewish community.
The American Jewish Committee undcrwroLe A research design
that would make personal contact with hundreds of interma rried
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families, representing a cross-section of that population throughout
the United States. Between the spring of lln6 and the spring
1977 a total of 446 couples were surveyed by meana of personal
interviews and written que.stionnairea. The• resulting data were
summariied in a publication entitled lntermc.irr~t and tht Jewu}a
Futurt (1979). Among its principal findings. this study showed that

or

1. 'kry (ew Jews who marry non.Jews (Jes.a than 4 percent) con
vert to the religion of their spouse, while many more of the
non.Jews who marry Jews (oYer 21 percent) convert toJudai5m;
thus com-ersionary marriages. which comprise somewhere be.
tween a fifth and a third of all Jewish int.ermarriages, countert
act to some extent the much.feared a:>Similatory impa~ ~
intermarriage.
2. Even in the absence of formal conversion to Judaism by~
non.Jewish spouse, the tendency of the ~Jewish spouse 11ncnna.
family unit toward assimilation fa neither uniform noru~ '
sal. Selected home-centered rituals, such a.a liebting HanUS»
kah candles or celebrating the Passover seder, remain pr-Menr
in the lives of at least half the mixed-married popuJ••.""'r
while other symbolic expressions of Jewi.shness, such aa lJtin.
ing candles on Friday nights to honor t1he Sabbath, are ""'nr
ticed only among a small mioority. Also, a large proporltoo.D.
the non.Jews who marry ~ reJinqui~.h their identiflcanot
with their religion of ancestry. These findings challenged tba
widely assumed linkage bclv.ttn intermarriage and assimlla
tion. They also suggested th.at the organiz.ed Jewish com.mu
nity might do well to respond to the intermarried with gestUll!f
of outreach and welcome.
3. The ties of intermarrying Jews to their parents are 1"n".ra.Ut
not impaired. Indeed, Jews in intermarriages have bes io ta.c1•
parents at least as strong as those their non.Jewisb·ptt•lol!'UJ
have with theirs. and perhaps even stronger.
4. While Jewish men more often marry non.Jewish Vl'OITlen~"
Jewish females marry non...kv.ish males, the statisti~1 Giller>
ence between the two groups diminishes dramatically 10.s.c.
younger age cohorts. There is, then, no apparent psycholoJ!lt8J
"germ" predisposing Jewish men t.o marry non.Jcwiso.wumeis
5. The study revealed no cvidcn~ o( marita I discord ana )""J>eJJP
ing marital dissolution in intermarried romiliea.
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While /ntumarriage and the Jewish Future sounded a hopeful
note, it left unresolved some of the most lmpor'tant questions about
the outcomes of intermaniage: What becomes of the children? Are
they raised as Jews or not? Are they psychologiically troubled by the
fact lhal they are born to and raised by parents from t\W clifferent
religious-ethnic herit.age5? Do they accept or reject their eocial and
psychological identities?
A second study, undertaken between 1981 and 1983, was published in 1983 under lhe title Children of lnttrmarno,e. It wu
ba$ed on a self.administered questionnaire sent to the adolescent
and adult children of couples who had participa ted in the first study.
The findings of this second survey tempered considerably the optimism of the first. It found that., or the children who were raiaed in
mixed-marriage families (no conversion on t.he part o( the non·
Jewish parent), only 24 percent. identified themselves u Jewish.
More than three-quarters did not. And virtually none married Jew.
themselves. On the other hand, children who were raised in converaionary families (where the erstwhile non.Jewish parent be.d become Jewish) showed. a better-than-85-percent ,Jewish identification.
and more than 60 percent married Jews. The s•tudy found no indications that the respondents in either group were disturbed by or
rejected their identity. Nor did it show any si1~s of special conflict
with or rejection ortheir parents.
But the findings did raise another issue about the identities
children raised in conversionary families. While, as noted before,
those children overv.·helmingly identified as Jt!ws, their answers to
questions about whether Jews have a special responsibility for one
another and a special responsibility toward Israel drew uoi\"ersalistic rather than particularistic responses. It came as no surprise that
this was even more common among the children raised in mixed
marriages, who were fat Jess likely to identify as Jews altogether.
~huda Rooenman concluded from this that children who are raised
in conversionary families and identify as Jews lend to aee their
Jewishness in religious lerms rather than as an amalgam of religion
and ethnicity. He drew the practical implication that educational
programs for all Jewish children, but particularly for children raised
In conversionary families, ought to concentrate on the ethnic. historical, and cultural elements of Jewish identification.
Since this second study undel"SC'Ored the imp-ort.ance conversion
In improving the odds that intermarried couples would raise their
children aa Jews, in 1984 the American Jewish Committee sponsored

or
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yet a third study focusing on the dynamics 01f conversion. It asked:
Who converts and who does not in an intennarriage? What are the
factors that st\mulate com-ersion, and what ia the quaJity of Jewish
identification that results from conversion?
This study, conducted by mail survey que1>tionnairea, was based
on a newly drawn national sample. The sampJ e was selected through
a careful procedure of what came to be called a •.-andomized snowball ted\nique," which involved drawing distinctive Jewish surnames at random from local telephone directoriea in fifteen selected
areas of the country. Jndividuala bearing these aumamea were
contacted by telephone and asked for namea, addresses, and phone
numbers of people they knew who were intermarried. Picking Jew.
ish names out of the phone book ensured that the informants and
the sample represented a cross-section of the Jewiah population. ·
And indeed, the approximately 700 people who received questionnaires were from eve.r y sector of the Jewish community-Orthodox,
Conservative, Reform, and unafli11at.ed-ln \ lrtually the same proportions as demographic aurveya have shown for the Jewish community in general.
The American Jewish Committee's publication of Conversion
Among IM /n~rmarried in 1987 disproved some of the conventional
wisdom about conversion. The most signiflc:ant finding concerned
the religious motivation of those who conv.ert to Judaism. It has
on.en been said, particularly by rabbis, that. non.Jews who convert
in intermarriages are motivated by social ccinvenience, not serious
religious conviction. Yet the study showed that the gTeal majority of
converts perceive themselves and conduct themselves as more religious than those who do not convert.. Those who converted to
Judaism were more likely than the nonconverts lo also report that
their Jewish parto~rs and the parents of their Jewish partners were
religious. Clearly, the motivations of the convert alone are not
sufficient. to explain who converts to Juda.ism and who does nol One
needs to focus on the familial context. Where a non.Jew marries a
religiously identified, religiously affiliated, religiously involved Jew.
ish partner, there is a much gTeater likelihood of conversion than
where a non.Jew marries a Jew who is dist.ant from religion.
A se<:ond finding of great practical importance is that many of
those who converted to Judaism reported that someone-typically
their born.Jewish husband or wife-had invited them to that possibility. Conversion was not a decision that carne out of the clear blue
sky: it was based on family discussions. At the very least, some kind
1
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of intrafamilial social influence did stimulate the formerly nonJewish partner to become Jewish. The converse is true aa well. Those
in the sample who did not convert to Judaism, more on.en than not,
stayed non.Jewish by default. When asked whether they had ever
thought about conversion, or whether their nonconveraion represented a considered decision, the ovcrwhelmin1i majority responded
that they had never thought about the subjE>ct. No one-neither
spouse nor in-laws-had ever raised it.
This study sh<M'ed that rabbis play a relatively amaJl role in
people's decisions to convert. Rabbis enter the scene only after such
a decision is made; very few converts indicated that their conversion
was influenced by rabbinic contact. Also, Conuersion Amofll tM
/nunnarritd raised serious questions about the popular assumption
that rabbis who perform marriages between Jewa and non~
&0mehow manage to draw the couples closer to the Jewieh community, and that rabbis who refuse to officiate "'1.um off" the couple,
alienating them from the Jewish community. Rabbis who officiated
at mixed marriages rarely asked the couples in our sample to
consider the possibility of conversion. Moreover, about 10 percent of
the converts had sought out a rabbi prior to their conversion to
perform their marriages, and had been rebuffed. Yet, they ended up
converting. For that 10 percent, rabbinic rejedi•:>n did not tum them
away from Judaism. On the contrary, it seems to have given them
lhe message that if they wanted the benefit of clergy, they had to
become full-Redged Jews-and they proceeded to do so.
Taken together, the three American Jewish Committee studies,
spanning a decade, have shed a great deal of light on the subject
and dispeHed considerable heat surrounding it. They ha\·e also set a
standard for how to look at inLermarried families a.a famil ies. They
have provided a social-scientific backbone for the Jewish community's effort_, to grapple with the demographic revolution that confronts American Jewry, and stimulated new initiativee, such ae
programs to encourage the con~-ersion of non.Jews msrried to Jewa,
that are unprecedented in the last &ixt.een hundred years of Jewish
history.
These three studies are a testimonial to an institution. They are
a credit to the American Jewish Committee, examples of ita ability
to a tlack major social challenges facing Amcricnn Jews on the basia
of thoughtful analysis and dispassionate scientil'ic inquiry.
These studies are also a testimonial to Ychuda Rosenman, who
was oble to translate his deep Jewish convictions and concerns into
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a creative strategy for developing new knowlledge, even when that
knowledge required that we transcend some 1of our favorite precon·
ceptions. It was Yehuda's compassionate and pragmatic commitment
to Jewish survival that stimulated both the .American Jewish Com·
mittee and the host of people whom he drew into the process of
research and deliberation to confront the c'hallcnge of intennar·
riage, not with handwringing and alarm, but with a sense of
pass ionate engagement and a call to action. That sense of engage·
ment shaped the research process and the pro(rrammatic application
o( the findings in the closing decadea of the twentieth cenlury.
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The Demographic Imperatives of outreach
Barry A. Kosmin, Ph.D.

Unless the erosion of the Jewish population can be halted, the
Jews are destined for the future of an endangered species. The
challenge before American Jewry today is to save for the Jewish
people one million children of intermarriage. How successful the
Jewish community is in the task of outreach and conversion will
determine the future of the American Jewish community.

The centrality of the demographic experience for any society is
acknowledged by most scholars, but it is even more critical f or a
people such as American Jews. As an essentially voluntary
community in a free society, America's Jews are not only a
biological population subject to change in the ratio of births to
deaths but also a social population. Nobody can be sure that his
or her biological descendants will be Jews. Moreover, as the sad
history of the twentieth century has shown, the terms of Jewish
group survival can also be dramatically altered by cataclysmic
political change. Jews are therefore better termed a biosocial

population, since the crucial demographic process of family
formation - marriage at both the individual and mass levels - is
influenced by sociological, psychological, anthropological,
historical, and religious factors.
This article outlines some of the demographic facts that describe
in broad terms the American Jewish family structure; Its
objective is to set the parameters of discourse about the
prospects of American Jewry in the face of current intermarriage
trends.
Historical overview

In historical terms, the change in the demography of the Jewish
people in the twentieth century is not only unparalleled but also
catastrophic. In 1900, only three generations ago, world Jewry
was significantly younger than today, its core was centered
between the Oder and Dnieper rivers in Europe and it had a rate
of growth of nearly 1.5% per annum, close to that of present-day
developing countries. In 1920,numbering 16 or 17 million, Jews
were more numerous than Mexicans, Vietnamese, Egyptians or
Canadians. There was one Jew for every five Latin Americans;
today there is only one Jew for every fifty Latin Americans.
In one of the most significant changes the world has seen this
century - the more than doubling in the world's population to
over four billion, despite war and natural disasters - the Jews
have had the opposite experience. The Jewish population has
shrunk to under 13 million people in 1989 . Of all the peoples who

suffered loses in World War II, the Jews alone have f ailed to
recover. The remaining Jews just did not have the demogr aphic
reserves to make up for the losses of the Shoah . Moreover to
their biological loses, Jews have added social losses res ulti ~ g
from the loss of the loyalty of born Jews.
Unless the erosion of Jewish numbers (through a downward
geometric progression) can be halted, the Jews are destined for
the future of an endangered species. Living organisms either
expand and grow. If they stop growing, t:hey begin to die . In both
biological and economic worlds, stasis or zero population growth
leads to decline or the euphemism of negative growth.
American Jewry in Pers:p ective

The prognosis for American Jewry, which ·now comprises nearly half
of world Jewry, is only a slightly graye·r version of the black
picture described above. Although immigration has increased since
Roosevelt's days, lack of sufficient population growth has
reduced American Jewry's relative proportion of the total
American population by one third. Biologically there is zero
population growth. Thankfully there is now again a healthy flow
of Soviet immigrants, young families who will be needed for the
future viability of American Jewish communal institutions. Yet,
they are probably not sufficient to stem the tide of Jewish
population attrition in this country, ev,e n if they do chC?ose to
identify as Jews.
Recent surveys of the American Jewish po;pulation at the local and
national levels have shown that Jews are the population with the
largest proportion of one- person households and the smallest
proportion of households with children. Only one third of Jewish
households contain a person under the ag1e of 18 years. What the
Jewish community lacks most is that which inspired our ancestors
and lightened their oppressed and tediou:s lives- children. Despite
all the cultural myths about the vaunted Jewish family, Jews are
becoming the least familial group in the nation.
It is highly doubtful that any amount of social engineering by
Jewish voluntary agencies will change co:ntemporary Jewish social
patterns, particularly marriage patterns. The mass of Jewish
young adults will not be persuaded to ma:rry younger or only to
marry born Jews, nor can one hope to ins1pire Jewish women to have
larger numbers of children. However, there may be a window of
opportunity that could reverse the erosic0n of the Jewish
population base.
At this time the relatively large Jewish demographic cohorts of
the Baby Boom aged 25- 35 are beginning t 10 settle down, marry, and
produce children. Of course, it is also this group that is
intermarrying at record levels. Among Balby Boomers at least 37%
of the married men and 24% of the married women are in interfaith
marriages . These figures can be compared with the 14% of men born

between 1925 and 1945 and the 7% of men born before 1925 who are
intermarried. (Kosmin et al., 1989)
However, in theory intermarriage need not lead to Jewish
population losses. From a halachic perspective the child of a
Jewish woman is Jewish. So even if all Jewish women are
intermarried, all of their children would be Jewish and there
would be no intergenerational loss of numbers, at least according
to traditional Jewish law. Moreover we know that Gentile women
married to Jewish men are far more likely to convert than are
Gentile men to Jewish women. The increasing incidence of
intermarriage among Jewish women and the disproportionate rate of
conversion to Judaism among Gentile women may in fact result in
an increasing number of Jewish children.
The real Jewish problem with intermarriage is not demographic. It
is operational and sociological. The fact is that Jewish 'communal
and religious organizations fail to capture their potential
market because they completely ignore the intermarried and their
children as a significant Jewish constituency. This has always
been so, but the magnitude of the challenge has clearly grown.
Children-The Key to outreach

It is the sheer dimension of this challenge in the l990's that
makes it a make-or-break situation for American Jewry. The
greatest tragedy of the Shoah was the murder of 1 million Jewish
children. The challenge before American Jewry today is t~ save
for the Jewish people one million potentially Jewish children,
who are alive and well in the cities and suburbs across this
continent at this moment.
There are approximately 850,000 Jewish young people under the age
of 18 living with two Jewish parents. There is an even larger
number with only one parent of Jewish extraction. Why are there
more of the latter than the former? Not only do we have numbers
of children from interfaith couples but we constantly add to the
total when Jewish marriages are dissolved because 32% of inmarriers marry out on their second marriage, thereby creating
blended families. Yet, around 400,000 of these children of
intermarriage without conversion of the Gentile spouse are Jewish
according to the criteria of all Jewish denominations - They have
Jewish mothers.
Now, if between around 33 and 60% of Jewish children (the
proportion varies according to how one defines who is a Jew) are
at risk, then outreach to the children of mixed and blended
marriages should be a communal priority (from a demographic point
of view). The need is even greater in the West and South,
particularly in California and Texas, where the proportion of
next generation affected by intermarriage is higher than the
national norm.

•

Implic ations For The J?uture

How successful the organized Jewish community is in the task of
recruitment, outreach, and conversion will decide whether in the
year 2020 there will be an elderly , vulnE~rable, and fast
diminishing Jewish population of 4 million Jews in this country
or a demographically well- balanced and expanding population of 7
million . To realize the latter scenario, American Jewish
religious and communal institutions must recognize that they no
longer have a captive market and that they must provide reasons
and incentives for people to take up thei r Jewish option. They
will also have to relearn the power of positive thought, regain
the5.r optimism, and become risk takers.
In our market society people consume goods and services that they
r egard as valuable and attractive and that make them feel good .
By the nature of their education and incomes Jews are the most
sophisticated consumers in the nation . They want quality
products . One way they can be persuaded that the Jewish community
is a wort hwhile and quality product is by persuading high- status
Gentiles that it is one. As Peter Berger (1979) suggested some
years ago, the social psychology of a group such as the Jews
means that if you first convince the outsiders of its value then
the insiders will buy into it . The Jewish community needs
successful outreach for credible inreach.
The importance of this insight is magnified by a few facts from
the early screening phase of the CJF 1990 National Survey. of
American Jews. our results suggest that there are 150,000 people
who were raised as Jews who no longer identify as Jews in any
way. About 100,000 say they are Christiar1s, and the remainder
have no religion or are agnostic. There are also several hundred
thousand adults - children of intermarriatge - with a Jewish
parent who do not identify as Jews. Over 200,00 are now
Christians, and 180,000 of them have no religion. These are a l l
demographic loses. Yet, 230 , 000 have not transferred their
loyalty to another brand of religion .
In addition, over a half- million Christians consider themselves
Jewish by virtue of being married to a Je!W. Some may be open to
conversion through persuasion to convert . More importantly, these
findings suggest that they would react positiv ely if their
children were offered an exposure to Juda.ism. This also confirms
some curious 1981 Canadian Census data int which hundreds of
Gentil e parents recorded their children as Jewish on their census
forms, even when there was no longer a Je:wish adult in the
home,i.e., the biological Jewish parent was noncustodial . In
Vancouver, British Columbia, a community of under 1500 Jews, 305
Jewish children were in this category . Obviously some Gentiles
have much less of a problem with Jewishness than many Jews.
Given the current rates of intermarri age by a sophisticated
population of autonomous mature adults, we are long past the
stage where we can invoke effective relig·ious, communal, or

familial sanctions against marrying those born into other faiths.
However, we can be successful in outreach to these Jews and the
conversion of their spouses and children if we can get "equal
time" with the Christians and new religions. We shall need the
kind of drive, enthusiasm, and communal support that Christian
evangelism evokes in its constituency in order to achieve this
goal. The demographic imperative for outreach and conversion
necessitates our competition in the free marketplace of ideas;
the challenges of the 1990 1 s offer American Jewry no other
realistic alternative.

Reform Jewish Leaders,
Intermarriage, and
Conversion*
Jonathan D. Sarna
Introduction
Back in 1818, Attorney General William Wirt, one of the finest
attorneys general in America's history, wondered in a private letter whether persecutions of the Jews, for all of their unhappy
effects, perhaps held the key to Jewish unity. "I believe," he
wrote to John Myers of Norfolk, Virginia, "that if those per.secutions had never existed the Jews would have melted down into the
general mass of rhe people of the world." He went on to suggest

that if perseculions cam! to an end, Lhe "children of Israel" might
even then cease lo exist as a separate nation. Within 150 years he
was sure that they would be indistinguishable from the rest of
mankind.'
Now, more than 150 years later, we know that Wirt was wrong:
the Jewish people Jives on. The relationship that Wirt posited
between persecutions and Jewish identity may not be wrong, but
to date, we have never had the opportunity to find out. Meanwhile, prophecies of doom have continued unabated. Look magazine some years ago featured a cover story on the "Vanishing
American Jew." Look itself has since vanished, not just once but
twice, and the Jewish people lives on. A volume entitled The End
of the Jewish People, by the French sociologist George Friedman,
has also come and gone. Again, the Jewish people lives on.
Indeed, somebody once pointed out that prediction is very difficult, especially about the future. This may be particularly worth
remembering today.2
In speaking about the future, most of us, when we are honest,
speak about contemporary trends and extrapolate (usually quite
JONATHAN D. SARNA is Professor of American Jewish History a1 HUCTIR in Cincinna1i.
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wrongly) that they will continue ad infinitum. So it is that a task
force examining the future of Reform Judaism sensibly began with
a study of contemporary Reform Jewish leaders. We cannot begin
to think about where we arc going in the Reform movement until
we know where we arc now.
To my mind, this study, entitled leaders of Rt/orm Judaism,1
offers us some very important information. It is an honest study, it
is methodologically sophisticated, and il makes available a wealth
of interesting data. Like all such studies, it must be used with discernment: the data base is necessarily small; women seem to be
ovcrrcprcscnied (60 percent to 40 percent); Easl Coast Jews are
unc.lcrrcprcsentcd; and over 80 percent of the respondents are over
the age of 40. Obviously, the leadership of the Reform movement
i-; neither a microcosm of American Jewry nor a microcosm of the
Reform movement as a whole. But this study can nevertheless
teach u-; a great deal, especially about the complex question of
mtcrmamage - the central focus, we are told. of the research
t~k force · s mandate.
Jewish Knowledge
Odore turning to this issue, however, I do want to lament that
one subject was largely overlooked in this study, and that is the
(to my mind) critical question of what Reform Jewish leaders
know about Judaism in general and about Reform Judaism in part1cul..1r. We are, to be sure, given the discouraging information
that only about one in five Reform Jewish leaders knows modern
I kbrcw more than slightly, and that 44 percent have either little
or no ability at all even to read prayerbook Hebrew. But what
about J...nowlcdge of Judaism? How many leaders could pass a
minimal test in Jewish cultural literacy? Do they read Jewish
books. -.tudy Jewish texts in translation. look back into Jewish
hi-.tory'! r think that it would be important to know, and J furthermore think that if the answer is embarrassing we ought to do
something about it. Leadership seminars, summer institutes, scriou\ programs of continuing adult studies, scholarships for those
who want to take Jewish studies courses at neighborhood universitks - these and similar programs should, in my opinion, all be
part of the agenda for the future of Reform Judaism. I believe that
such programs would improve the caliber of Reform leaders and
the quality of Reform Jewish life itself; and yes, in their own way,
1 think that such educational programs would also help to counteract rntermarriage. I realize that educated Jews, too, meet and fall
in love with non-Jews, but if they do, it is some comfort to know
Joiuna/ of Reform Judaism
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that they are at least able to explain why Judaism means so much
to them, and why (we hope) they also want it to become the religion of their children.
Intermarriage
Intennarriage is, as I mentioned, the central focus of this overall
study, and it deserves special comment. For just as Attorney
General Wirt predicted, 1he decline of persecution and the rise of
interfaith iniimacy have made it harder and harder to maintain
Jewish distinctiveness. Intermarriage, in other words, is the price
we pay for living in a highly tolerant society where Jews and
Christians interact freely. Most people today do not, as they once
did, intermarry in order to escape Judaism; instead, they intermarry because they happen 10 meet and fall in love with a nonJew.• Increasingly, for this reason, the intermarriage rates for men
and women have converged. It is no longer the case that many
more Jewish men intermarrr than Jewish women. Bruce PhiJlips
found that in Los Angeles, among under-thirty Jews, the opposite
was true; more Jewish women intermarried than men. The conversion rate is similarly far more balanced today than in the past.
Whereas among Reform leaders surveyed here 90 percent of the
converts were women, today according to Phillips, me11 are convening at an even higher rate than women.s Clearly, then, neither
intermarriage nor conversion should be seen as a sex-linked phenomenon. Relevant programs must be directed to men and women
alike.
What can we do about intermarriage? The leadership study is
pessimistic: "Given the cultural realities of contemporary North
America," it concludes, "there is no necessary connection
between the degree of one's Jewish religious background, activity
and practice and the decision to marry a born non-Jew (p. 90)."
Strictly speaking that is correct: 1here is no " necessary" connection; even ultra-Orthodox Jews occasionally marry born non-Jews.
But there certainly is a statis1ically significant connection. This
study, Steven M. Cohen's studies, and simple common sense all
indicate that, generally speaking, the more intense one's Jewish
commitment, the less likely one is to intermarry. fa .. n if one does
marry a born non-Jew, one is more likely, given a strong Jewish
commitment, to insist that lhe non-Jewish partner convert.
There is no reason for us to hide or dispute these facts. Instead,
I think that we should publicize them widely and use them to
make the strongest possible case for encouraging worried Refonn
Jewish parents to begin nurturing Jewish consciousness early and
to continue Jewish education and identity training long past Bar/
Winlcr 1990
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Bat Mitzvah and Confinnation. This may not guarantee marriage
to a nice Jewish boy or girl, but it does at least improve the odds.
Other ways of improving the odds need to be encouraged also.
Clearly one of the most effective means of promoting in-group
marriage is to place Jews in situations where they are most likely,
just in the normal course of events, to meet other Jews. One of the
reasons New York City has a lower intermarriage rate than most
other Jewish communities in America is precisely this: in New
York the odds of meeting a suitable mate who happens to be Jewish arc relatively high. Some of our synagogues, temples, Jewish
centers. and Hillel houses around the country achieve this same
goal through extraordinarily successful Jewish singles activities.
But a great many Jewish singles are not being reached by Jewish
organiLations. What we need for them, I believe, is a concerted
n:Hionw1de outreach program (or to use Leonard Fein's term, an
.. in-reach program") designed to help single Jews meet other Jews
whcrc,,.er they are. Such a program, if sensibly and sensitively
earned out and backed by sociological research and adequate
funding. could go a long way in mitigating some of the problems
of our singles. and keeping them within our community.
l want to say a word at this point about the chapter in the leadership ~1udy dealing with rabbinic officiation at intermarriages. I
for one found it illumina1ing to learn that lay leaders today are as
<!1 v i<lcd on this subject as rabbis are. Perhaps understandably.
'.!10sc whose own children have intermarried often feel differently
from tho'\e whose children have not. What we lack, however, is
~my accquate measure of the impact that rabbinic decisions (on
w~1cthcr or not to officiate) have actually made on the intennarry1ng couples themselves. I know from Mark Winer and Egon
\.fayer 1ha1 such surveys are now underway, and I want to use this
opporcuni 1y to sound a note of caution. The key question is not
JU!>t mechanicall y quantitative, as these surveys would have us
believe. but also elusively qualitative. In other words, before we
can measure impact effectively we need to know not just whether
.t r:Jbb1 agreed to officiate, but also how the rabbi explained his or
her decision and then related to the couple beforehand and
afterwards. There are rabbis who have a remarkable ability to say
'"no" graciously without losing their influence, and there are rabbis who, even if they do perfonn intermarriages, are more likely
to drive people away from our faith than draw them near to it. I
know of no current research that takes account of these qualitative
aspects of rabbinic work, and l am, therefore, leery of drawing
any meaningful conclusions at this time, much less of making policy recommendations for the future.

4
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"Jews by Choice,,
This brings me 10 wha! I consider to be the mosl innovative and
compelling sections of this repon, those that deal with converts to
Judaism, or "Jews by Choice." Nobody knows how many converts have entered the Jewish fold, but estimating conservatively
at rwo percent of America's 5.7 million Jews yields a population
of over l I 5,000 men and women. If all of them lived in one
community, it would be the ninth largest Jewish community in
America, with more Jews than St. Louis, Minneapolis, and
Cincinnati combined. This is an unprecedented situation not only
in America but in all of modem Jewish history. It deserves a great
deal more scholarly attention than it receives.
Only a small number of convens are actually included in this
survey ( 41 convens. 51 born Jews married to converts). The conclusions drawn, however, correlate well with other surveys, notably those of Egon Mayer and Steven Huberman,6 and are also
supported by impressionistic evidence. Here I want to discuss
three interrelated trends that to my mind hold especially important
implications for the future.
First of all, all surveys agree that converts tend to emphasize
religious and spiritual aspects of Judaism: they attend synagogue
more often than born Jews do, they observe basic home rituals,
and they took to the synagogue as their spiritual center. What
Harold Kushner found in Conservative synagogues applies to
Reform temples as well:
[Convens] define their Jewishness in tenns familiar to them from their

Christian upbringing: prayer and ritual observance. By their numbers and
sincerity, they are reshaping American Judaism into a less ethnic, more
spiritual community."7

The implications of these changes are not yet altogether clear;
they may prove, despite my skepticism, to be wholly positive.
Cerrainly, rabbis and congregational leaders need to be alert to
what is going on, so that they may set appropriate priorities for
the coming decades.
The second and more troubling trend that I se.! is he tendency
of converts to subordinate the ethnic aspects of their Judaism.
They score far below born Jews in the Jewish communalism index
that Mark Winer describes. They are more diffident about Ke/al
Yisrael in general, parucularly the idea that Jews should extend
special help to fellow Jews in need. And their support of Israel is,
statjstically speaking, much lower than that of born Jews. These
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findings are not surprising; Egon Mayer found similar attitudes in
his study. Nor are these findings hard to understand, since most
Introduction to Judaism courses emphasize religion over ethnicity,
and most converts come 10 Juda.i sm from a religion that considers
universalism more imponant than peoplehood. But if not surprising, these findings are deeply troubling, especially since even
among born Reform Jews the values lhat have been traditionally
:.issocia1ed with Jewish peoplehood seem to be eroding. Kela/ Yisrael lfld Alzavat Yisrael- the fraterna1 feelings of love that bind
Jews one to another even when they disagree - have weakened
the ir hold on many of our leaders today. We are fast losing our
ability to view the Jewish people in familial terms as one big
mishpoche. Obviously, this problem is not unique to Reform
Jews: the principles of Kelal Yisrael and Ahavat Yisrael are
spurned by far too many Orthodox Jews as wen, especia1ly in
t-;r:.icl. But while this magnifies our challenge, it does not absolve
u-; fro m the obligation to uphold these principles no matter who
v101:.ltes them. Bitter experience should have taught us lhat these
p rinciples a.re sacred; whenever Jews have not been responsible
fo r one another, tragedy has resulted. So while others preach
in'.r:i-kwish hatred, we must learn to practice what IsraeJ•s great
chief rabbi, Rav Kook, called ahava1 cliinam, boundless love.
This means love for converts, love for Conservative and Orthodox
Jews. yes , even love for Jews who don't love us. Thal is what the
family of Israel is all about.
We arc a long way from meeting this goal. Leaders of Refonn
! u<l:iisrn score low on communalism, leaders who are converts
-;core lower, and impressionistic evidence suggests that many
o rdi nary Je ws score lower still. There is thus an urgent need for a
vigorous new emphasis on Jewish communalism throughout the
Reform mo vement (indeed, throughout all branches of Judaism)
paying s pec ial allencion to what Kela/ Yisrael and Ahavat Yisrael
mean. and how both can be turned imo working principles that
govern our lives. No priority is more important in terms of safeguarding Jews everywhere and the future of the Jewish people as a
whole .
Converts• Views of Intermarriage
This brings me to the last trend pointed to in this survey that
dcm:mds attention, and that is the views expressed by converts on
the subjecl of inccnnarriage, particularly what they would do if
their own children intermarried. Frighteningly, about 80 percent
of converts or those married to converts scored high on the intermarriage acceptability index: they would not, by their own admis-
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sion, feel too badly if their children married non-Jews. Egon
Mayer's study showed that many converts would not even discourage their children from marrying someone who was not Jewish.• In the Reform leadership study, more than 50 percent of the
converts responding - leaders,. I remind you - would not even
be bothered a great deal if their children converted to Christianity!
(p. 109). There is here a world of difference between converts and
born Jews, and one that augurs very badly indeed for our future.
If today, when most Jewish parents still disapprove of intermarriage, we have such a significant intermarriage rate, tomorrow,
when a substantial number will not disapprove, I fear that the
figures will be very bleak indeed.
Now I obviously understand why many converts feel as they do,
and in a sense I admire their consistency: they want their children
to have the same freedom of choice that they had. The very tenn
"Jew by Choice," so very popular today in Reform circles (some,
indeed, argue that we are all "Jews by Choice") implies that
members of the next generation are free to make a different
choice, even if that means Christianity. But as people concerned
about Judaism's future, it seems to me that we cannot look upon
these statistics with equanimity, and must wholeheartedly reject
the proposition that conversion to Judaism is an ephemeraJ decision in no way binding on one's offspring. Instead we must help
converts understand why we feel as strongly as we do about preventing intermarriage and apostasy, and must emphasize that to
our mind conversion implies not just a choice but a permanent
transformation - a change in identity, traditionally even a change
of name. Perhaps we should discard the very term "Jew by
Choice" as misleading and replace it with a stronger term - a
Jew by adoption, by conversion, by transformation. Certainly, it
seems to me, as I have already argued, that we need to place new
stress on the peoplehood aspects of Judaism, with appropriate
educational and outreach programs.
Let us make no mistake: the data we now have at hand should
serve as a dire warning: Unless we act decisively, many of today's
converts will be one-generation Jews - Jews with non-Jewish
parents and 11011-Jewish children. I say this with great personal
sadness, since some of the finest, most courager us, and most
dedicated Jews I know are proud "Jews by Choice," and the last
thing I mean to do is to cast doubt on their sincerity. We are a
better Jewish community thanks to those who have come to
Judaism from the outside, and should be grateful that our problems stem from tho~e entering the Jewish fold rather than from
those rushing headlong to abandon it. Still, the data here speak for
themselves and are positively alarming. We will be accountable to
Winter 1990
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posterity if, knowing what we now know, we close our eyes and
do nothing.

Conclusion
Let me close with what I hope is a more comforting thought.
Learned Jews and non-Jews have been making dire predictions
about the future (or end) of the Jewish people for literally thousands of years - long before William Wirt and long after him and, as we have seen, their predictions have proved consistently
wrong. The reason, I think, has nothing to do with the quality of
our prophets, but is rather to the credit of those who listened to
them. Refusing to consider the future preordained, clearheaded
Jews have always acted to avert the perils they were warned
against, and in every case, to a greater or lesser extent, they were
successful: the Jewish people lived on.
So it is today. We have prophets, we have wise leaders, and we
have a future that is ours to shape. We can shape it well, or we
can shape it poorly. May we find the wisdom to do a good job.

NOTES
• Edited from a lecture delivered at the Workshop Seminar of the Research Task Force on the Future of Reform Judaism, held at HUC-JlR, New
York, on October 9, 1988. I am grateful to Rabbi Sanford Seltzer for inviting me to prepare this lecture, and for permitting me 10 publish it here.
'William Wirt to John Myers (June 12, 1818), Myers Family Papers,
American Jewish Archives, Cincinnati, Ohio. For the background to this letter, see Jonathan D. Sama, Jacksonian Jew: The Two Worlds of Mordecai
Noah (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1981), p. 178.
2 See now Stephen J. Whitfield's essay on ''The End of Jewish Hiscory,'' in

Rdigio11, Ideology and Nationalism in Europe and America: Essays Presented in Honor of Yehoshua Aricli (Jerusalem: The Hiscorical Sociecy of
Israel, 1986), pp. 385-407, and in a slightly different version in Whitfield's
American Space. Jewish Time (Hamden, CT: Archon, 1988), pp. 171-191.
3 Mark L. Winer, Sanford Seltzer, and Steven J. Schwager, uaders of
Reform Judaism: A Study of Jewish Identity, Religious Practices and Beliefs.
and Marriage Pallcrns (New York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1987).
"Jonathan D. Sama, "Coping with Intermarriage," Jewish Spectator 41
(Summer 1982), pp. 26-28.
s Bruce Phillips, "Los Angeles Jewry: A Demographic Portrait," America11 Jewish Year Book. 86 (1986). pp. 145-147, 153, and 177-178.
6 Egon Mayer and Carl Sheingold, Intermarriage and the Jewish Future
(New York: American Jewish Commiucc, 1979); Egon Mayer, Children of
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and Amy Avgar. Conversion Among the Intermarried (New York: American Jewish Commiuce, 1987): Steven Huberman, New Jews: The Dynamics
of Religious Conversion (New York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1979).
'Harold Kushner, "The American Jewish Perspective: A Conservative
Perspective," Judaism 123(Summer1982). p. 298.
8 Mayer, Children of /11termarriage, p. 34.
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The Jewish marriage statistics of Germany during the 6r5t three
decades of the twentieth century reveal two trends. On the one hand
there was a continuous growth in the number o( Jewish mixed unions,
which became cs~~.Uy strong in the first years o( the 'World \Var,
and on tlle other hand the number of Jewish homogeneous marritge.
decreased (sec Table I and Chart JI)•

TABLE I
ABSOLUTE NUMBER. OT HOMOCE,.EOUS AND MIXED MAllllJACES
AND THE UTIO OT M1XED PEil JOO HOMOCE>\EOUS WEDDINGS

1901- 19'29

Toul nurT.bcr cl

Total oumbcr of
Year

Jc.-i•h

ho~ncou e

mised )c• iali

mzmagea

mam~£C&

1904 . . •.•...
J90S .••.....

1906 . •. . .. •.

~.878

~

6S8
626
668
i 48
819
SSS

3,92S

3,8Jl
4,001
3,905
4,080
157

•

~neou1.JcT11b

m1m•ru

I

1901 •. • • • •.•
1902 ........
1903 .•••..••

Ratio or JC1ria11

mind m•m•sa
pu JOO bomo-

16.9
15.7
Ji.4
111.6
20.9
21.0

•
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TABLE 1 (Continuul)
Toul number of
Year

Jcwith

llOIOOl;"COCOUI

aurria~C$

•

1907 ........
1908 .•.....•
1909 ......
1910 ......
19i l ........
1911 ........
191.J . . ......
1914 ........
1915 ........
1916 ........
1917 ...••••.
1918 ........
1919 ........
19'20 ........
1921. .. .. ...

1,40'2
2,171
6,29S
7,497
S,617

192'2 ........

S,025

1923 ........
192+ .......
192S ........
1926 ....... .
1927 ........
1 ~ 8 ........
1929 ........

4,8.33
3,310
2,904
2,656
2,789
2,983
2,817

S111uu:

4,052
J,907
3,873
3,880
3,814
3,833
3,621
2,617
1,098

i,m

Ra tio of Jcwi.!1

Te>ttl 11umbcr of

mired mar riasu
pu I00 hofflC>o
sc n~u'. Jcwi.h
munigct

mi1td }c"iah
m11n1gu

920
939
982
1,003
1,088
1,130
1,1n
1,344
1,10
967
1,03S
1,08-4
1,929
2,211
1,890
2,038
2,008
l,S47
1,413
1,315
l,SOS
1,604
1,663

JU1t11V1°1'1/ ftJJJirtisrltn llrc4i,, vol. xviii (1928);

/)j,

-----

I

22.7
24.0
2S.3
2S.8
28.S
29.4
30.9
51.3
104.0
74.I
73.1
49.9
30.6
'29.4

33.6
40.S
41.5
46.7
48.6
49.S
53.9
S3.8
59.0
81'.Ut-.A "I Jn 8"'6/A'"'"I· SWinil

J,, J,..,lJtAN. RNlu, Yol. ccclx (1930) aod vol. oc:c1dii (1911).

From the ~ginning of the century till the World War, with the
exception of the year 1902, the n umber of Jewish mixed unions per
c.very 100 homogeneous J ewish weddings increased yearly. In the year
1914, which included several war months, the intermarriage rate gained
20 points, rising from 30.9 to 51.3, and in the next year, 1915, the first
full war year, it more than doubled: for every 100 J ewish weddings
there were recorded for that year 104 mixed J ewish weddings. With
the continuance, however, of the war, and the subsidence of the war
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fc,cr, the ralio o( interdenominational Jewish unions declined, and in
the three years from 1916 to 1918 it dropped almost 54 points. In 1919,
the first year After the war, the ratio declined to pre-war level; it declined
again in 1920, two years after the wp.r, to the ratio of two years before
it, to 29.4. But in 1921 an upward movement set in again in the Jewish
intermarriage rate, which brought it up within nine years from 29.4
to 59.0. And this increase, one should point out, coincided with the
spread o( the Nazi movement. The latter served, it seems, a.s no deterrent in preventing gentiles from marrying Jews. It wa_, only later
when intermarriage became a crime punishable by law and concentration
camp that the process of the biological fusion of Jews and non-Jews
was checked.
The progressive trend among the German Jews to marry out of the
fold comes clearly to the fore when the intermarriage rate is computed
for quinquennial instead of annual periods (see Table JI and Charts II
and III) •
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TABLE II
AB SOLUTE NUMBER

or BOMOOEN£0US

AND MIXED MAJlk.JACU

AND TBE RATIO OF MJX£D PE~ 100 U NMIXED
FO.R nvE-Yt:AR PEIUODS

Yun

T oc a.I number ol
Jewish ho~IKOOI
m~m•aa

T o tal number ol
i:niitd Jcwi1b

mam •ao

Ratio ol Jt'Wi.tll
miud aurrap
per 100 homorncou1.Jnri1\
ma m~sa

190t - 190S .•.•. . .
lS06-t910 •..•. .
19tl- l9lS .......
1916-19-w ....• . .
19~t - 19~S .•.....
19'.!6-1929 ...•..

•

)9,510
19,792
14,983
18,67S
:!1 ,687
JI ,24S

J,sn
4,699
S,827
7,226
8,896
6,087

U .Ol

lJ.7
38.0
38.6
41.9
SU
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The highest relative increases occurred in the years 1911- 1915 and
in the four-year interval of 1926-1929. Jn either period the rise in the
Jewish mixed intermarriage ratio was not due so much to an increase
in the absolute number of mixed J cwish weddings as to a sharp contraction in the number of homogeneous ones.

TABLE 111
A8SOLOTF: N UJ.fBER OF HOMOGENEOUS AND MIXED MAllaJAG£S

JN PJlUSSIA AND THE RATJO OF MIXED PEP.

100 HOMOCEHEOUS

UNIONS TOR FIVE-YE AR PERIODS

'

•

Yun

Je.. isb

mu~d

bo~ocou1

Jc..-iala
uniocu

UQJOOI

2,610
J,524

12,872

1901 - 1905 .• . ••..
1906-1910 . ......
1911- 1915 ...•. ..
1916-1920 ••.•...
19'21- 1925 .•.....
J9'26-1929 .......

13,335
10,J37
13,197
13,507
8,56J
I

•

Tout ourobcr ol

To1a1 number of

4,446
5,480
S,6J4
4,779

Ratio cl JcwiM
llJU.cd "trcddiop
pct Kl)~

r-.Jcwitla
awnap

20.3
26.4
44.0
41.S
41.7
S6.0

I

The tendency toward intermarriage among the J ews of Germany
was a general one. It manifested i tsclf, with no exception, in all the
German states. Prussia, the largest German state, had 403,.969 Jewish
inhabitants in 1925, or 71 .58 percent of all the Jews of Germany. During
the 29 years analyzed (sec Table lIJ) the absolute number of Jewish
homogeneous marriages decreased in Prussia from 12,Sn in the five-year
period of 1901- 1905, to 8,563 in the years 1926-1929, while the mixed
group during the same period increased from 2,610 to 4,779. Relatively,
Jewish mixed couples per 100 endogamous marriages h:td risen during
this time from 20.3 in 1901- 1905 to 56.0 in the years of 1926-1929.
The other Germ3n states, which had smaller J ewish populations, showed
as large and e\•en la.rger rdativc increases in the Jewish intermarriage
rate for the period studied, as is seen from Table l V •
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TABLE IV
~ATlO

or

J E\VJS H MIXED MARRIA GES PER 100 E~DOCAMO US

JE WlSH

M .~RR I AGES

B,.

P ruuia

Ycan

JS'Jt- 1905 .. ..•.
1906-1910 .. ....
1911- 1915 .. ....
1916-1920 . .....
192 1- 1925 .•. ...
J9J.6-1929. . . .••

•

B~varia

20.J
26.4

HO
41.S
41.7
56.0

FOR V .\ RJOUS CER,.\fA:-1 STATES

QUJNQ.l:E~!'IAL

8.8

37.J

31.6

35.9

19.8
25.5

S.uony

WOrtttra-

5.7
7.S
16.l

17.S

41.4
47.S
62.6
2-U
34.2

'H.9

82.3

If C$t t

Badto

83
9.8
20.1
23.8
20.9

12.0

PERI ODS

7.0

92
IJ.0

16.9

beri

30.4
30.7
61.7

The trend was especially well-pronounced in the larger cities where
the intermarriage rate was considerably above rhat o f the' country as a
whole. In Berlin, where 30 percent of German J ewry lived, the intermarriage rate was 28.5 in 1891-1895, <tnd 74.6 in the interval of 19261929. Similarly, in Hamburg the intermarriage rate leaped from 53.6 in

TABLE V
A BSOLUTE NUMBER O F HOMOGENEOUS AND MIXED MAllRJAC£S
AND THE RATIO OF MIXED PER

100

UN~ I XED WEDDINOS

JN BERLIN

Ycara

Tout oumber ol
Jcwisb bo'?l°gcoeou1
mamages

T otal number ol

Rniool J~•h
mind m~ ...Up

mind Jc•isb
marnigea

acncoo•.Jcwi.tb

per 100 boftlo.

m am ap

•

1876-1830. .•. •• .
l88J -t88S ...•.. •
1186-1890 •.. . ...
1891- 1895 . . .. ...
119&-1900. ......
1901- 1905 . ..... .
Js.o&-1910. ..•...
1911 - 191 s .. . ..•.
191&-1920 . . .. ...
1n1-19N •......
19~&-1929 . . ...•.

30.l

J,4'24
J.804

459
5n

31.9

1,366

i90

33.0

'l.755

786
l,OS7
1,1.38
1,4:?6

2,983

3,086
2.m
2.'287

2.917
4,131

1,467

1,S03
2,2-17

28.S

.

35.4
37.5
47.9
64.1

51.S
S4.J
14.6
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1901- 1905 to 96.5 in 1926-1929. Even the city of Frankfurt-am Main,
the seat of Gcnn:in Jewish orthodoxy, saw the intermarriage ratio almoJt
doubled within the pcrlod analyzed. It was 24.7 in the period of 19011905 and 43.6 in the years of 1926-1929.

TABLE VI
FAANKFURT- AM-MAlN

Yu"

Tot•I number ol
jcl'fith bo~1lCO<U
inar..Up

or

Total number
1ni1c-d }c•itb
maruaao

I

Ratio of Jcwidi
mil.l'd iurriap
~r 100 bomo-

l"CMOae)cwll
mUNp

•

1876-JUO •. •..• .
1881- J88S ...•.•.
1886-1890 .... .•.
1891-t89S . . ••• •.
1&96-1900••..••.
190t-t90S •. . •.•.
1906-1910 . . •..•.
191 l-l91S •. ..••.
1916-1920• .. ••..
1921- 1914 •.•. .. .
1926-1929 . ... ...

483

70
61
as
77
162
176
192
242
400

HO
6JI
S91
7«

703
787
641
9B9
1.oss

333

12.0
11.l
13.9
11.9
16.3

24.7
24.3
3S.O
30.0
30.6
~.6

'

'

.

TABLE VII
H.~MBURO

Ra tioo/ Jcwid

Yun

Tou.J n11mbu ol
Jc.Ub bo~ceocu
mar n ap

Total number of
mu~ Jcwitla
aurnaan

mi.&cd-maaa
~' IOObo1111>
l <DCIOCll J< nt.

in.mUsa

•

l901- 190S .••••••
1906-1910•.••.•.
J91J- 19JS .•••.. .
1916-1920•• .••• .
1921 ........ ... .
1922- 1924 . ......
1926-1929 ..•.•. .

490

263

506

323
341
4SI
119
362

467
61S
189

483

SJ.6
63.J
73.0
73.3
62.t

14.9
96.S
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TABLE VIII
BRESLAU

Ycan

Total number or
Jt\\ i1h hoi;.ogcneoua

Total number of
m\scd Jo·ish

marn agcs

ma1riagu

- -- -- I !' - 6- 1880 .......

86?

77
66

1885 .. . ....
' ''c- 1890 ... .• ..
1$"~ 1 - 189 5 .......
I S'96- I900 ...... .
1~:>1 - 1 905 .......
1~1 9 10 .•... ..
1911 - 1915 ..•.•• .
1916- 1920• • ..• • •
191 1- 1924 ....•••
l~I

•

,,

Si l

--

Ratio of j,..;u
mi.red marri ap
~r 100 homogc neou1.Jcwiall
n •rnap

1.9
11.S

651

SJ

8.1

706

71

10.0

?SO

109

14.S

685

90

688
513

155
179

734

256

862

26?

2. &rios

13. l

n.•

JU
34.I
31.l

-

of Maks and Ftmalt1

Both sexes hel~ to build up the intermarriage ratio. The men,
however, contributed the preponderant share. They outnumbered the
..omen for every quinquennial period analyzed. And this despite the
f >ct that the men formed a considerably smalJer part of the Jewish
population of Germany. According to the census of 1925, there were
for every 1,000 Jewish males 1,056 Jewish females.

TABLE IX
OJSTIUBUTION or MIXED MARJUAGES A CCO RDJ~ C TO WHETHER
WlTE OR HUSBAND WAS OF JEWI SH FAITH

Yurt

•

Wire, Jcwa.;

H utland,/cC'Y;
Wife_ 000• (Wf'M

1901- 1905 ...••. .. ..•. . •. . .
1906-1910 ... ... ...........
191 t - 19 1s.......... .... ...
1916-1920 ....••..•. . ...••.
1921 19'.?S .....••..•.... . ..
I 9~6"- 1 929 ...••..• .. ..•.•..

3,838

1901 1 9~9 ..... . ...........

'21 ,690

Husband, DOO•Jnr

J,906

l,616

l.S64

2.173

3,46'2

'2,36S

4,276

'2,950

5,644

3,lS1
2,249

-

14,ros

-
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Taking the entire period as a whole, men contributed 59.7 percent
and the women 4-0.J percent to all the mixed Jewish couples of Germany.
The reason for the larger number of intermarriages contracted by men
is to be ascribed firs t to the greater part ici pation o( the Jewish male
population in the economic, social and scien t ific life of the country.
SecondJy, men, relatively more than women , found their ambitions and
careers thwarted by prevailing antisemitic pressure. In order to escape
it J ewish men of Germany had recou rse to intermarriage, which in
many CilSCS was bu t a prelude to baptism, if not of the intermarried
person, most certainly of their offspring. There is a paucity of data
regarding the religious upbringing of children of mixed unions but the
little that is available points to the above conclusion. For Prussia,
information was gathered regarding 7,620 Jewish children born out of
mixed wcdJock in the year 1910. Of these children, 1,799 or 23.6 percent were brought up i.n the Jewish faith; for 271 or 3.5 percent of the
children, the religion in which they were brough t: up was unknown;
the rest, namely, 5,532 children, or 72.7 percent o { all ~hildren born
out of mixed w~ock in that year in Pru ssia, were baptized in the
Evangelical and Catholic churches, the former claiming 4,686, the latter
846 children. Since then the percentage of children born to mixed
couples and brought up in the Jewish tradition, ac:cording to Herbert
Philipstahl in the Algmuinu slaliJJiuhn ArchirJ for 1928, ha.s been
reduced to about 2 percent.
It is interesting to note here that German Jc:wish mixed unions
were almost childJess. In 1927 there was on the average 0.5 of a child
to a mixed Jewish couple. In other words, two families had on the
average only one child. The sterility of the Jewish mixed marriage is
probably the resultant of scveraJ causes: (a) the advanced age of the
people who usuall y enter a mixed union, (b) these }>4-"0plc usually belong
to the libcr'a.I, emancipated group who have fewer children, (c) the
rea&z.arion of the futility of intermarriage as an escape fro m the Jewish
environment. Feeling the tragedy of isola tion and social handicap in
their new milieu as they did before they intermarried, they do not
dare, it seems, to bequeath it to their children, and hence they have
none•
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3. Prefermus in Choosing Main

German Jews intermarried more frequently with Protestants than
"ith Catholics. For each of the five quinquennial periods anal~cd
(T:ible X), Protestants supplied by far the gre:ir er part of the mixed

TABLE X
lf111b2nd,

Yon

-l901 · 190i •••• . .

•

•

...
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Jewish couples. For the period as a whole-1901-1929 - the share of
the Protestants was 25,907 or 77 percent And that of the Catholics,
7,708 or 23 percent of all Jewish mixed unions for which the aced of
the married parties was known.
One reason for the greater fr~uency of Protestant-Jewish marriages
is to be found in the rdativc numbcn of Pro testants and Catholics in
the country. According to the census of 1925, the former claimed 64.1
percent and the latter 32.4 percent or the total population of Germany.
Another reason for the propensity of the J ew to marry into Protcsuntism was the concentratioo o( the Jews in the urban centers where
the population is predominantly Protestant. Jewish men contributed to
the Protestant-Jewish group of mixed marriages l S,566 or 60 percent;
Je"ish women, 10,341 or 40 percent. The {';uhnlic-Jewish group of
mi'\cd couples was made up of 4,238 or 54.9 percent of Jewish men
:ind J,470 or 45.1 percent of Jewish women .
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FAMILIAL IMPLICATIONS

Fran Schumer, "Star-Crossed: More Gentiles and Jews are
Intermarrying--and It's Not All Chicken Soup", New
York Magazine, (April 2, 1990).
This was the cover story of a recent issue of a popular
magazine. It indicates in journalistic lingo that the issue
of intermarriage has become a concern far beyond the limits
of the Jewish community, that it reaches every eschelon of
society. Most striking is the author's view of how
commonplace an occurrence intermarriage has become .
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Sanford Seltzer, "Intermarriage, Divorce and the Jewish
Status of Children", (Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, An Horizon Institute Report, August
1981).
Much has been written in recent years about the changing
American family. Not only intermarriage rates have
skyrocketed; divorce rates have also risen. With both rates
approaching 50%, one can reason that nearly one marriage in
four will be an intermarriage that ends in divorce. What
happens to the children in such an instance? Seltzer
reviews several cases in which civil courts have asserted
jurisdiction over decisions related to the religious
upbringing of children of intermarried-then-divorced
parents .

•

•

More Gentile s andJews Are lntermarryingA nd It's Not A ll Chicken Soup

By F ran Schumer
tVE·YEAR-OLD zo~ KELLY-NACHT, A KtNOERGART·

•

ner at a public school on the Upper West Side, has
her identity all figured out. 'Tm Christian and
Jewish,·· she came home and rold her mother nol
long ago. "And so are Jake and Jess and Katie and
Marlow... . "
New York is starting to look a lot like Zoe's
kindergarten class. " lntcnnarriage seems like
rhe mosl normal thing in the world." says Richard
Rosen, 4 I. a Jewish writer married 10 Diane
McWhorter. 37. a journalist who was raised Presbyteria n . "Most of our friends arc intermarried
couples."
Once a rare occurrence that most families preferred to
keep to 1hemsclves, intermarriage between Jews and Gentiles is now as American as strawberry-rhubarb pie (on
prime time, thirtysomething's Jewish Michael is lnarried
to Waspy Hope) and a pervasive part of everyday life. At a
public Chanukah celebration in Brooklyn this winter, half
the children helping light the menorah had Irish last
names. Boys named Murphy are routinely bar-mitzvahed.
On any given Sunday, the wedding announcements in the
}1
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New York Times are likely lo include a healthy smattering
of marriages presided over by a judge, an EthicaJ Culture
lcadCT, or a rabbi and a priest. "Laura Delano Roosevelt
was married yesterday to Dr. Charles Henry Silberstein.
... Acting Justice Shirley Fingerhood of State Supreme
Court in Manhattan officiated at the Colony Club in New
York.. . . The bride is a granddaughter of the late Presiden1 Franklin D. Roosevelt and Eleanor Roosevelt," read
one such announcement recently.
A list of intennarried celebrities can be assembled from
any walk of life- fashion (Calvin and Kelly Klein, Kenneth Cole and Maria Cuomo), business (Henry Kravis and
Carolyne Roehm, Leonard and Allison Stem), media
(Steve and Courtney Sale Ross). politics (Victor and Betsy Gotbaum, Henry and Nancy Krssingcr). the arts (Robert Gottlieb and Maria Tucci. Kirk Varnedoe and Elyn
Zimmerrnan), I lollywood (Kalhlecn Tomer and Jay
Weiss, Tracy Pollan and MichaeJ J. Fox). UnJike 1he Jewish dairyman in rhe Sholcm Aleichem tale who spurns his
daughter, parents nowadays accept- indeed celebrale-the melding of yin and yang. Mosl of the time. "I woke up
one day," says a television executive, "and realized that I
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was in bed wi1h lhc 1wo 1hings my mo1hcr hated most. a cal and

o Jew."
But in general, inlcmlarry i~ something 1."Ven lhc very best
families do. " In a small wearhercd church dcc:ora1cd wi1h lhe
flowers of Cape Cod." ran the front -page article in the Times.
"Caroline Bouvier Kennedy. the daughter of the late President.
married Edwin A. Schlossberg 1oday."
David Hoffman• and Marl ha Cilfoyle's* wedding didn ·1 make
the fronl page. but it had plenty of interfaith ingredients. Tiley
had met in the sevcnlies; 1hirtecn years later, they finally decided lo gel married. The difference in 1heir backgrounds hi!dn"I
caused the delay. Quite 1hc contrary. Mariha was from the
black-sheep branch of a prominent family . "She could iden1ify
with being an outsider,·· 0;.ivid says. Their wedding ceremony,
in Mississippi. incorporated 1he Pro1es1an1 vows (leaving out
the /-word), lhe ritual wineglass, and yarmulkes for David and
his father. "People in Oxford didn'I quite know wha1 was going
o n," Mar1ha says ... Afler the :1crvice, my stepmo1her went up to
David and said, 'I liked your little hat.'"
N AM ERICA, INTERMARRll\Gf IS MOSTI Y A CAlliOllC·PROTF.S·

•

tant affair. Catholics have lh1: highesl ralC of intem13rriagc.
which has risen ~ tcadily from about 18
percent in lhc twenties 10 around 40
pcrcenl today. 111c ralc as which Protesrants marry out of their denominatio ns (Lutheran!> to Methodists, Episcopalians to Baptists. for example) is
enormously high at aboul 70 percent.
but it's a low 18 percent for intermarriage with non-Pro1cs1ants.
Although historically Jews have had the
lowest rate of intermarriage. the real
changes have been laking pl~ among
this group. Of the roughly 4 million lo 4.5
million married Jews in this country, belween 15 and 17 percent arc married to
someone who wasn't born Je wish. In the
fifties. the rate was 7 percent. And those
now aboul lo take the step con~1i1u1e between 30 and 40 percent, or five times as
many as a generation back These figures
are only an average. In a city like Denver.
with a low Jewish population. she rate is
72 percenl. " It's an age of demographic
revolu1ion," says Egon Ma)er. a professor
of sociology at Brooklyn College and the
aulhor of love and Tradition. Ma"iage

Between Jews artd Christians.

•

The increase in inlcrmarriage is obvious. The reasons for it
arc harder to ascertain. Growi ng Jewish self-confidence, an appreciation of ethnic diversity, and the precedence or lo ve over
tradition in the modem age have bolstered in1crfai1h unions. A
more pervasive factor. 1hough, is social mobility. Fewer )\.'WS
went away to college JO years ago, and 1hose who did tended to
re rum to their elhnic enclaves. The spcCI rum o f jobs available 10
them was also mo re limited. II was different for their o ffspring.
Even if a young person grew up in a predominanlly Jewish communi1y, the typical baby-boomer was likely 10 go away to college, then assimila1e in a wider Gentile world.
Non-Jewish women and men seemed far more intcrcsling to
these natives of ScarsdaJc. Great Neck, or Shaker I !eights than
their own kind ... Familiarity makes the heart grow fonder-of
o ther things," says David. having grown up in the largely Jewish
suburb of Brookline, Massachusc11s.
Professionafly, fews became more mobile too. With the exception of Peter Riegc~l in Crossing De!tJncey, few young people
"Noma and olht!r itlrnt1fyirrg details havt: bel"n changed.
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wcnl to work in Iheir father's pickle store. As doctors, lawyers,
and M.B.A 's, I hey helf>'--d create a more heterogeneous culture.
This was p11r1icularly tnie of women. In 1he past. intermarriage
be1ween few~ and Gentiles typically involved a lcwish man and
a non-jewhh woman-she " demi-intellectual shiksas," Andrew
Hacker, prt>fcssor of political science at Queens College, calls
them. "111cy found whi te-shocd Christian men 'dullsville': They
reminded them of 1hcir fathers. So you got the Mia Farrow o r
Annie I fall character going after lhe Woody Allen-type guy."
But as Jewish women experienced more exposure to non-Jewish
men, 1hcy 1hought they pcrccivl'd in them the same qualities
Jewish men had ascribed 10 the shiksas-palience, sereni1y, a
less scff-cenrercd view of life. From a three-to-one ratio
up until sixries, the proportion of males to females who intermarry has shifted to a more balanced lhrec 10 two. " lntennarriage has become an equal-opportunity option," Professor
Mayer says.
People are also marrying later. "They are more independent,
more self-sufficient.'" Mayer says. Apparen1ly, more desperate,
tuo "My mother's only reaction was 'Thank God s he's gelling
married.'" says a woman who married at JO. " It didn't hurt
that I married a doc1or."
But the main reason for the increase in
intermarriage is probably greater religio us
and ethnic tolerance. Anti-Semilism has
become less acceprable. As a consequence
of lhe I lolocaust. a more ecumenical
point of view bas emerged. "Before the
Second Wo rld War, people ta1ked about
America as a Onistian country." says Irving Howe, author of World of Our Fathers. "Af1erward, the phrase 'JudeoChristian tradition' took hold.''
As Jews advanc.ed culturally and economically, they made more auractive
mates. While Lee Radziwill might marry a
Jewish man and sister Jackie Onassis date
one because the men are sensitive and
bright, it doesn't hun that they're rich. At
the same time, the popularity of Jewish
types in the entertainment business (Dustin Hoffman, Barbra Streisand, Woody
Allen) has made looking, acting--even being- Jewish less of an oddity. They loved
Annie Hall in Peoria.
Moreover, baby-boomers, as a group.
-. ""'
were not particularly enamored of religion. "We grew up in the sixties-politics
and community were important, not religion," o ne says. " We
were a generation in love with itself, not married to our respective rdigions. " This was especially true of young J~ " We're
talking aboul kids who grew up in a more enlightened Jewish
culture. kids who were exposed to opera, great books,.. says
another. These young people- most young ethnics, for that maller- were i nclu~ive rather than exclusive. " When we went to
college, we found that what we had in common as kids-being
1hird-genera1io n elhnics. coming from the suburbs, being the
children of parents who grew up during the Depression- was
wha t united us:· David Hoffman says.
In 1968. when George Gallup asked a cross-sample of Americans what they thought of marriage be rween Jews and Gentiles,
59 percent npproved; fifteen years later, more than three quar·
ters of Americans <lid.
As people have grown more tolerant of intennarriage, religious inslitulions have. too. "From being very hostile we've
gone 10 being very nice," says Father Andrew Greeley, the
well-known Calholic novelist and sociologist. Catholics can do
their intermarrying in a church in a ceremony conducted by a
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priest. provided they agree to raise their children as Catholics.
llE SmJATION IS A lJ1TL£ MORE -raNSE AMONG JEWS. OR·
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ganized Judaism tends to view intennarriage as a blight
o n the tribe, whereas Christian clergy are mo re concerned with the individual's soul. In Judaism, marrying
out has an clement of betrayal. Add to this the legal
proscriptions against intermarriage found in the Talmud. No Conservative or Orthodo x rabbi will preside
over an interfaith marriage. Although some Reronn
rabbis are more permissive, many, too, require that lhe
couple commil to raising the children in the faith .
Traditionally, Judaism has acknowledged only the children of
a lcwish mother as Jewish. Children of a Jewish father and a
non·Jewish mother could be Jewi~h only ff the mothe r o r the
child converted (in the case of male children, this included ritual
circumcision). In 1983. Reform fudaism broke with the Conservatives and Or1hodox by declaring 1hat Jewishness could also be
M>04opiopln clod<..U. from U!'J!Cl lcfl, Cipital Cilln/AllC'. Inc., Mary Hslliarcl; llfian Ouiglc,:
Anchont s...gn:onotRon Goldb. Robtn l'b•~cr moddlc, Ron Goldla.

passed on by the father if the family oommincd to a Jewish way
of life. This still left a lot of oouples out in the cold.
Alice Crane•, a playwright, and her husband, Dan Gold•. a
social worker, knew how they wanted to bring up their children.
"Dt1n said, 'The kids win be Jewish,' and I said, 'Fine,'·· says
Alice. "That was the extent of the discussion." Alice's own secula r Wasp background "was not a child-centered cullure,.. she
says. " I didn't ha ve dinner with my parents., I had dinner with
my nanny. To me, a Jewish family meant a chiJd-centcred family,
something different fro m what I had known."
When their sons were s ix and e ight, Alice and Dan e nrolled
them in a Jewish-studies class at their s ynagogue, a Conscrva·
tive te mple with a progressive be nt o n the Upper West Side.
The children went faithfolly for two and a half years. One day,
a lmost as an aside, Alice asked 1heir instructor. "Are you going 10 bar-mitzvah these child ren even though I'm not a rew?"
" We ll. we've got to talk," he said. The ruling, even from Alice
and Dan's progressive congregation, was that the <:hildren
APRIL 2, t990/N"W YORJt
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couldn'I be bar-mi11vahcd in the :1ynagoguc bccau~c Alice
wasn't Jewish.
The ruling inruriatcd Dan even more 1han it did Alice. "This
was where I expected lo find Jewish education I believed in," he
says. " Then we found 1ha1 even in 1his mos1comforrable selling.
rhis bull-- orthodoxy reigned about being a Jew, abou t who's a
Jew. this macho posturing- Tm more fewish than you.' "The
alternatives- the children could convcrl or be bar-mitzvahed al
ano1her shul- secmcd unaeccptable. "This was our shul, o ur
friends were there, it was a ncighhorhood institution. We
weren't going 10 start all over again," says Dan.
In the end. they decided to have their sons bar-mitzvahed at
home. "What's important is not whether my sons get bar-mitzvahed bur that they think they're lewish. and norhing is going 10
change 1ha1," says Dan. He a nd Alice remain irked. "Whether
they're doing it 10 punish me or because or lhe 'chosen people'
idea or because of some sense of inferiority the Conscr\.ative
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movemcnl has, I do n't know," Dan says. "But in the long run,
they arc making it more difficult for me 10 raise my kids lewish.
They're pushing me away from organized religion.''
Disagn:cmcnts abour religious educarion can perple;c the happiest or families. When Protestant Barbara Cote• . an illustrator,
and her Jewish husband, Arthur Roberts•, an art dealer. got
married, they were too old for their parents lo meddle in-or
care about- their interfaith ma1ch. "My mother had give n up
hope." Arthur says. He was 54, and neilher he nor Barbara was
very religious. "&:sides, on my rravels, I had seen 100 many
countries locked inro mortal combat over religion," Arthur says.
Their wedd ing was a carerully planned 50-50 affair. Barbara's
mother read from Ecclesiastes and Corinthians; Arthur's farher
read from the Old Testament in Hebrew.
But Arthur and Barbara's son, Paul*, has complicated mat·
ters. Paul was bom ··a week after Easter," Barbara says. " A
week before Passover," her in-laws revise. The besl preschool
near Arthur and Barbara's house was in a synagogue. How
would Paul team about his Christian half? Barbara's sister
asked. " From me," Barbara said. Bui she admits tha t she was
36
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rdu:v~J when Paul '~ age group was lilted al the 1cmplc school
;.md he was enro lled a1 rhe YMCA instead.
Everyone is srill a liule sensirivc. At a recent celebration, Ar·
thur's mother rniscd her glass lo ma ke a roast: "Let's drink 10
the ncxr wonderful event in my son's family. my grandson's bar
mi1zvah in the year 2000.'' Barbara was upset. When Arthur
discussed lhe remark with his mother, she replied that it had
been a joke. Arthur isn'I so sure. "II was a quarter joke and a
half wish," he says.
for some interfaith couples, however, intennarriage doesn't
provoke debarc even though they'd like it 10. " J think that if we
were living more thoughJfully. it would be an issue," says Jennifer Allen, a Pro1cs1an1 writer married to the cartoonist and playwright Jules Feiffer, who is Jewish.

VEN WllEN ORGAl'llZEO RF.UGION COOPERATES, HOW

do

you raise the children? Most couples opt for an evenhanded solurion, though few get further than 6guring
CUI whom to spend what holidays with. This doesn't preclude the occasional hitch. " If he wants 10 raise the children Jewish, I'm not going 10 be the one 10 go and figure
out what that means," a Protestant wife says of her fewish
husband. " I !e's going to have to do it. But he's not as well
inronncd about the Old Testament as I am."
Nor is there any guarantee 1ha1 children will abide by
the agreement 1hcir parents have reached once they're adults.
The Jewish community is especially concerned about this, since,
according to one study, o nly 24 percent of children in dual·faith
households grow up identifying themselves as Jews. Ac.cording
10 anolhcr, more than 90 percent of children from marriages in
which the non Jew doesn't convert end up marrying noo-Jews.
David Hoffman and Manha Gilfoyle's daughter, Kate•, was
born ten mo nths ago~ The issue of her religio us upbringing is
still unresolved. "If Martha would agree, I'd say, 'Let's raise
Kate as a Jew,' " David says. "When she's older. if she wants 10
n.-pudiate that, o kay. But I want to expose her to chis as a child."
Martha isn' t so sure. She's had a bit of a religious reawakening
since Kate's birth. "Growing up Christian was one of the comforting things aboul my childhood," she says, " the idea that
Cod had accounted for every hair on your head." She admits
1ha1 nothing in Judaism c.ontradicts that idea. but there arc other
issues to iron out, Martha says, such as "the conc:ept of somebody being half man and half God. To grow up pondering that
and not being able to understand ii is sort o r an important
metaphor."
For no w. she and David remain undecided. They would like
Kate lo be what she is-half-and-half. But they're aware of the
problems inherent in such liberal-mindedness. MarLha remembers nn article aboul the child of a mind marriage who ended
up followi ng the Swami Sa1chidananda.
ARRtACE BRtl'IGS 1111-l.AWS. INTDlMAAIUAGE CAN 81tll'IG

all-out war. Non-Jewish spouses complain most
aboul inre rfering rela<ives. Jewish partners discern
an1i-Scmi1ism. One Jewish woman, a political consultant, was shocked when her father-in-law made
anti-Semitic remarks in her presence. A Jewish math
professor whose wife is Protcstan1 says that early in
their relationship, his fururc father-in-law used the
expression "Jew me down." " He didn't even realize
what he was doing," the professor says.
" Jewish in-laws lend to be more blatant about raising their
objections," says Rabbi Rachd Cowan, co-author of Mixed
Bles~ings: Marriage Between Jews and Christians and herself a
convert to ludaism. Which is not lo say the other side doesn't
v_ent irs feelings-more sublly. A Jewish woman married to a
Catholic says, " My husband's family don't talk if they have anything negative lo say."
Jean Kotkin is an Ethical Culture leader who performs roughly 50 interfaith weddings a year. Most
the m are joyous. At
o ne or the more touching ceremonies, the groom's father, a rab-

or
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bi. ~poke elw1ncntly "It's my son's
choice, and mv son is very important to
us," he ttilJ Ko1kin afrcrwa1J. "I don't
w:int lo lose him "
At other lcw1.. h Gcnt1k wl·ddings. thl'
n•sponsc 1s le~~ warm... , .m ilSkc<l ro '>lay
for the reception and rcfnl·e." say~ Kutkin. "I've st·en pnrents who SWl'.1r they
won't allcn<l " She has known whole
families no1 to :.ho\\ up. The wor~t tune
was when the mother nf a Ca1hol11: hndc
did appear: "She was in !>lacks and hair
curlers and slot•d Olll~idc 1he duor
screaming. Six men had to make a pils·
sagcway so 1ha1 1hc g11e!'tls could enter
without her a~saulting rhcm . ·
Many parmls of children who marry
out lend to fed judr,ed. rejected, or
guihy. When told that liis wn was marrying a Christian. nn Or1hodox father
<1skcd. "'W'hat did I do wning'?'' "Resigned anxiety" i~ the phrase Irving
Howe u~ci; 10 drM:ribc the allitudc of
Jewish paicnts he nwcts al kdurcs on
inlermarriage
"Some of their lhildrrn, 1h~11Jgh. kl'I
their parents arc h,·ing unfair," I !owe
says. "The children can unden;land why
llAllllJ R ... 11 IA.1 I I\\ AN l"l,;'1111 ~'t'S IN'll ~I /\I nl ( '111 ' l'l l:S
strictly Orthodo" parents W(IUf\) oe upset, but when it's their molht>r and fa.
ther who go to shut once a yl"ar. !hey feel i1 's hypo;:ntical. ..
as Torq11cmada's C'ros~ and han 1hcm fwm the house when they
"In dealing with families. you're dealing with an entangled
mlennarry.
web of loyalties." says Esther JlcreJ a 1hcrapis1 wl.o wun~l.'1s
Come I>ccl·mhcr, intcnnamcJ n.iuples also have to agonize
intcrfai1h couples and groups. "For !his mmin. 11 's impor
not only ahout ,how 10 s~nd 1he holidays but where and with
v.hom. In law problems arl' especially acute during this season.
tanl to sort out 10 what e111cnl the prohlcms arc ri:ally religious
and to what extent they're interpersonal " Often, 1hc lines gel
One Jewi~h w~>man marned to a Catholic usually spends Christmas at his mother's. Every }car, she asks if she can bring her
blurred.
They did for Joanna Stem• Refore her m<irriage 10 John Luc·
widowed mother. and every year her mother-in-law rums her
ca•, a lapsed C'.athohc. Joanna saw a lot of his sistl.'rs and brothdown. "She.sayi. she doem't want to clean the house.'' II':-. never
ers. Now invitations are rejeucd: overtures are rchuffcd. Onc-e.
an easy tfay "I always have this tigh1nc:o;s in my chest." the
in an effort to plcai;e her husband. loanna cooked Easter dmncr
Jaughtcr·in law sa_ys
at their house. 11K' only mc111bl·r of john's family there wal'
Christina Mason•, an interior decorator, and sculptor Mi)ohn. He was also. to Joanna's d1smay.1hc
chael Gold" were married in September.
only non-Jew. She can understand why his
Three months later 1hey cclebralcd their
family might not want 10 spend religious
fir~1 Christmas. II \\asn't all Chri~tina had
holiday:. like Passover and Christmas with
ho~d it would he. Nor was it for Michael.
them. but she can't explain why ·rnanks~he su~pects.
'lht.'y had already survived one holiday
giving or her son's hinhday gets b..)yc-011ordc:al. The previous April, 1hey had celecd. Religious differences have created perhratccl Passover 1n 1hcir apartment with
sonal ones. she fears.
fr1cmh and. ~ay~ l'hri5tina. "I cried after·
w.ird, I kit so C\cludcd I didn'1 have the
0 STIC'KtNC: l'OtNT srr.MS TO l OOM
krv,1r the others h<id. I o;.iw it on Milarger under already fraught cir, h:icl'' face." l11e same thing happened in
cumstances rhan The Tree. "The
re\·,·rsl' al Christmas
Christmas tree is such an inter·
" In lkc.:cmbcr. it rcally hit me that as
cs1ing symbol," l>ays Rabbi
ltllll h a~ \\ c really love cad1 other, th..:rc arc
Cowan. "To kv. s. it's a lotally
"'lflll' thmgs we'll nc.:vcr shore even if we
Christian symbol. To m.in fews,
n-lchrale all the holidays," Christina says
ii 's as secular as the Thanbgiv~~
•;.HJly In 1hdr aparlmt'tll, on the last night
ing turkey II n111ses soml.' Chri~
• -u?
· t -r,-'IS
· I rwn~7
!'fl
lll U1<1n11kah. !he 1ablccloth caught fire.
tians 10 think ab<111I rhc l'linst
l'liri~tina frcls ii wai. a metaphor for what
child, but only minimally." Even so, it's
I
·~>i• ' "
l _,
had harpcn(.'Cf l'<H lier m the month.
hard to give up. "We had a tree the year
" The re:illy shl>d.ing 1hing to both of us
af1er I converll·d," Rabbi (\1wan ~ays .
n
ra _..:: ~.
r1~
~
b th.ii no m:iller huw solid we thought we
"But the next year, we dic..111'1 . ,111d 10
WCrt.• <IOOUt the i~UC ncfore Wt' married. WC
me it seemed like a hole." for 1hcir part,
nuw tl·nlin· 1ha1 ii is an i~~uc," she says.
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Christmas. Chanuknh seems. burning tablecloths notwithstand·
ing. to have come 0111 ahead. "I don't think anybody cclchratcs
Chanukah as much as inlcnnarricd couples:· one participant
says. " It's unfair," a Christian four-year-old says of his interfaith
classmates' double yield.
ONVfRSION IS NO t..ONt~tR TI I E SOWTION IT USF.O TO BE.

The more widespread intermarriage becomes, the less
democratic conversion seems. And today it's hard to
predict which half of the couple will convert. In lcwish·
Gentile marriages. the rate of conversion is slightly
lower than among Protestants and Catholics who marry
each other. AcconJing to onos1udy, only about a third of
the Jewish·Gentile matches resuh in a spouse's conversion. The conversion rate for the Cenrile spouses is
almost six times 1ha1 of the Jewish ones. According to
this study, nearly nine out of ten of the converts to fut.laism are
· women.
Lawyer Nora McNichols Friedman• didn't convert until afit:r
she had had two children. "It makes life easier for my children.''
she says. '' I think children nl'l'd a strong sense of idcn1i1y. TI1cy
need to know where thcy'1c coming from."
Nol the least surprisc.'(j was her hu~band. Steve· . a i;urg<:on.
who had never evct1 broa~hc:J the subject.
'' He never pushe<l it." say~ Nora. - 1 think
he's still trying 10 be poli1ic about it. in
case I change my mind."
Many converts to Judai~m complain
that their parents are more accepting of
their Jewish spouse than their in·laws are
of them, even though it's usually the inlaws who lobbied for conversion. Others
say they feel they'll always be outsiders.
Mary Katherine O'Rourke•. a very Irishlooking redhead dating a Jew, is tired of
not looking Jewish. Every time she goes to
.shut, she imagines people pointing and
saying. "There goes that shiksa.'' " I feel
very much better when I sec women with
red hair there.'' Mary Katherine says.
Bob Levy-. an accoun1an1. and Leslie
Cooney•, an office manager, arc one of
the couples in the" Derckh Torah" course
Rachel Cowan teaches, sponsored by the
92nd Street Y. ll1cy have been engaged
for more than a year. Lei.lie, 1he product
of a mixed marriage herself (a nol-veryobservant Greek Orthodox married 10 a
more obsttvant Catholic). is planning 10
convert. Her decision see.ms to be largely the result of her own
grab-bag past. She received a "watered-down v1."r~ ion" of
Catholicism, she says. which was further undermincc.l by her
mother's indifferent allitude toward religion. Her beliefs were
dealt a final blow by the death of her sisler nol long ago. This
made her feel open to something new. Perhaps because she had
already been divorced. her Catholic relatives weren't too upset.
Her Greek Orthodox grandmother was. "AL least he's not Turkish," she said.
On the brink of conversion. Leslie bas several concerns. Bob
has told her about how Irish boys in his neighborhood u!lcd to
taunt him with ''What are you doing for Christmas, Jew?" Leslie doesn't want 1hat for her children. She's also afraid of losing
her Greek heritage altogether. "After a few gencra1ions. 11's all
wishy-washy," she says. "Nobody knows how to bake baklava
anymore.''
" The differences aren't just between Moses and Christ," says
Esther Perel. ''You're dealing with issues of money, sex, educa·
lion, child·rcaring practices. food. family relationships, styles of
J8
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emotional ..:"prcssivem..,s, issues of autonomy; dependency- all
of I~ arc culturally cmlx-dded.'' One study puts the divorce
rate among Jcwi~h couples at 17 percent. Among Jcwish·Ccnrilc
couples. it's almost rwice that.
Still, mosr people who intermarry are like most people who
marry- rhey don't get divorced. And if the divorce rate for intermarried couples has been high in the past, there arc reasons
to believe that this is changing. With intennarriage a~ common
as ii is. interfaith couples are less isolated and under less strain.
All religions are campaigning not only to help hybrid couples
but lo woo them to one side or the other. Dial 1-800-235-USCC
and the U. S Catholic Conference wirl send you pamphlets. The
Brooklyn Diocese gives a course for interfaith couples before
marriage. Reform ludaism's new policy is to "reject intermarriage but to accept lhe intermarried," says Alexander
Schindler. prcsidenl o f the Union of American-Hebrew Congrcgarions. With two out of five young lews intermarrying. il's easy
Lo sec why.
lonathan Klein's• boc:kground is strictly Our Crowd. "l11cre's
nobody more anti Stmitic than aristocratic German Jews," says
the Wall Stn.>ct lawyer. who is married Lo a Unitarian. lie has
grown fond of the Unitarian church in his neighborhood and
talks about joining. If he does, he'll hardly be the only religious
tmigrc. According to a minister at the
church, more than half the couples there
arc of mixed faiths. and more than 80 percent of the congregants are converts. " I 'II
tdl you what's going to wipe out the Jews
in this country," says an intermarried Jew.
" Intermarriage."
For the mosl part, however, inter·
marriage seems to enrich lives by allowing
interfaith couples to draw on two cultures
and two religions. ln some cases, it can
strengthen tenuous roots. " I never fell so
Christian until I had somet hing to
compare ii to.~ Barbara Cole says.
Zoe Kdly-Nacbfs mother. Mary Sc:th
Kelly, a psychotherapist, grew up Calholic. She met her Jewish husband, Henry
Nae hi. now an internist, in C'.ambridge
when they were col!L-ge students. They
shrugged off their families' initial objec·
tions to their wanting to get married. espe·dally the " How will you raise the children?" one.
"We couldn't picture religion having
much meaning for us even if we had children." says Mary Beth.
As it turned out. religion has taken on a welcome meaning for
them. Mary Belh finds 1ha1 retigion " has helped my children with
values." Zd's experience at Congregation Rodcph Sholom. where
she ;mended nursery school, was "positive and joyful," her mother
says. " It wasn't repressive like my own experience. nor abstract
like Henry's." And rather than keep their lwo families apart, rcli·
gion has brough1 them closer together. Mary Beth's father alleods
bar mil.ZVahs; Henry's nieces spend Christmas with them.
" Families like ours." says Mary Beth, " help make the world a
smaller place...
As a 1herapis1, Mary Beth doesn't underestimate the complexity of intermarried life. She just thinks its dualities can be salutary Last year. she gave birth lo her second child, Asher, named
after the hero of Chaim Potok's My Name Is Ash.er Lev. In the
novel, the Orthodox protagonist. an artist, discovers to his horror 1hat he feels a need to paint crucifixes. He resolves his dilemma 1hc same way Mary Beth would like her son to resolve any he
may have.
"To his own satisfaction," she says.
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INTERMARRIAGE, DIVORCB AND THE JEWISH STATUS OF CHILDREN
by Rabbi Sanford Scltzcr
Director of Plannln' and Rcsc.erch
Unioo of AmericaA fiebrew C.Ongregatioos

Current estimates indicate that upwards of '11 of all marriages in~olving Jews involve persons of another religious
faith and that at the very minimum, 30% of all non·Jews who marry Jews convert to Judaism. The data further
reveal that the incidence of Jewish men marrying non·Jewish women is from two to four times greater than that
of Jewish women marrying non-Jewish men.1 While no precise figures are available, it would appear that the
divorce rate among Jews is rapidly approaching that of the overall divorce rate in the United States, now projected at ~ of all marriages.2 There are at present no statistics dealing with divorce among couples where one
partner.bas converted to Judaism; neither are there studies comparing these figures with the divorce rate in mar·
riages where both husband and wife a.re born Jews.i
A& divorce among Jews married to non·Jews or to persons who have converted to Judaism increases, child
custody cases dealing with the religious upbringing of children following a divorce inay well become more frequtfll A3 a general rule, mothers retain custody in 90% of all child custody disputes in keeplng with lonf held
j udicial interpretations of the ''tender years" and ''best interests" doctrines that women are the more nurturing
oJ the child's natural parents.• Since Jewish men are more prone to marry non-Jewish women than are J~wish
women to select non·Jewish men as spouses, the legal tradition of awarding custooy to the child's mother may
.iave significant ramifications for the Jewish community.
This Horizon Report will examine a number of custody cases contesting the religious Identity of children and
the impact of the ruling of civil courts upon the Jewish family and the Jewish community. C.Omplications arising
from the question of matrilineal·patrilineal determinations of Jewish identity and status will also be addressed, as
will the matter of conversion procedures, counseling and orientation provided potential converts to Judaism and
their born Jewish spouses as well as couples in 11 mixed-marriage.
0
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THB LEGAL SITUATION
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Legal scholars are generally agreed that the parent obtaining custody is to be granted broad discretion in the
religious upbringing of the child unless otherwise ordered and that such judicial int~rvenlion is to be restricted to
situations where the child will be harmed in some tangible way by the religious doctrines espo\lsed by the
custodial parents
Lee M. Friedman, in an article written in the 1916 edition of the Harvard Law Review, noted: "As between
Cather and mother any religious question respecting the child's religion will be settled by the award of the right.of
custody . . . . "•Friedman added that in the event of the death of the father, it was safe to predict that "the courts
will bold th at where the surviving mother has the right of custody she has a right to dktate the religious teaching
the child shall receive irrespective of any question of the father's religion or his possible wishes on the subject,"t
Steven M . Zarowny observes: "The court award of custody may seal the child's spiritual future .. .. "• In refer·
ring to the complexities of these cases and the more tha n occasional inconsistencies in judicial decisions, he con·
eludes: "The tensions ensuing from such disputes may best be minimized by placing the power to choose
religious training for the child fully in the hands of the custodial parent. C.Ourts should not dislodge that power
unless such action is necessary to prevent actual or imminent danger to the child's health or safety."' 1.arowny's
concerns are best illustrated by a review of a series of child custody cases focusing upon religious identity and the
obligations of the custodial parent.

fl\e Ho11Jon /nsr1'rur., 1 c:ente• for 1'!'>ea1cll. policy •l'IC ~ni.1110 lo• tlle UAHC arid ~s ,.,.,me.. tong•egallQllS, p•ovidts princ;plecf and
•PP«>e>••le Jew.sh respo~tt 10 1~ d~nds of a comc:>le• modern soc~ly, 11\d ~ ded•Ulrd lo the tx)loel that 1ht S~".>9ogue rem&ll\I
1he c:tN<ll ins1>1u1ion l0t lhc p1tterv11ion of Judao>tn and Ille sur'"'' ol 1"41 Jew1~h ~ople.

LYNCH

vs UHL2NHOPP-IOWA 1956

In t 956, the Iowa Supreme Court held that a provision In a divorce decree requiring the Protestant wife or a
Ror.ian Calholic husband to raise their child ~ a Roman Catholic, was ''void for uncertainty and
inddinitencss."10 A lower court had found the woman guilty of contempt for allegedly violating this provisio"l of
the divorce agreement entered info by the couple. The American Jewish Congress had filed an amicus curiae brief
in ~half of the woman. ln rendering its decision, the Supreme Court of Iowa said: "Courts should be slow to
place in divorce decrees provisions controlling the reUgious belids of children even granting certainty and con·
stitutionality and consent of the parties." 11 The court added most significantly: "The courts have generally
ref~d to enforce agreement between the (ather and the mother concerning the religious training of children but
have held that the parent having custody is not bound by a previous contract."u
LUNDBBN VS STRBMMlNGER-VJRCTNL\

1962

The Iowa decision disallowing parental agreements regarding the religious upbringing of children is reflected in
a similar ruling by the Supreme Court of Virginia in 1962, in the case of Lundeen vs. Stremminger. The case in·
volved the custody of two children, then sev.en and five years of age, whose father was Jewish and whose mother
was Roman Catholic. A lower court had upheld the validity of a provision in the original divorce decree
stipulating that the children be reared as Jews and attend a Jewish religious scbool as well as synagogue services
weck.ly. The Supreme Court upheld the petition of the children's mother "that such a provision violates section
58 of the Virginia C-Onslitulion which guaranteed that no man shall be compelled to frequent or support any
religious worship, place or ministry.''u
Jt bears repeating, however, that the courts have not been consistent in rulings dealing with the religious upbringing of children thereby compounding the difficulties encountered in the resolution of this matter. In 1969,
the New Jersey Supreme Coun awarded custody of a couple's two children to the father instead of the mother,
even though both parents were born Jews and there was no challenge lo the fitness of the mother as the appropriate custodial parent. The pasents had written a divorce agreement themselves in which it was stipulated
that the children be raised as Jews regardless of the parental marital preferences subsequent to their divorce. The
motbcr had married a non-Jew and moved to Idaho. She now lived 80 miles from the nearest synagogue and some
300 miles from the only other synagogue in the entire state. In granting custody to the father, the coun invoked
the doctrine of "best interest" stating: ''Here religious training is most important and a factor which must be
given the most seriow consideration in child custody cases."1•
In Wager vs Wager, a Jewish father successfully enjoined the Jewish woman from whom he was now cllvorced
and who was the custodial parent of their children from enrolling them in a Hebrew School which met on Satur·
day since he claimed their religious school education interfered with his rights of visitation. The Appel.late Court
of New jersey, in ruling in the father's favor, opined that the children would derive greater benefit from their
association with the father than Crom their religious education and "that any deficiencies in the children's
religious training may be overcome if the children desire it when they become more mature."11
In yet another instance, a New York judge awarded joint custody of their children lo a Jewish father and a Thai
mother. The children lived with their mother during the week and their father on weekends. In handing down his
decision. the judge commented: "While divided custody is not always lo be desired, particularly in children of
such tender age, the circumstances or these children's parental background would seem to dictate that they
become familiar and at ease in the culture and values of both.''11
Perhaps the most dramatic examples of custody cases impacting upon the Jewish identity of chi1dren are those
in wh.ich the child's molher, a convert to Judaism, declares that she has reverted back to her former faith and now
intends to raise children born of the marriage as non·Jews. Such cases are of profound importance, not merely in
terms of lhe welJ being of children subsequent to the dissolution of a marriage and the maintenance of some fami·
ly stability, but in terms of the legal status of Jewish conversions in the civil courts of the United State~
GREEN VS GREEN

The case of Green vs Green is still pending in the Michigan C'O urts. Here, the plaintiff, a born Jewish father of two
children, was married to a woman who converted to Judaism in accordance with both Reform, and later, Or·
tbodox criteria. The two children, both boys, underwent brit milah, were given Hebrew names and were blessed
from the pulpit of tbe congregation where the family held membership. The children attended the religious
school of the synagogue. The mother, in the course of filing for divorce, has renounced Judaism and has said that

she Intends on raising the children as Roman Catholics. The Cather seeks custody on the grounds thal a conversion
to Judaism.. done voluntarily and o{ one's own free will, is the equivalent or a legal contract and as such ls duty en·
fo:~4ble. Jn addition, since the couple were married in a Conservati\'e ritual, and signed a kelubah, this antenupual asreemcnt is binding.
In their brief, the attorneys for the plaintiff, the Jewish father argue: "Defendant cannot now dispute the vahdi·
ty of her ronlract or the enforcement thereof. rt matters not what she may decide is right for herself, but that per•
sonal decL4'ion cannot affect the righls and heritage of he·r minor children . lt is exactly this point that both the con·
version c:ertificate and the ketubah certificate address themselves to when reference is made to raising children ln
loyaJty and fail hfulness to Jewish ideals and beliefs, to Jewish hopes and the Jewish mode of life."11
The attorneys for the plaintiff have sought to buttress their arguments by citing the decision of another
Michigzo court requiring a Jewish husband to grant his wife a get in accordance with the ketubah they both signed
pre·nuptually. In its ruling, the court, after noting that this was the first time such a case had been tried in
Michigan, defined the get as a "secular instrument" without which the wife could not be released from her
marital obligations and "her right to liberty under the 14th Amendment would be destroyed.''11
Perhaps the most controversial of recent cases involving women who renounced Judaism after converi:ion is
that o( Scbwanman vs Schwarz.man. Here, a Roman Catholic woman agreed to convert to Judaism as a precondition for her marriage to a Jewish man. She was converted by a Reform rah.bi who then married the couple in
a Je.,.,;s.h ceremony. The couple bad four children, all o! whom were named in the synagogue. The woman su~
queotJy cfiyorced her husband, married a Roman Catholic man, renounced Judaism herself and reverted back to
Catholicism, adding that she intended to now raise the children as Catholics. Her former husband brcu&ht suit
enjoining her from rearing the children as Catholics on the grounds that they were Jews by birth and identity by
virtue of the prenuptual oraJ agreement the couple had made, as well es the women's formal conversion to
Judaism and the ritual naming of the children as Jews after thefr births. The father did not see~ custndy of the
childreo nor did he question the fitness of the mother as the custodial parent. 1• In her defense, th~ mother
as.sencd that al the time she agreed to convert to Juda.ism she was under emotional stress and pressure, "that she
never truly adopted Judaism as her faith and that upon the termination of the marriage she returned eagerly and
wholeheartedly to her original faith."zo The court ruled in favor of the mother and denied the petition of the
Jewish father. Il based its decision essentially upon the testimony of an Orthodox rabbi 8.Dd other halachlc cita·
'ions. The court asserted that since the mother's coovetsioo was coerced and did not include the ceremony of
ritual immersion, it was invalid, consequently the mother was never Jewish and the children were not Jewish
either. The court concluded: "The court finds the defendant mother a fit and proper custodian and that the four
children are neither Jewish or Roman Catholic, that the custodian mother is not engaged in changing the religion
o! the c.hildren, that there is no agreement between the parties binding upon the mother so as to direct or control
the religious educational upbringing of the children."u
THE PROBLEM OP JUDICIAL INTERVENTION

These diverse interpretations and court rulings. as well as the particular circumstances of Schwan.man vs
Scbwan:roan, raise serious questions for the Jewish community. Subsequent to the Schwarzman ruling, Rabbi
Joseph B. Glaser, himself an attorney and executive vice president of the Central Conference of American Rabbis,
challenged the Schwarzman decision accusing the judge of "arrogating to himseU the right to declare Orthodoxy
authentic and Reform not."12 Glaser went on to state that one of the reas6ns the Central Conference of American
Rabbis did not appeal the decision even though to let it stand created a dangerous legal precedent "was the ex·
istence of the nightmarish possibiHty that were it unsuccessful, for whatever reasons, the mischief wrought by
this imprudent intrusion into the separation of church and state would be compounded by affirmation at a higher
judicial J~·el. ... "n
The unpredictability of such decisions and the complexities of family law bave moved others to speak out as
well. Andrew S. Watson, professor of law and psychiatry at the University of Michigan, notes: ''The Jaw of the
family bears the stamp of many conflicting values from the past, randomly and often illogically mixed with newer
views about the rights of children .... "24 He adds: ''Judicial Ignorance of human psychological behavior is bound
to cause results in custody cases leaving much to be desired."zs Steven Zarowny goes even further warning "since
the trial judge decision will be reversed only upon a dear showing of abuse a judge might draft his custody order
to promote one belief over another and hide his motivation within the wide discretion afforded him by the im·
precisions of the "best interests standard."26 Zarowny's solution, however, that the power to choose the religious
1pbringing of the child be vested automatically with the custodial parent unless the health or safety of the child is
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at stake fails lo address the concerns of the Jewish community rcgard!ing the Jewish identity cf children or mixed·
marriages raised and educated as Jews, as well as of children of marriages in which the m other has converted lo
Judaism and later changes her mind.
Dll.E.'\tMAS CONFRONTING REFORM JUDAISM
The Rcform Jewish community may be especially vulnerable to legal problems involved in child custody cases
which focus upon religion. Studies already show that the majority of persons converting to Judaism do so under
Reform auspices, usually without the Orthodox requirements of ritual immersion for both men and women and
rilual circumcision for men.U In addition, an increasing number of mixed-married couples are not only affiliating
Y.ith Reform congregations, but are raising their children as Jews in adherence to the Reform principle that
children born of Jewish fathers and non-Jewish mothers are consjdercd Jewish without conversion if identified as
Jews and enrolled in programs leading to Bar/Bat Mitzvah and/or Confirm~tion.u
Gi.._.-en the current divorce rate, it would appear inevitable. that Reform definitions of Jew ishness would conflict
wilh the custodial prerogatives of non-Jewish mothers who determine to raise children as non·Jews subsequent to
a divorce regardless of whether the child has bee.n enrolled in a ~eforrn religious school and identified as a Jew.
The implications of the Schwarzman decision regarding the validity of Reform conversions per se have alrt>ady
been me~tioned. Under these circumstances, the controversy within the Reform movement over the issue of
matrilineal and patrilineaJ definitions of Jewishness, as well as the right of the Reform rabbi to officiate· at a
mixed-marriage cannot be discussed without some attention to their ~tatus and standing in civil litigation dealing
with issuea of family Jaw.
Historically; Reform Judaism in the Uruted States deemed divorce a civil matter and opted to disc.ontinue the
practice of requiring a Get as a prerequisite for the dissolution of a marriage. In J929, the Bxecutive Boa.rd of the
CCAR affirmed that "a divorce is pu rely a legal action with which the rabbi bas no connection.''it The Rabbi's
Mf11D.lt21 adds: "The general principle of the Conference, although 1'.lot formally adopted, can be de.scribed as
follows: civil divorce is accepted as of absolute validity and rabbinic Get deemed no longer necessary-. ... In ac·
tuaJ practice the civil Jaw is simply accepted as finaJ. " :so The questio111 arises whether given the Reform position
on get and the role of the civil courts in granting divorce, it can 1now challenge the legitimacy of decisions
rendered by these courts. The advisability of introducing a Reform ge·t and a Reform ketubah arc matters worthy
of serious evaluation if any challenge is to be made reguding judicaJ decisions in child custody cases involving
religioas upbringing. Attention should also be directed to the possible modification of the language of certificates
of conversion so that prospective converts to Judaism are on record as committing themselves to raising children
as Jews before a formal conversion occurs. He re, too, the legality of such pledges may need to be tested in the
courts..

It wou.Jd appear that more thorough counseling procedures involving p rospective converts to Judaism and their
born Jewish spouses are very much in orde r as are more comprehensive periods of orientation and education
antecedent to undergoing conversion or affiliating with a synagogue as a mixed·married couple. Nor is it inappropriate to caution Jewish famiHes against the exertion of undue pressure upon the non-Jewish partner of a
Jewish son or daughter to convert to Judaism before that individual is psychologically ready to do so.
The findings documented in this report may lead some to-conclude that the welcome of non-Jews into Judaism
a.od the encouragement of those who seek to link their lives and those o( their children with the Jewish p eople, is
danger-ous and should be discouraged. This would be an unfortuna:te and unwarranled misapplication o( the
fact..s. It would mean discardfog the baby with the bathwater. What is called for are the development of approyriate procedures and constructive responses to changing rcalitie.s of contemporary life. Reform Judaism is
eminently qualified to undertake this cha llenge and meet it aHirmatively.
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READINGS FOR PLENARY 2
ALTERNATIVE COMMUNAL RESPONSES ~l'O INTERMARRIEDS

*7.

Alexander Schindler, "Presidential 1~ddress -- Union of
American Hebrew Congregations Uoard of Trustees", (UAHC
Program Perspectives, December 1978).
Schindler brought the issue of intermarriage to the
forefront of the agenda of the Reform movement in 1978.
This is the speech in which he outlines his view of the
crisis, and proposes a vigorous progrram of outreach to the
non-Jewish spouses of intermarrieds. "Outreach" bas become
one of the principle responses of the Jewish community to
the crisis of intermarriage .

*8.

Lawrence Grossman, "Conversion to Judaism: A Background
Analysis", (American Jewish Cottunittee).
Grossman notes the halachic issue created by the willingness
of some movements to accept as Jews the children of
intermarried Jewish fathers. He places the process of
conversion to Judaism in historical context, and notes that
some thinkers have begun to call for an energetic program to
supplement outreach by providing halachic conversions for
all children of intermarried couples. who wish to be
considered Jewish.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
RABBI ALEXANDER M. SCHINDLER

UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

DECEMBER 2,

1978

HOUSTON, TEXAS

I t Is good to be here, my friends, good to be re - united with the
leaders of Reform Jewry, with men and women from many congregations
and communities but of one faith, bound together by a common sacred
cause. Your presence here gives us much strength, as does your work
throughout the year. We are what we are because of you, a product of
those r i ch g i fts of mind and heart you bring to our tasks.
It is good to have our number enlarged by the presence of leaders and
members of our Southwest congregations. We are grateful for your hos pitality. You are true sons and daughters of Abraham whose tent, so
the Midrash informs us, had an opening on each of its sides so that
whenceso~ver a stranger might near he would have no difficulty in enter i ng Abraham and Sarah's home.
We a r e g r ateful for the sustaining help which you have given us over
the years, your
material help, and the time and talents and energies
of your leaders who have always played an indispensible role in our
reg i onal and national councils.
I hope that you will part i cipate in
o u r de 1 i be r a t i on s ; i n any even t , t ha t you wi 1 1 1 l s ten mos t ca ref u 1 1 y
if on l y to give you the assurance that that which you have given was
well applied.

*

*

*

I t is not my intention this night to give you a comprehensive report
of the Union's activities -- as I do at these Board meetings from time
to time -- but rather to offer a resolution and to place it in i ts
proper context.
It is a resolut i on which recommends the creation of
an agency within our movement involving its every arm which will ear nestly and urgently confront the problems of intermarriage in speci fied areas and in an effort to turn the tide which threatens to sweep
us away into directions which might enable us to recover our numbers
and more important to recharge our inner strength .
I begin with the recognition of a reality: the tide of intermarriage
i s running against us.
As a rabbi committed to the survival of the
Jewish people it pains me to say so but the statistics are undeniable.
We heard them from Dr. Fein last night.
Between the years 1966 and
1972 the rate of Jewish intermarriage in the United States was 31.7 %,
that is to say, one out of three of our children chooses a non - Jew as
a I ifemate, and this percentage is steadily rising . We do not really
need these figures to instruct us. Our own experience teaches us : We
see it in our communities, we feel it in our families . We know it with
the knowledge of a heavy heart that there are more and more of these
marr i ages each and every day .
Indeed, a survey published in the New
York T i mes only this past week shows tha t there is increasing acceptance
of such marriages, even of interracial marriages, and that the degree
of this acceptance has risen most dramatically among Jews .
However much we deplore it . however much we struggle against it as individuals, these are the facts: Th e tide is running against us. This is
the rea 1 i ty and we must face it.

Now facing reality does not import its complacent, fatalistic acceptance.
It does not mean that we must prepare to sit shiva for the
American Jewish community. Quite the contrary!
Facing reality mean s
confronting it, coming to grips with it, determining to reshape it.

*

*

*

Jewish education is usually held forth as the healing balm, and to a
certain extent this is true. Those selfsame statistics which brought
us the bad news also gave us proof of that: The incidence of intermarriage is in inverse proportion to the intensity of Jewish rearing.
The more Jewish education the less the I ikel ihood of intermarriage.
But it isn't always so, alas. As the Mishnah long ago averred: "not
every knowledgeable Jew is pious," not every educated Jew is, perforce,
a committed Jew.
The Union justly boasts of its program of formal and informal education .
The bulk of our resources and energies are expended in this realm: We
run camps and Israel tours and youth retreats. We conduct college weekends and kallahs and teacher training institutes. We create curricula
and texts and educational aids.
More to the point, no less than 45,000 youngsters participate in Unionled programs each and every year.
Forty-five thousand sons and daughters of Reform congregations, their Jewish 1 iteracy enhanced, their
Jewish commitments deepened. Among them are your rabbis and leaders of
tomorrow; among them, the guides and scholars of our future.
Among them are also many who will intermarry -- hundreds, if not thousands, of them. We 1 ive in an open society.
Intermarriage is the
sting which comes to us with the honey of our freedom.
Yet even when our children intermarry, Jewish education remains a
crucial factor.
Because all the studies agree that in the preponderance
of such marriages it is the JEWISH partner who ultimately determines
whether or not there wil I be a conversion to Judaism and whether the
children will or will not be reared as Jews .
It is the Jewish partner
whose will prevalls .•. provided, of course, he or she chooses to exercise that will.
To put the matter differently=
the fact of intermarriage does not in
and of itself lead to a decline in the Jewish population. "That decline
if a decline there be depends on what the Jews who are involved in the
intermarriage actually do."
(Massarik)
Jewish education is important then but important as it is, tonight I
do not make a plea for its extension and intensification although I
might well make it, to stem the tide of intermarriage. But rather it
is the plea that we as a movement can and should be doing far more than
we are once having been touched by the tide to turn it around in our
favor.
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The conversion of the non - Jewish partner-to - be is clearly the first
desideratum and we make a reasonable effort to attain i t . The Union
o f f e r s 11 I n t rod u c t i o n to J u d a i s m11 co u r s e s i n mo s t ma j o r comm u n i t i e s
and congregational rabbis spend countless hours giving instruction.
Jewish ideas are explored, ceremonies described. History and Hebrew
are taught.
But there, by and large, our efforts come to an end.
Im mediately after the marriage ceremony between the born Jew and the
newly conve rted Jewish partner, we drop the couple and leave them to
fend for themselves. We do not help them to make a Jewish home, to
rear their children Jewishly, to grapple with their peculiar problems.
More serious stil 1, we do not really embrace them, enable them to feel
a close kinship with our people.
If the truth be told, we often alienate them in a kind of reverse discriminati nn, we question their motivations (as if to say that only a
madm C.11. 1-1o uld choose to be a Jew and so there must be an ulterior motive);
or we regard them as being somehow less Jewish {what irony in this for
they know more about Judaism than most born Jews); and unto the end of
their days we refer to them as ''converts," if not worse.
Don't for a moment think these whispers-behin d-the•back aren't heard
and do not hurt.
Listen to these lines written to a colleague recently:
Dear Steve:
I know that I personally resent being referred to as a convert - a
word that by now is alien to my heart.
My conversion process was
nearly ten years ago - I have been a Jew for a long time now.
I
think, eat and breathe Judaism. My soul is a Jewish soul though I
am distincly aware of my original background and birthr i ght . This
does not alter my identity as a Jew.
If one is curious about whence
I come or if indeed "am I really Jewish, 11 the answer is categorically
"Yes, I'm really Jewish - a Jew by choice. 11

I shall continue to grow and to search as a Jew.
My "conversion
process" was just that - a process which ended with the ceremony.
From then on I was a Jew.
Yours,
Jane
Jews-by-choice have special needs and we need special guidance on how
to meet them.
Th e re is the problem of how to deal with the Jewish-born
partner who i s indifferent to his or her faith-.~Then there is the matter of the past; The new Jews may have broken with
it, but in human terms they cannOtforget their non - Jewish parents or
families and at certain times of the year, on Christmas and Easter,
they are bound to feel ambival ences . finally, those who choose to
become Jews quickly learn that they have adopted something far more
than a religion;
they have adopted a people with its own history,
its way of l i f e.
We certainly need them to be ~ part of this people , for they can add
no strength to us if they are only individu als who share our beliefs
rather than members of our community of faith.
Newcomers to Judaism
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must embark, in effect, on a long term naturalization process and
they require knowledgeable and sympathetic guides to hel them along
the way.
Let the newly - formed Commission show us how we can provide this
special and sensitive assistance, how these couples can be made to
feel that the Jewish community welcomes them and that they are fully
egual members of the synagogue family.
This point merits the emphasis of repetition.
Jews by choice are
Jews in the full meaning of the term. Thus Maimonides wrote in
answer to a convert's query:
"You ask whether you, being a proselyte, may
speak the prayers: 'God and God of our Fathers'
and 'Guardian of Israel who hast brought us out
of the 1 and of Egypt,' and the 1 i ke.
"Pronounce all prayers as th-ey are written and do
not change a word.
Your prayers and your blessings
should be the same as any other Jew ...
"This above all: do not think 1 ittle of your origin.
We may be descended from Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
nut~ descent is from the Almighty Himself ... "

*

*

*

Now not all non - Jewish partners of an intermarriage convert to Judaism
as we so well know.
The majority, in fact, do not. Statistics are
hard to come by, but what we have, suggests these facts: A preponderance of intermarriage involves Jewish husbands and non-Jewish wives
and upward to 40% of these women formally accept our faith.
In that
smaller grouping involving non-Jewish husbands and Jewishvives, the
rate of conversion is not much more than 3%. However something extremely
interesting has come to light.
Social scientists have uncovered a
''Jewish drift," the phenomenon of a "turning" to our faith.
Their research has established the£ "nearly 50% of non-Jewish husbands" though
not formal)
embracin Judaism, "b their own descri tion, nonetheless
regard themselves as Jews." Massarik
This brings me to my second proposal:
I believe that our Reform congre gations must do everything possible to draw into Jewish I ife the nonJewish spouse of a mixed marriage.
The phenomenon of the "Jewish drift"
teaches us that we ought to be undertaking more intensive Jewish programs which will build on these already existing ties of identification.
If non-Jewish partners can be brought more actively into Jewish communal
life, perhaps they themselves will initiate the process of conversion
or at the very least we will assure that the children issuing from
these marriages wil 1, in fact, be reared as Jews.
We can beg i n by re mo v i rg those 11 not ..., an t e d 11 s i g n s f r om o u r he a r t s .
am in substantial agreement with Or. Fein here: we reject intermarriage
not the intermarried.
If Jews-by-choice often feel alienated by our
attitudes we can imagine how, unwittingly or not, we make the non - Jewish
spouses of our children feel.
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We can also remove those impediments to a fuller · partici pat ion which
still obtain in too many of our congregations.
Even the mo st stringent approach to Halacha offers more than ample leeway to allow the
non-Jewish partner to join in most of our ceremonial and 1 ife-cycle
events.
Thus the Halacha permits a non-Jew to be in the Temple, to
sing in the choir, to recite the blessing over the Sabbath and
festival candles, and even to handle the Torah. There is no law
which forbids a non-Jew to be buried in a Jewish cemetery.
As for the children born of such a marriage, if the mother is Jewish
the child is regarded as fully Jewish.
But if she is not, then even
Ortho~oxy,providi n g consent of the non-Jewish mother is obtained,
permits the circumcision of the boy, his enrollment in religious
school and his entitlement to be called to the Torah on the occasion
of his Bar Mitzvah and to be considered a full Jew everlastingly thereafter.
All this is possible under Orthodoxy.
Reform!
Reform Judaism has never been
insist on its creative unfoldment.
If
we will find many other ways which can
realm.

How much the more so under
chained by the Halacha, we
we put our best minds to it,
bolster our efforts in this

As a case in point, why should a movement which from its very birth hour insisted on the full equality of men and women in the religious
life unquestioningly accept the principle that Jewish lineage is valid
through the maternal 1 ine alone? Some years ago, I heard a learned
paper by Dr. Wacholder of our College-Institute, a man most knowledgeable in rabbinic sources and heedful of their integrity who argued
that there is substantial support in our tradition for the validity of
Jewish 1 ineage through the paternal 1 ine.
I discussed his paper with
one of Israel •s foremost rabbinic authorities, who found much weight
in Dr. Wacholder's argument.
By way of illusration:
a leading member of the United States Senate
is not a Jew, although he was born a Jew.
His father was Jewish. His
mother converted from one of the Christian denominations.
He was
circumcised, reared as a Jew and attended religious school. When the
time of his Bar Mitzvah approached, the rabbi refused to recognize the
validity of hisnother's conversion and did not allow the boy to recite
the blessings over the Torah. Embarrassed. enraged, the entire family
converted to Christianity . This is why a leading United States Solon
is not a Jew today.
Now I am not about to propose a resolution of this maternal/paternal
1 ine issue.
I lack sufficient knowledge.
I merely insist that there
is a possibility of the harmonization of tradition with modern need.
And that the Task Force for whose creation I call should include
representatives of our Rabbinic Conference's Responsa Committee or
enlist its effort in toto as we pursue our delicate tasks.
It may well be t hat in our collectiv e wisdo m and mindful of the needs
of a larger Jewish unit y we will ul t i mately deter mine that certain
privileges simply cannot be extend e d to non-Jews.
If we do, then I
am certain that the thoughtful non-J e w, who is f a vorably disposed to
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Judaism, will recognize that only through conversion can these
privileges be won.
It is the inertia which I want to overcome.
which I mean to master.

It

is the indifferenc e

let no one here misundertand me to say that I am accepting of intermarriage.
I deplore it, I discourage it, I will struggle against it.
Rhea and I have five children and we are as ardent as all other Jewish
parents in our desire to stem the tide.
But if ou r efforts do not
suffice, why then we do not intend to banish our children, we will
not say shiva over them. Quite the contrary, we will draw them even
closer to our hearts and we will do everything we humanly can to make
certain that our grandchildren will be Jews, that they will be a part
of our community and share the destiny of this People Israel.

*

*

*

I have a third proposal to make on the subject of our dec1 ining Jewish
pop u l a t ion i n Ame r i ca and i t l s t h i s :
I be l i eve ~ha t i t i s t i me f o r
our movement to launch a carefully conceived Outreach Program aimed at
all Americans who are unchurched and who are seeking roots in religion.

let me not obfuscate my intent through the use of cosmetic lan guage.
Unabashedly and urgently, I call on our members to resume their timehonored vocation and to become champions for Judaism.
Champions for
Judaism -- these words imply not just passive acceptance but affirmative action.
I sense those images which flash through your mind .
let me therefore
enter the substance of my proposal by correcting their distortions.
I do not envisage that we conduct our Outreach Program 1 ike some kind
of travelling religious circus.
I envisage rather the unfoldment of
a dignified and responsible approach; the establishment of information
centers in many places, wel 1-publ icized courses in our synagogues, and
the development of suitable publications to serve these facilities and
purposes.
In other words, I suggest that we respond openly and positively to those God-seekers who voluntarily ask for our knowledge.
Nor do I suggest that we strive to wean people from religions of their
choice and with the boast that ours is the only true and val id faith
engage in eager rivalry with all established churches.
I want to
reach a different audience entirely, the unchurched, those reared in
non-religious homes or those who have become disillusioned with their
taught beliefs, the seeke r s after truth who require a religion which
tolerates, nay encourages all questions, and especially the alienated
and the rootless who need the warmth and comfort of a people wellknown for its close family ties and of an ancient, noble lineage.

•

The notion that Judaism is not a propagating faith is wide of the
truth. That may have been true for the last four centuries, but it
i s not true for the four thousand years before that.
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Abraham was a convert and our tradition lauds his missionary zeal.
Isaiah enjoined us to be a 11 1 ight unto the nations" and insisted
that God's house be a "house of prayer for all peoples." Ruth of
Moab, a heathen by birth, became the ancestress of King David.
Zechariah forsaw the time when men of every tongue wil 1 grasp a
Jew by the corner of his garment and say" "Let us go with you, for
we have heard that God is with you."
During the Maccabean period, Jewish proselytizing activity reached
its zenith ... schools for missionaries were established and by the
beginning of the Christian era they had succeeded in converting ten
percent of the population of the Roman Empire -- or roughly four
mil 1 ion souls .
True, the Talmud insists that we test the sincerity of the convert's
motivations, by discouraging them, by warning them of the hardships
which they will have to endure as Jews.
But the Talmud then adds
that while we are 1'to push converts away with the left hand" we ought
to "draw them near with the right."
After Christianity became the state religion of the Roman Empire and,
later, again, when Islam conquered the world, Jews were forbidden to
seek converts or to accept them. The death penalty was set for the
gentile who became a Jew and for the Jew who welcomed him. Many wer e
actually burned at the stake.
This served to cool our conversionist
ardor somewhat.
Stfll, it was not until the 16th Century that we
abandoned all proselytizing efforts and our rabbis began their systematic rejection of those who sought to join us.
·
But we 1 ive in America today.
No repressive laws restrain us. The
fear of persecution no longer inhibits us. There is no earthly reason
now why we cannot reassume our ancient vocation and open our arms wide
to all newcomers.
Why are we so hesitant? Are we ashamed? Must one really be a madman
to choose Judaism? Let us shuffle off our insecurities! Let us recapture our self-esteem!
Let us demonstrate our confidence in those
worths which our faith enshrines!
Millions of Americans are searching for something. Tragically -- as
the grisly events of the past week have established -- many of these
seekers have falien prey to mystical cults which 1 iterally enslave
them.
Well, Judaism offer life, not death.
It teaches free will, not surrender of body and soul to another human being. The Jew prays directly
to God, not through an intermediary who stands between him and his God .
Judaism is a religion of hope and not despair,
it insists that man
and society are perfectible.
Judaism has an enormous amount of wisdom
and experience to offer this troubled world, and we Jews ought to be
proud to speak about it, frankly, freely, and with dignity .
Aye, there is something different in the world today and we call can
feel it. The very air we breathe is tense, a wind blows through space,
and the treetops are astir.
Men and women are restless, but not with
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the restlessness of those who have lost their way in the world and
have surrendered to despair.
But rather with the hopeful questing
of those who want to find a way and are determined to reach it.
It
is a searching after newer and truer values, for deeper, more personal
meaning.
It is a purposeful adventure of the sp irit. These men and
women are in the grips of a great hunger which 1 ike al 1 "great hungers
feeds on itself, growing on what it gets, growing st ill mo re on what it
fails to get."
The prophet Amos spoke of such a hunger when we said;
"Behold the Day cometh saith the Lord God
that I will send a famine In the land not
a famine of bread nor a thirst for wate r
but of he a ri n g the words of the Lord . "
Can you find a more vivid limning of the very body and spirit of our
age? Can you paint a more striking portraiture of the Great Hunger
which has seized us?
My friends, we Jews posess the water which can slake the thirst, the
bread which can sate the Great Hunger.
Let us offer it freely, proudly
-- for our well-being and for the sake of those who earnestly seek
what is--OUrs to give.
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UAHC Board of Trustees
Houston, Texas

December 2, 1978

RESOLUTION
Rapid demographic change is doing much to affect the future of
American Jewry. Among the significant and critical demographic
trends are: the growth of mixed-marriage, the decline of the
Jewish birth-rate relative to the general population, an in crease in the numbers of non-Jews converting to Judaism. These
trends require our profound, serious and continuing attention.
They call for creative leadership so that we reach out to shape
our future and do not become passive products of forces beyond
our own control.
Accordingly, the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, at its
Board meeting in Houston on December 2, 1978, resolves;
1/ To intensify our formal and informal Jewish
educational programs within the Reform synagogue and the Reform
Jewish movement to stimulate positive and knowledgeable Jewish
identification.
2/ To develop a sensitive program of welcoming and
involving converts to Judaism, recognizing that those who choose
Judaism in good faith are as authentic in their Jewish identity
as those who are born Jewish.
3/ To develop an effective outreach program by
which the Reform synagogue can seek out mixed married couples
in order to respond to the particular emotional and social
stresses in their situations and to make the congregation, the
rabbi, and Judaism itself available to them and their families.

4/ To plan a special program to bring the message
of Judaism to any and all who wish to examine or embrace it.
Judaism is not an exclusive club of born Jews;
it Is a universal
faith with an ancient tradition which has deep resonance for
people alive today.
5/ To implement these principles, we call upon the
Chairman of the Board to appoint a special task froce, of members
of the Board, to examine these recommendations for implementation
in al 1 program departments of the UAHC and to report back to the
Spring 1979 meeting of the Board.
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Differing approaches to the conversion of non-Jews to Judaism
constitute a serious barrier to cooperation and good relations between
the various Jewish religious movements today . Indeed, the large and
growing number of people recognized as bona fide converts by some
American Jews, but not by others, raises the possibil ity of open schism,
with certain Jews -- mainly the Orthodox ~ refusing to marry others , on
the grounds that those others, ostensibly converts or the offspring of
converts, are not authentically Jewish. While it is true that the
individual whose conversion is in dispute can be reconverted in a way
acceptable to a potential spouse, such a solution ignores the sensitivities of a person who has always thought of himself or herself as a Jew,
and who will refuse to submit to another conversion.
The conflict over conversion procedures manifests itself somewhat
differently in the State of Israel. There, the only form of -Judaism
officially recognize d is Orthodoxy: no non-Ort hodox conversions are
allowed. And while those converted outside Israel by non-Orthodox
authorities are recognized as Jews when they immigrat e to Israel under
the law of Retur n, elements within Orthodoxy have persistently sought to
amend that law to disfranchise them, and, in any case, these individuals
face difficulties when they try to marry in Israel . The anger of many
non - Orthodox Jews in America over th is situat i on has exacerbated
tensions between Jewish groups in the United States, and also threatens
to weaken the ties between Israel and American Jewr y.
Confronting the Tradition
Much of the public debate over t he conversion issue l s not informed
by factual knowledge. Class i c J ewi sh t exts , t rends i n Jewish history
and sociologica l f orces have aff ected Je wish a t t itudes toward the
conversion of non-Jews and the development of Jew i sh conversion procedures. Basic knowledge of the Je wish sourc es on conversion and an
appreciation of the historical c on t e xt with i n which they emerged may
contribute to cons tructive di a l ogue be twee n t he Jewish religious
movements on th is vexing i s sue .
Conversion , in t he mode r n sense of abandon i ng one religion to enter
another, did not ex is t i n the bi blical period . Although t he word ger,
later transla ted as pr osely t e. apo~ars often in Scripture , it refers to
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a resident alien, not a convert . As long as the biblical Istaelites
lived in their own land, Israelite nativity and the religious cult 1\ent
hand in hand . Non-natives might acknowledge the power of Israel 's God
and even worship Him, but they remained foreigners, non-Israe ltt~s .
foreign women entered the Jewish people through marriage with I sraelite
men, but there ls no record of 11 conversion" in these cases. Even Ruth,
later seen as a model of the righteous convert, makes a commitment to
the Israelite nation and its God, but is still called "Ruth the Moabite''
until she marries Boaz .
The destruction of the first Temple and the exile to Babylonia in
the 6th century B.C.E . seem to have evoked a new attitude toward the
acceptance of non-Jews into the fold. With so many Jews living outside
the homeland of Israel, it became possible to understand the religion of
Israel as something logically distinguishable from Israelite nativity,
and foreigne r s could practice the former despite not being born into the
latter.
Judaism, taking on a universal character not limited by
geography, could appeal to people of diverse ethnic backgrounds, who
were welcome to join the Jewish faith-community .
Although our knowledge of the Second Temple period is rather murky,
both Jewish and non-Jewish sources indicate that Jews were willing,
indeed eager, to spread their religion, and many pagans were happy to
accept it. Judaism seems to have been especially popular during the
period that Rome dominated the Mediterranean world, when, besides the
full-fledged proselytes, there ~ere also those who observed Jewish
rituals without actually converting .
Contrary to widespread assumptions, the destruction of the Second
Temple in 70 C. E. , the failure of the Bar Kokhba Revolt in 135 C. E. , and
the Christianization of the Roman Empire in the centuries that followed
did not turn Jewish opinion against the idea of converting non-Jews . The
rabbis, whose influence came increasingly to dominate Jewish life, were
full of praise for sincere pr oselytes; disparaging remarks about
converts are few and unrepresentative. The rabbis introduced a prayer
into the daily service calling down God's blessing on righteous converts
and ruled that acceptance of proselytes was a mitzvah -- a positive
obllgation.1
In Christian Europe, despite laws barring them from converting
non - Jews, Jews continued to accept proselytes well into the Middle Ages.
Only in the 16th century did there crystallize an anti-conversionary
position among Jews which reflected both the widening social distance
between Jews and Christians and the escalation of government pressure
against Jewish proselytlzation. From this point on, Judaism increasingly came to be seen as a nonconverslonary religion, even though
Isolated instances of conversion still took place.2
The rabbinic scholars of the 2nd and 3rd centuries worked to
standardize and regularize procedures for accepting non- Jews into the
c ommunity. The requirements that they laid out in the Talmud, refined
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by medieval commentators and set down in codes of Jewish law, were
accepted without significant challenge by world Jewry until the 19th
century, and still govern the practice of traditional Jews today. The
rabbinic tradition makes three demands of a would-be convert:
1.
Male converts require circumcision. If there has already been
circumcision, a symbolic drop of blood is drawn.

2.

Converts, male or female, most be immersed in a ritual bath.

3.
There must be an acceptance of "the yoke of the commandments,"
that is, a commitment to live by Jewish law.3
While these steps may appear uncomplicated, the way they are
discussed in the classic Jewlsh sources raises certain ambiguities that
bear directly on today's conflicts over conversion procedure.
What is the proper motivation for conversion? The rabbis were well
aware that over the centuries numerous people had become Jews for
nonspiritual reasons such as fear, ambition, or the desire to marry a
Jew. Rejecting the validity of such motivations, the Talmud affirms
that, as a rule, attraction to Judaism for its own sake is the sole
acceptable ground for conversion. But after the fact -- if a wrongly
motivated conversion has already taken place -- it stands.4
There are instances when a rabbinic court may convert a ·non-Jew
even though it knows from the outset that the person is not religiously
motivated. If, judging the individual case, the court believes the
convert will eventually become a sincere Jew, it may go through with the
conversion in spite of the candidate's current ulterior purposes . 5
Another, related, point of ambiguity is how to define acceptance of
the commandments . The source of this requirement is a statement in the
Talmud -- in the middle of a discussion unrelated to conversion -- that
anyone refusing to accept even one of the commandments is not a valid
convert.6 Yet the classic talmudlc source for conversion procedure does
not mention such a requirement. Instead, it presents a kind of catechism, a model dialogue that takes place between the non-Jew and the
rabbinic court. The court tests the candidate's sincerity by warning
that the Jewish people are persecuted and oppressed; materially, there
is nothing to gain and much to lose by joining the Jews. If the
would-be proselyte is not dissuaded, he or she is told some of the more
important and less important commandments, the punishments for transgression and rewards for obedience. Having a general idea of what
Judaism entails, the individual can proceed to circumcision and/or
immersion.7 From this source there emerges only a requirement to tell
the convert about some of the commandments, and it is assumed that
anyone submitting to conversion after hearing about selected aspects of
Jewish practice implicitly accepts the Jewish way of life . Yet a third
citation in the Talmud teaches that whereas failure to circumcise or
immerse the convert invalidates the conversion even after the fact, if
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the court -- even one made up of laymen unversed in the law - - per f orms
the ritual aspects of the conversion but neglects to inform the cand idate about the commandments, the conversion stands.8
Must there be total acceptance of the entire corpus of Jewish l aw,
or education about some of the laws, or are circumcision and immersion
enough, ex post facto? The rabbis found ways to reconcile the t hre e
sources. Nevertheless, like the leeway granted to courts in assessing
the present and future motivation of candidates for conversion, ambiguity over acceptance of the commandments could lead to a variety of
approaches, within Jewish law, to the conversion of non-Jews.
For hundreds of years the divisive potential of the talmudic
ambiguities had few practical consequences. Social conditions ensured
that whatever theoretical disputes might go on among the rabbis over how
to assess the motivation for conversion and "acceptance of the commandments," uniformity prevailed in practice. Medieval society was organized along religious lines. A non-Jew who accepted Judaism was not
just altering his own personal faith, but was also committing himself to
live within the Jewish community, abide by its rules and accept its
sanctions. This meant that even a convert motivated primarily by the
desire to marry a Jew, or one who had not accepted or was not told about
all that Judaism entails, would be socialized into the Jewish way of
life by virtue of living in an organized Jewish community. Rarely would
there by any reason to question the authenticity of a conversion • .
The Challenge of Modernity
The ·onset of modernity altered this situation radically. By the
middle of the 18th century the religious basis for organizing society
was breaking down in parts of Western Europe. Some countries gradually
removed legal restraints from, and granted basic rights to, members of
minority faiths. As governments moved toward the recognition of equal
citizenship for all, the power of the particular religious communities
over their members inevitably declined. The rationalistic, skeptical
ideology of the Enlightenment reinforced this process, leading to an
erosion of religious belief and practice among middle-class Christians
and Jews . Judaism was especially vulnerable to these forces, since many
in that minority group came to consider th·e adoption of the Gentile
majority's language, dress and cultural patterns as a kind of "passport"
into the mainstream of Western society. The French Revolution and
subsequent Napoleonic conquests brought the new trends into Germanspeaking lands, where many Jews lived.

•

One response to these conditions was Reform Judaism. Beginning in
Germany in the second decade of the 19th cen t ury as an attempt to
enhance the esthetics of the Jewish prayer service, it proceeded to
revise traditional theology .
Reform defined Judaism strictly as a
r e ligion; loyalty to the nation in which one lived, it taught, mad e
Jewish nationalistic yearnings obsolete. Reform leaders tended to
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disparage ritual as a remnant of outmoded Jewish tribalism, and stressed
instead the universalistic ethical message of the biblical prophets.
Making great gains in the 1630s and 1640s, the movement spread beyond
Germany to other European countries and to the United States.
As in many other areas of Jewish life, Reform veered decisively
away from traditional conversion procedures. Immersion in a ritual bath
was unacceptable on esthetic grounds. While there was less opposition
to circumcision because of its historical centrality as a symbol of
Jewishness, it was considered too burdensome to demand of a convert--as
was the symbolic letting of blood for a man already circumcised. Reform
did not require its converts to fulfill the traditional commandments, as
such observance was not demanded even from its born-Jewish members. In
1692 America's Reform rabbis officially resolved that a non-Jew could
become Jewish "without any initiatory rite, ceremony or observance
whatsoever," so long as he or she demonstrated knowledge and acceptance
of certain basic theological beliefs, and agreed to live by them.9
The traditionalist community, which was coming to be known as
"Orthodox" in the early 19th century, did not accept Reform conversions.
But by the 1840s the forces of modernity had become so pervasive that
Orthodox rabbis themselves were being asked to convert non-Jews for the
purpose of marriage. From that time down to the present, such rabbis
have had to face the fact that standards of observance traditionally
demanded of converts no longer reflect the observance patterns of much
of the Jewish community, at times not even reflecting common practice in
some nominally Orthodox congregations . Orthodox rabbinic responses to
this unprecedented challenge have varied, mirroring different interpretations of the ambiguities inherent in talmudic law as well as differ1ng
assessments of social reality.
One school of thought among the rabbis has stressed the more
restrictive halakhlc precedents regarding the convert's motivation and
expected standards of observance. Jacob Ettlinger (1796-1871), a German
Orthodox rabbi, set the tone for a stringent approach. Acknowledging in
1854 that halakhah did not entirely rule out conversions motivated by
the desire to marry a Jew, Ettlinger believed nonetheless that under the
conditions of the day, rabbinic acquiescence would encourage more intermarriages, and therefore no such conversions should be performed. Such a
rigorist position has become very popular 1n Orthodox circles in the
last 40 years. Rabbi Isaac Herzog (1868-1959), the first Ashkenazi
Chief Rabbi of Israel, argued that the Talmud's post facto acceptance of
improperly motivated converts is only meant to apply when the bolk of
the Jewish community is observant, and it can be assumed that the new
Jew will learn from his Jewish neighbors how a Jew should live. If,
however, most Jews are not observant, as ls the case in the 20th
century, it must be assumed that the would-be convert will never
observe, and the conversion ls void. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein (1695-1986),
the most widely respected halakhic authority in recent years, went so
far as to say that a conversion conducted by Orthodox rabbis, with
circumcision and immersion, was null and void even after the fact
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without a genuine col'llllitment to observe the colllTlandments.
Other authoritative rabbis have chosen to emphasize the more
permissive side of the law. Rabbi David Zvi Hoffmann (1843-1921), t he
leading German talmudic scholar of his day, exemplified the thinking of
this school.
He urged rabbis to consider the possible consequences of
refusing to do conversions for the purpose of marriage. The couple
would surely marry any way, and the Jewish spouse would be in flagrant
violation of Jewish la w for living with a non-Jew. This would be the
case even if there is a Reform conversion, which is not valid in
Orthodox eyes . Worse, he wrote, refraining from converting the nonJewish partner endangered the ultimate Jewish allegiance of the children. Surely, argued Hoffmann, the lesser of two evils in such cases is
to perform a conversion. And what if it is clear that the convert has
no intention of living as an Orthodox Jew? Hoffmann reasoned that only
an explicit denial to perform a commandment invalidates a conversion .
The rabbinic court, therefore, should ask the candidate about those
aspect s of Je wish law wh ich it knows he accepts, and should not even
mention any conmandment it knows he will reject .
Another important Orthodox proponent of flexibility in conversion
procedure was the first Sephardi Chief Rabbi of the State of Israel,
Rabbi Benzion Meir Uziel (1880-1953) . Citing the talmudic statement
that conversion for marr iage purposes, while not ideal, is valid after
the fact, Uziel rel terated Hoffmann' s arguments about the dangerous
implications of not converting the non-Jew and, on that basis, he
considered the rabbi morally required to do the conversion if the
mixed-religion couple could not be dissuaded from marrying. Going even
further than Hoffmann, Uziel denied that there was any requirement that
the convert accept the commandments; the rabbinical court just had to
inform the person about some of them . If the new Jew subsequently is
nonobservant, he is a sinner -- but a Jewish sinner. The conversion is
not invalidated . 10
The contrasting approaches to conversion in the halakhic tradition
are mirrored in the actual practice of contemporary Orthodox rabbis .
Some rely on the Hoffmann-Uziel line of reasoning, which stresses
keeping intermarrying couples within the fold. Such rabbis convert
non-Je ws who plan to marry Jews despite grave doubts about these
people's acceptance of the commandments . While insisting on circumcision and/or immersion and evidence that the candidate possesses basic
Jewish knowledge, they refrain from demanding guarantees of doctrinal or
ritual Orthodoxy. The rabbis conduct the conversion procedure as if
motives nobler than marriage to a Jew were involved -- which they really
know not to be the case . Other Orthodox rabbis take a stringent stance,
even to the point of refusing to perform ~ conversions, no matter what
the facts of the individual case might be, for fear of approving
unqualified applicants . Over the last several decades halakhic experts
have tended to oppose virtually all conversions that do not produce
fully Orthodox Jews. This has created a climate of opinion in which
rabbis who perform "minimal" Orthodox conversions rarely defend the
practice in public. 11
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Conservative Judaism evolved in the United States during t h 2 late
19th and early 20th centuries. Officially committed to Jewish law but
more willing than Orthodoxy to reinterpret the tradition in the light of
present-day realities, the Conservative movement retains the halakhic
re~uirements for conversions -- circumcision and/or immersion, and an
acceptance of the commandments. Many Conservative rabbis, however, do
not insist on the symbolic drawing of blood if a male convert is already
circumcised . 12 Conservative adherence to the basic tradition in the
area of conversion has won the movement no credit from Orthodox authori ties, who argue that Conservative rabbis are not qualified to serve on a
rabbinic court because they deny traditional ideas of divine revelation,
and that Conservative converts have not accepted the commandments
because their teachers did not impart to them an Orthodox understanding
of Jewish observance. Widespread Conservative willingness to accept
most Reform conversions has also served to weaken the movement's
halakhic credibility in Orthodox eyes.
Reconstructionism, which emerged as a full-fledged movement in the
1930s, rejects the concept of a supernatural God who issues cormnandments, but views much of Jewish practice favorably as representing the
folkways of Jewish civilization. The movement recognizes the marriage
motive as an acceptable "initial" reason to convert, endorses ritual
immersion for the proselyte, and recommends circumcision for the male
unless the experience is physically or emotionally hazardous . 13 As
Reconstructionist theology and practice are even less traditional than
the Conservative, Orthodoxy rejects Reconstructlonist conversions as
well.
The Cur rent Crisis
Conflicts between the Jewish religious movements over conversion
did not have much of a communal impact in the United States until
recently. Before the 1960s, intermarriage rates were quite low, and,
since many of the Jews marrying Christians were opting out of the Jewish
community, the rate of conversion to Judaism for marriage purposes was
even lower. While individuals might face the problem of being considered Jews by one religious group but not by another, the difficulty
often resolvable in any case by a reconversion -- was not widespread .
Over the last quarter-century, marriages between Jews and Christians have become much more common. While the numbers vary greatly
between different localities, the national Jewish intermarriage rate is
estimated at between 25 and 30 percent. And since most of the intermarrying Jews today do not wish to leave the Jewish community, and
Christian attitudes toward Judaism are much more favorable than in the
past, conversion to Judaism is a live option for the non-Jewish spouses.
Addressing these changed conditions, the Reform movement in 1978 decided
on a policy of active proselytization aimed primarily at these spouses .
But potential gains for the Jewish community from this source have
exacerbated the problem of diverse conversion standards: there are now
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thousands of people -- not just isolated individuals -- who think they
have converted to Judaism, but whose Jewish credentials will be challenged should they wish at some point to marry in an Orthodox ceremony,
or i, they seek to enter Israel and marry there. The proliferation of
non-Orthodox conversions has also raised the fear that the Orthodox will
shun social contact with members of the other movements in order to
prevent their children from f alllng in love and possibly marrying "Jews"
who are not Jewish by Orthodox definitions. Some even predict outright
schism within the Jewish community over conversion and related issues.14
In recent years, there have been a number of suggestions for
healing, or at least minimizing, the divisive impact of varying conversion standards. Most of the creative ideas for dealing with the problem
have come from those Orthodox rabbinic leaders who, while committed to
the halakhic process, also maintain strong ties with non-Orthodox Jews
and believe deeply in Jewish unity.
One view sometimes heard in these circles ls that it is irresponsible for the Orthodox to refuse to perform conversions for the purppse
of marriage, and then condemn non-Orthodox rabbis for filling the vac~um
by converting those the Orthodox would turn away. Rather, Orth-0doxy
must accept the reality of a high intermarriage rate and reach out to
the non-Jewish spouses, many of whom might be attracted to the Orthodox
way of life and decide to undergo Orthodox conversions . 15
There has been some recent discussion among the Orthodox about the
procedure for converting children of mixed marriages. Rabbi J . Simcha
Cohen argues that the rabbinic sources can be interpreted to exempt
minors from the requirement that applies to adult converts of accepting
the commandments . This, he says, might make it possible for Orthodox
rabbis to convert the children of nonobservant Jewish fathers and
non-Jewish mothers through circumcision and/or immersion, although a
parental pledge to give these children a Jewish education would probably
be required. Cohen adds that such a strategy ls wise, as well as valid:
"As long as halakhah provides a device to properly convert children of
intermarriage, this device should be utilized aggressively to make
contact with vast numbers of Jews. 11 16
Another proposal, put forth by Rabbi Eliezer Berkovits, seeks a
halakhlc reevaluation of conversion procedures. He notes that talmudlc
law accepts the validity of conversions for nonspiritual motives and
without acceptance of the commandments only ex post facto -- a rabbi may
not perform such conversions knowing the facts of the case . However,
Berkovits points out, maintaining the unity of the Jewish people is also
a halakhlc principle that may be strong enough to override this limitation and permit performance of such conversions, especially if nonOrthodox rabbis are willing to go along with the halakhic forms of
circumcision and immersion. 17
Rabbi Marc Angel has argued for an even more far-reaching reinterpretation of the traditional law. He marshals evidence from the Bible
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and Talmud that conversion to Judaism is primarily an expression of
national identification with the Jewish people and only secondarily a
matter of adherence to the Jewish faith .
Relying heavily on the
writings of Rabbi Benzlon Meir Uziel, Angel asserts that while a commitment to observe Jewish law is to be desired, it is not a requirement for
conversion. This approach would validate many conversions that most
Orthodox scholars today reject.18
Within Reform Judaism, which stands at the opposite pole from
Orthodoxy by virtue of its blanket rejection of ritual requirements for
conversion, there has been some degree of receptivity to a search for
common ground with the other movements. In 1971 Rabbi Herbert Weiner
urged his Reform colleagues to reevaluate what he considered to be lax
conversion standards that created "chaos and anarchy." Admiring the
Orthodox for their commitment to a uniform, structured procedure, he
wondered whether classical He form's visceral antipathy to ritual
immersion might not be outmoded.
Weiner noted that 19th-century
rationalism had been replaced in the minds of many by a craving for
religious experience, which immersion could satisfy. And since most
converts to Judaism were ~men, who halakhically require only immersion,
perhaps having Orthodox witnesses at the ritual bath could make such
conversions acceptable to the Orthodox.19
In the years since Weiner made his proposal, the nunber of Reform
rabbis who require immersion -- and circllTlcision for males -- has risen,
although they still constitute a minority in the movement. Yet the hope
that such conversions would achieve universal recognition was 111founded in any case , since the Orthodox, both in the lklited States and
Israel, do not accept Reform "nonbelievers" as a rabbinical court, and
insist on acceptance of the commandments in the Orthodox sense . Reform
realization that no concession on ritual could satisfy the Orthodox has
led to considerable frustration and anger. One factor in the Reform
decision to accept children of Jewish fathers and non-Jewish mothers as
presumptively Jewish even without conversion was the feeling that
Orthodox objections could be ignored; since the Orthodox do not take
Reform conversions seriously anyway .
Cooperative Efforts
In view of Orthodoxy's refusal to countenance non-Orthodox conversions even with the inclusion of circuncision/immersion, attention has
tended to focus on the creation of some form of cooperative, interdenominational body that would deal with conversions -- and other controversial procedures -- in a manner acceptable to all the groups. This
would, in theory, eliminate conflict by ensuring that converts are
universally recognized as Jews . 20 In practice, attempts of this kind
have run into serious difficulties. Two examples, one national, the
other local, illustrate the obstacles to success.
In the 1950s there were discussions between the rabbinical bodies
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of moderate Orthodoxy and Conservatism -- both movements committed to
halakhah -- for the purpose of setting up a joint rabbinic court, whose
membe r s would be chosen on the basis of scholarship and observance, and
which would have exclusive jurisdiction over Jewish family law for both
groups . Professor Saul Lieberman and Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, the
supreme halakhic author! ties of the two movements, agreed on the
structure and functioning of such a body, and lawyers were already
drawing up the charter when the agreement fell through over the political question of whether such a joint activity implied Orthodox 11 recognition11 of non - Orthodox forms of Judaism. Rabbi Soloveitchik, under
pressure from separatist elements within Orthodoxy, withdrew his support
and the initiative failed . 21 Recently, Rabbi Norman Lamm, the president
of Yeshiva University, has suggested reviving the idea but without tying
it to any existing rabbinic bodies, thereb~ eliminating any suggestion
of Orthodox rabbis "recognizing" others.2 So far, there has been no
discernible progress along these lines.
In 1978, the Refo r m, Conservative and Traditional Orthodox rabbis
of Denver, Colorado, formed a board to handle conversions.23 Each
movement was responsible for educating its own candidates in the
fundamentals of Judaism, but those converts who wished endorsement by
the board had to make 11 ten commitments," the functional equivalent of
the t r aditional acceptance of Jewish law . These commitments included
such matters as observing the Sabbath and the dietary laws, but there
were no questions asked about expected degrees of observance, e~abling
candidates to interpret the conmitments with considerable subjectivity.
The ritual aspects of conversion -- circumcision or the symbolic letting
of blood, and/or lnmersion, were supervised by the Orthodox rabbis, who
then signed the conversion certificate.
The system worked smoothly, but the Orthodox rabbis began to have
misgivings. Virtually all the candidates for conversion came to the
board via Reform rabbis, and as the number of converts rose 1 the
Orthodox increasingly felt themselves to be at the end of an assemblyline process, overseeing inlnersions without having established personal
relationships with those whos e conversion certlf icates they were
signing. A decision by the national Reform movement to target Denver as
a showcase for its program of outreach to non-Jews, followed by the
Reform acceptance of patrilineal descent without conversion as suff icient for a presumption of Jewishness, induced the Orthodox rabbis to
leave the program in 1983, effectively ending it. The torrent of abuse
heaped on them by Orthodox leaders elsewhere in the country, once the
existence of the board became corrmon knowledge, made it unlikely that
they -- or Orthodox rabbis anywhere -- would soon repeat the experiment,
without backing from their national bodies . 24
Yet, without fanfare, rabbis in a number of communities have
developed informal ways of handling conversions across denominational
lines.
Such arrangements, which roughly follow Herbert Weiner's
approach, are generally not publicized so as to prevent criticism from
the national Orthodox leadership. Therefore, no one knows just how
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widespread they are.
Eugene Lipman, a Reform rabbi who retired from the pulpit t o assume
the presidency of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, has given
a rare public description of how a Reform conversion might be made
acceptable to traditionalists . When potential converts came to Rabbi
Lipman, he insisted on circwnclsion and/or immersion in order to satisfy
Orthodox requirements. Moreover, "where any questions would be asked
about the Jewishness of a child, I have always had three of my friends,
all with Orthodox smicha (ordination) who have been willing to be there
and sign the certiricate. There are a lot of converts around, children
and adults both, at whose conversions I have been physically present,
but silent." Asked if this did not constitute abandonment of Reform
principle, Lipman retorted, "The fact that I consider this whole process
l•oral ls not relevant • •• • I'm in the real world, and I want results.n25
At least one noted Orthodox rabbinic scholar -- Aaron Lichtenstein,
head of the Gush Etzion Yeshiva in Israel and son-in-law of Rabbi Joseph
B. Soloveitchik -- has also been thinking along pragmatic lines. Though
not yet prepared to offer a concrete proposal for resolving the conversion controversy, he has stated: "We ought at least probe the option of
a aodus operandi whereby we might recognize conversions which would be
effected under the aegis of others, but which, in practice, would be
administered according to halakhic guidelines and meet prevalent
Orthodox standards." The possibility of thereby legitimizing nonOrthodox movements, he argues, pales in significance when compared to
the human suffering resulting from disputed converslons. 26
The threat to Jewish cohesion that differences over conversion
practices pose ls not likely to subside soon, and in the conflict
between the movements no one can win. No matter how hard the Orthodox
insist that only their conversions are valid, non-Orthodox rabbis will
continue to perform their own conversions - - which, in the United
States, far outnumber those of the Orthodox. And no matter how often
non-Orthodox rabbis declare the legitimacy of their conversions, most of
the Orthodox will reject these converts even lf there has been circumcision and/or immersion, on the grounds that the rabbis involved are not
quallf led to serve on a religious court. Meanwhile, the number of
"Jews" not recognized as such by the Orthodox will grow, as will tension
in Israel over "who is a Jew."
The abortive effort to form a national Orthodox-Conservative
religious court and the short-lived Denver experience with a joint
conversion board do not provide reasons for optimism about healing the
rift through this kind of approach. Yet, as Rabbi Lipman's description
and Rabbi Lichtenstein's statement indicate, there are rabbis of good
will eager to reach a consensus on conversion standards. The Jewish
co111nunlty should encourage such efforts •

•
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Shaye J. 0 . Cohen summarizes what is known of conversion in the
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READINGS FOR WORKSHOP 2
ALTERNATIVE FAMILIAL RESPONSES TO INTER.MARRIEDS
*9. Paul Cowan and Rachel Cowan, "Time Bombs" , from Mixed
Blessings, Penguin Books, 1988 .

•

•

This chapter explores issues that intermarried couples must
resolve. How will they raise the children? How will they
celebrate holidays? In which religious tradition (or both,
or none) will children be named and consecrated? How will
conflicting expectations of extended family members (of
differing religious backgrounds) be satisfied? The Cowans
argue that while most couples try to let these issues
"resolve themselves" over time, they can become "time bombs"
that can destroy a marriage .
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Time Bombs
The ecology of intermarriages in the 1980s is very differem from the
ones we have described in the two previous chapters. In our work·
shops and interviews, Jews almost always display a pride in their
religion and eLhnicity that was so conspicuously absent when Anne
Lazarus Johnston Lalked about Emma'sjewish writing, or when Harold Hochschild and Walter Lippmann wrote about themselves and
their people. The Jews and the Christians we meet are far more
conscious of the desire to infuse their families' lives with their religious and cuhuraJ heriLages than the Lerners or the Aulectas were
when they married. They are far more likely than their counterparts
in earlier generations to argue about which faith will be ascendant in
their households.
Jews, including those who intermarry, worry that their 4,000-yearold history will be extinguished: the Holocaust serves as a constant
reminder that survival is perilous. Their desire to transmit identity
fro m one generation Lo the next has been intensified by 1he renewed
interest in religion and ethnicity tha1 has become such an importam
part of American life in the past two decades. Furthermore, nowadays
Jews like Karen Berko witz meet gentiles like john Halvorsen as American tumbleweeds, not as lauer-day versions of the Harold Hochschild who wamed to escape imo Christian America. They are on an
equal social and economic footing wilh their mates as lhey try to
decide whether to raise their children as J ews or Christians.

IJIITERMARRlACE NOW: WORKING IT OUT

Just as many Jews who marry gentiles are often surpnsed lo discover that they feel an inexplicably powerful commitment to Jewish
survival. so many Chnstians who wed Jews come to the sudden.
unexpeCLed realization that they care more than they had thought
about Jesus, about the church. about the meaning of Christmas and
Easter.
Often. these religious and cuhural feelings are suppressed when a
Jewish-Chrisuan couple falls in love. They come to the surface as
mamage approaches or when children are born. We call these feelings time bombs in an interfaith relationship. In this portion of .Wt.'l;ed
Blemngl we suggest ways of anticipating these emotions and understanding them. And we suggest wavs of transfonning potential conAicts into a shared spiriLUal life.

When Jews and Chnstians first fall m lo\:e, they usually regard
themselves as individualists who will be able lo transcend the specific
cultural demands of the pasts that sh.aped their beliefs and laid claims
on their loyalties. But that is a more difficult task than they imagine,
for at some profound level of self and psyche. most will alwavs be
attached to the religious and ethnic tribes m which they were raised.
They'll remain Americanized Eastern European Jews or German
Methodists or Italian Catholics or Chinese Buddhists. They love the
cultural assumptions that permeated their households when they
were young: the background music of ordinary life. which a child
takes for granted, which an adolescent or young adult tries Lo forget.
If couples don't acknowledge such assumptions in the same way that
people acknowledge music-as an interior melody that can't bearticulated in words-they can damage the ecology of an intermarriage.
If a s1ruggle over religion does begin. il often takes couples by
surprise, thrusting them imo confusing. seemingly endless discussions. For suddenly they discover that they are no1 interchangeable
pans of an American whole, but two people whose different pasts
have endowed them with a distinc1 Sf'l offeelings. How should they
discuss their differences? How can each understand the ethnic and
religious comext in which the other's emotions exist?
Their first disagreemen1s are likely to be over the external fea1ures
of religious identity-over the holidays they will celebrate, or 1he way
they will raise their children. Then, as the)' get older. they may find
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that 1hejoys of having children, the complexities of finding work that
satisfies them, the sorrow oflosing loved ones, may cause them to feel
a more powerful personal need for religion than they could have
imagined when they were married. Some1imes, they become involved
with a synagogue or church they thought they'd left behind when the)
lefl home. When that happens, an important pan of their life i!>
suddenly unfamiliar to their spouse. They have violated the tacit
agreement about religion they had made when they got married.
But, as important as religious differences are, they are jus1 one part
of the complex array of emotional forces that come into play in an
imennarriage. For the partners in a relationship may find that although they don't have specific religious disagreemen1s, they are sull
troubled because their ethnic assumptions come imo conflict. We see
this time and again m our workshops. When we describe our own
WASP-Jewish conflicts over food, health, emotional privacy. or our
style of arguing. lhe couples laugh with the relief of recognition.
Then they begin to talk about cultural differences of their own .
Our understanding of the way conflicts over religion and ethnicity
can overlap has been deepened by the ideas contained in ethnotherapy, a family lherapy technique that was developed in the early 1970s
by Dr. Price Cobb, a black psychiatrist, and adapted for use with Jews
by his assistant, Dr. Judith Weinstein Klein. The insights of
elhnotherapy were broadened and promoted by Irving Levine and
Joseph Giordano of the American Jewish Committee.
Ethnotherapy helps people understand that many of the emouonal
experiences they assume are universal are actually shaped by a particular cultural background. It also helps them see that their self-images
are deeply influenced by the way society perceives the ethnic group to
which they belong. It reminds people that religious and ethnic differences are inevitable, not shameful. Thus, ethnotherapists argue that
when people from different cultural backgrounds fall in love, rejoice
together and grieve together, raise children together, they aren't
doing so as undifferentiated white bread Americans, but as men and
women whose response to issues as major as life and death, as minor
as food or the best way to spend leisure time, have been influenced by
their cultural heritages.
In a book called Ethnicity and Family Therapy. Monica McGoldrick.
Director of Family Training a1 Ru1gers Medical School, described her
experiences counseling interfaith couples and highlighted the role
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cullUral differences play. ··couples who choose 10 [i1 11.•. rmarry] are
usuallr seeking a rebalance of che charac1eris1ics of their own ethnic
background. Th<:~· are moving away from some values as well as
toward others . .. During counship, a person may be auractcd preciselv 10 the nance"s differentness. but when entrenched in a marical
relauonsh1p the same qualities often become the rub . . :·
When couples are under sLress. she wro1e, '"f Lhey] react to each
ocher as Lhough 1he ocher's behavior were a personal auack ra1her
thanjusl a difference roo1ed in e1hnici1y. Typically, we colerate differences when we are no1 under tress. In fact, we find them appealing.
However when sires is added to a sv111em. our Lolerance for differences diminishes. We hecome frustrated 1f we are not understood in
wa)S that fit with our wishes and expenauons. WASPs tend to withdraw when upset. to move toward stoical isolation. m order to mobili7.e their powers of reason (!heir major resource in coping with
stress). Jews, on che 01her hand. seek 10 anal)'ze their experience
togecher; Italians may seek solace . .. in emotional and dramatic
expression of their feelings and a high degree of human contact.
Obviously. chese groups may perceive each other's reactions as offensive or msensi1ive allhough within each group's ethnic comexl their
reactions make excellent sense. In our expc1ience much of therapy
involves helpmg familr members recognize earh other's behavior as a
reaction from a different frame of reference."
When Jewish-Christian couples suppress or ignore religious or
echoic feelings the sel 1he time bombs chat can explode in any
intermarriage. We are noc sociologiscs. Our sample of workshops and
interviews is not large enough to allow us 10 estimate the percentage
of imerfaich couples who experience unexpected tensions in cheir
relationships. There are no definitive studies of current divorce rates
in marriages between Jews and Christians. although a few 1960s and
1970s studies-in Cahfomia. Ucah. and Indiana- showed chat the
Jews, Mormons. Protescams, and Catholics who were surveyed did
divorce spouses from other religions at l somewhat higher rate chan
those from their own. A 1984 studr by lhe National Opinion Research Cencer showed a positive correlation between marital satisfaction and marriage co a spouse from a similar religious background.
We are not arguing lhac marriages between Christians and Jews
can't work. nor would we want 10. Many of our friends are happily
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intermarried. But we are insisting that, for many people, religion and
ethnicity are sufficient.ly important that they must be taken seriously.
The time bombs that explode are usually ignited by the stress that
develops at the moments when interfaith couples are faced with im·
portant choices, or difficult losses. They often go off l) during the
December holidays--or more precisely, from the moment the first
Christmas decorations group in late October and trigger what has
come lo be called the December dilemma; 2) when marriage ap·
proaches; 3) when a child is born; 4) when a child asks about its
identity; 5) when a loved one dies.
With such potential for misunderstanding, it is no wonder that time
bombs go off in intennamages. (In fact, it is a wonder they don't go
off more often.) The best way to avoid these explosions is to be aware
of their potential-and of the moments the} have occurred in the
lives of other jewish-Chrisuan couples who assumed that their love
would conquer all.

Courtship
Some Jews and Christians become aware of their ethnic and reli·
gious incompatibility while they are courting. They may discover that
a lover 1s an unconscious bigot. They may become aware thar the man
or woman they'd regarded as an attracrive fellow professional has
deep religious or ethnic loyalties which they cannot share. Or they
may realize that they will feel like a traitor if they leave their family
religion or their spouse doesn' t join il.
Many couples don't experience these feelings at all. If there are
disagreements, they emerge much later in a relationship. Others
detect them, then dismiss them.
Many try to resolve them through negotiations. They try to ham·
mer out their own and their future children's beliefs as if they were
bargaining over an eight-hour day. Bm you can't negotiate faith: a
commiuedjew and a religious Catholic can't simply split the differ·
ence between them and decide to be Unitarians. The discussion
might end in tears or in a tacit agreement nor to raise the subjecl
again. IL is seldom resolved.
Sometimes couples use religious conHicts as a smokesCTeen which
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allows them LO a'oid other issues. Perhaps they fear intimacy. Perhaps they're intrigued by each other but don'l IO\•e each other
enough to wed.
Sometimes rnuples who are couning say that the only intermarriage issue t: •.it lroubles them is their parents' disapproval of the
relauonship. They are hurt and angry when their parents refuse to
meet lhe person they are dating or threaten to boycott the wedding.
They usually react to their parents' rage by ignoring their own
disagreements. For the opposi1ion seems like bigotry. They now perceive themselves as soldiers in the armv or love and regard their
wedding as a rebellion against narrow-mindedness. and bad manners. Instead of surrendering, they resolve lO fight harder.
But occasionallv hostile parents do manage to ignite the time
bomb. We have decided to describe 1wo relatiomhips where thal
happened because both provide an x-ray view of tensions that would
have made both couples miserable if the\' had mamed.
In one instance. an Episcopalian from the South had a strong
desire to rern:iin a Christian and held subtly disdainful feelings about
Jews. But in her desire to be urbane. she had discarded her religious
practice. Her fiance, who had tried to leave his ethnic pas1 behind him
when he went to Danmouth and Harvard Business School. ignored
her attitudes when they manifested themselves in comments about
his mOLher's taste m food and house decoration. But when his mother
refused to invite the young woman to her home for a Passover seder
the)' both had to confront their deepest feelings-the bomb had been
ignited.
The time bomb that exploded in the other rela1ionship typifies a
problem we see frequemly in our workshops. In every group chere is
at leasl one child of a Holocausl survivor. Oflen these people have
had trouble gauging the claim the past has on them. As couriship
proceeds toward marriage conflicts with parents frequently develop.
As they are forced 10 choose between parenLS and lovers. they of1en
discover thal Jewish loyalties mtensif). Oflen the gentiles who love
them will pay a high price for the fact that these children of survivors
are so oul of touch with their feelings.
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Molly and Tom: Guess Who /sn 'I Coming lo the Seder?
Molly Perkins, thirty-four, was born in Atlanta, Georgia. Her Episcopalian parents had lost much of the family fortune during tht>
Depression. Molly was a lways aware Lhat they weren't as wealthy as
most of their friends, but tht>y belonged LO the same church, sanw
social clubs, and attended the same balls as 1he resl of the cuy's due.
As a girl, she'd enjoyed the life of ProtesLant high society. She had
liked going to church on Sunday. "I wasn't at all religious, but I
always had this image that I'd walk down the aisle 'l'.ith my father and
that after the wedding I'd have a reception at his social club. I must
have imagined 1hat wedding eighty-seven Limes with eighty-\even
different grooms."
Bui she thought she said good-bye to all that "'hen she enrolled at
Smith and became a femm1)t and a poliucal radical who leh scorn for
religion. At twemy-five he moved to Boston and embarked on what
he expected to be a lifetime career an the theater. Sh<.- 11'ed w1th Tom
Schwanz. a graduate of Danmouth and Han•ard Business School.
who'd been raised in a Conservative Jewish homt' in the Bosto n
suburbs. Molly and Tom were both agnostics whose taste m jokes,
people, books, and plays made them feel like soul mates. Tom. who
represented hi-tech businesses, thought Molly's career as an actress
was " racy." Molly was amazed that Tom could make the business
world seem interesting lo her.
After they had lived together for two years. thc:y began to talk about
gelling manied. Often they would argue about Lhe two hurdle) they
would have to cross on the way to the altar-Tom's fa mil)•and the way
they would raise their children.
Tom was very close to his mother, but hi~ mother had no use for his
Protestant girlfriend. As Molly recalled ll, "At first, he didn't want 10
introduce me to her, and I asked him, 'Why not?' People's mothers
had alwayJ liked me. I was great to bring home. I would always write
thank-you nOles. Finally. Tom told me that his mo1her was upset that
I wasn'tjewish. None of the Jewish families I'd known in Atlanta had
felt that way.
"At first, I 1hough1 that when Tom's mother met me she would
forget that I wasn'tjewish andjust like me. But that didn't happenshe didn't like me and she was rude about 11. It was the first time I
experienced the tribal thing."
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Both women were aware or the complex blend of social class and
inherited culture that divided them. "Tom's famiJy had more money
than my family did-but they were very newly rich. My family is old
poor. My mother is the kind of person who might be serving hot dogs,
but the sil er would be out. It wasn't that she was trying to look like
she was ;Lh-it was just that a certain level of etiquette, a certain
standard of living, were de rigeur.
"I was raised to think you didn't talk about money, but Tom's
family talked about money a lot. I feel embarrassed Lo say it, but I
thought their taste was really tacky. I remember going our there once
for Thanksgiving dinner. They had a beautifuJ table that Tom's
mother always bragged about. Bur it was covered with a plastic tablecloth. There was plastic on the lamps. When I remarked on that to
Tom, he laughed. But he loved his mother a lot. In retrospect, I think
he was hurt."
Tom and Molly loved their life in their Back Bay apartment and
they wamed to get married. But they couldn't decide what sort of
family they would raise.
The conflict was as stark as possible: "Tom didn't want our children to be Christians and I didn't want them Lo be Jews. At first I
thought they should be raised without religion, but I couldn't shake
my own warm feelings about my upbringing in Atlanta." Once Tom
suggested they be raised as Unitarians, but Molly just "snorted and
said that's no compromise at all. lt fuzzes both religions OUL. ll's not
Christian, reaJly, and ifs certainly not Jewish."
At the least, Molly wanted a Christmas tree. But Tom wouldn't
allow a tree in his home. Molly thought that was part of the psychological complexity that made him so interesting and so attractive.
"Dartmouth had really gotten to him. He'd loved the fraternities, and
the tweed jacket, pipe smoking routine. He was reaJly struggling with
that. But his ethnic identity was strong. He was always talking about
the Holocaust and Eastern European-Jewish history."
When Molly suggested they call the tree a Hanukkah bush, he got
furious and said, "That's for assimilated Jews." Soon, the specter of
the tree began to haunt their relationship. It was as if they were
experiencing the December dilemma all year round.
"I thought I'd change his mind one year when I took him to Atlanta
for Christmas. My parents welcomed him. We had a big Christmas
lree. We had aJI the parties. There was a big Christmas Eve dinner of
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roast beef and Yorkshire pudding. There were Christmas presems
under the tree for him. We had an open house on Christmas Dar with
eggnog. ll was all very Waspy. 1 thought he'd e11joy it. But he was
uncomfonable the whole week we were there.··
The time bomb, which Molly called '"the straw tha1 broke the camel's back," exploded during Passover 1980, when Mrs. Schwanz n ·fused to invite Molly LO the familr sedeir. It was her tactic for sabotaging the wedding and it worked.
Molly was enrnged. " l said. 'What do you mean your mother ash·d
that l not come?'
"·wen, she doesn't want you .'
"I said. 'Are you going?'
"'Yes,' he said, 'I can't miss Passover.·"
With chagrin, she said, "I remember yelling a1 Tom about Jews
being stubborn. l guess l had ju:st had his mother up lo my ears. l
couldn '1 stand this stubbornness, and this refusal to accept me and let
me in. Sol said, ' You Jews are assimilaced as much as you want Lo be.
You're keeping yourselves separate.' As soon as those words came
out I thought, 'Oh, God, what have l said?' But I was really angry.
" l felt , 'Damn it. these people: they're stubborn, the)' won't Ill in, thq
won't compromise.· Once I'd thovght those qualities were admirable
-they had allowed Jews lo survi·ve without a countq for two thousand years-but suddenly l feh. ·Thry reall) thmk the} 're bener than
anybody e lse. The)• ask for what they gee. The}' will be different. They
will set themselves apan. They will bt.' push)" and rude. \i\'dl . wha1 do
they expect?'
··1 Lhink, at some level, l felt that my family-wt' \\'..\SP~. we.· Episcopalians-had ben1 over backwards to accept Tom. If we had wamed
to, we could have been snobby and ami-Semitic. But we were irreproachable. I kcpl Lhinking that Tom and his family should be grateful that we talked to them. Bui they'd tumt'd the tables. I thought.
'How dare Lhey no1 be grateful that my family a nd l had accepted
them?' "
Then, she added, ··1 ha1e remembering that. It 's so snouy. so cruel.
But I do harbor those feelings sorne1"ht:re inside me. And Tom saw
them. He told me I was wildly anti-SemiLic. In his mind. i1 placed me
in the camp of those who had always persecuted Jews. I guess that 1\-a~
the real end of the affair."
A week after they broke up. "'Easter rolled around," l'\follr recallt'd.
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"We were still living in the same apartment, since neither of us had a
new place to live. h was uncomfortable: what do you say lo someone
whose bed you're sharing after you've broken up with him? Besides,
after Lhat experience with Tom and his mother I was gelling Waspier
by the minute.
"So, I decided to get up and go to church. I went to an Episcopal
church for a two-hour service that knocked my socks off. I remember
the bishop knocking at the sanctuary door and those huge doors
being thrown open-then he said, 'Christ is Risen.' I thought, 'Ooh,
maybe He is.'
"That was April. l didn't go back to church because I was involved
in a show. But when it was over in May-and I'd finally moved out of
the apartment-I expected to fall apart. So I wen! to visit my grandmother and went to church with her. l thought I was being a good
girl. Then J went home to Atlanta and went to my old church with my
parents. I didn't think of myself as religious, but I loved the experi-

ence. So when I go1 back to Boslon 1 naned going to church. I've
never stopped."
The next year Molly became a divinity student and was ordained as
a minister upon graduation. She now has a pulpit in the Midwest.
Tom married a Jewish woman, and they're active in their synagogue
in New Jersey. Mrs. Schwartz, who still lives outside Boston, feels an
abiding sense of relief that she has never had to talk about "my
daughter-in-law, the Reverend."

Sheila and Phil: She Was the Love of My Life
Sheila Eisen, the only child of Holocaust survivors, came to one of
our early workshops with her fiance Phil Angelli, a Catholic from New
Jersey.
As they told the story. her parents were their problem. Although
the couple was engaged, Sheila's parents refused to meet Phil and
said they would disown Sheila if the wedding took place. Phil, whose
parents had left the Catholic church because it was too narrowminded for them, was enraged. He wanted lo help free Sheila from
what he regarded as her parents' bigotry. They didn't resolve their
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dilemma during the workshop cycle. Bul a time bomb wenl off later
on.
Sheila was raised on Long Island in a home that "feh European
Jewish first, American second. My parents' entire social circle consists
of other survivors. They spend a lot of Lhe mone)' Lhey earn pulling
up monuments to the dead, or sending checks to the gentiles who
helped them in the war."
Outwardly, she had a typical American-Jewish childhood. She went
to Hebrew school for seven years, but her social life revolved around
the friendships she made in public school. Being a cheerleader made
her very popular. But inwardly she was haunted: .. My mother always
told me to marry a Jew because a non-Jew would tum on me."
After Sheila had studied mass communications at NYU, she went 10
work in an advertising agency. When she settled in Manhattan. she
was so busy that she ordered almost all her dinners at the local ddi
where Phil Angdli, an aspiring actor. was working to make ends meet
until he got a decent role in a play . .. He is a big, tubby guy-I wasn't
particularly allraCled to him. But suddenly l realized I loved spending
time with him."
Phil had always felt a special affinity toward Jews. When he was
fourteen, he got involved with a theater group at a local temple. " l
spent a lot of time at that temple. J liked it. I've always considered
myself more of a univcrsalist than anything else. But I could never
understand why so many of mr Jewish friends said they would only
marry Jews. Why would someone close off all their options at seventeen?"
When he got to know Sheila, he realized that "she was the great
love of my life. l'd never been able to open myself up in the way I did
to her."
Soon she felt the same way. "After we had been pals for about six
months, going to movies and theacer cogecher. I feh a slap on my face
saying, 'wake up, shmud., you love Lhis guy.' But at the same time, the
other side of my mind was saying; 'This is nOl a good thing Lhat he's
not Jewish. Do you want co go home and cell your parents abou1 it?' ·•
Sheila tried to warn Phil aboul the dangers that lay ahead. "I told
him iL was going to be a long uphiJI battJe-a combination of Ut.Jt S1dt
St<>ry. Romeo and Juliet, and the soaps we were always watching together. They'll never let us come lo their house together. They'll
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refuse to mee1 you or talk to you on the phone. Thl.'v'll do everything
they can to break us up.''
Bui Phil couldn't understand how they could do tha1. " Why did she
care so much about her parenis' opinion? l know they suffered, and I
feel \•er)' badly for them. I knew they believed that if their daughter
married a gentile, the gift of life they had received when Lhey survived
the camps would be in vam. I thought about convening for a long
time. BUL they wouldn't even meet me for dinner. They didn't care
who I was. As far as they were concerned, I was just another goy who
was completing I liller's work. Why would l gwe up my idenmy if I
was going to be treated like that? How could the} be such bigots after
the}' had suffered that kmd of persecution?
"But Sheila's parems had this hold on her. Sometimes. we'd wake
up in the morning afler a wonderful night al the theater or just be
joking around wllh each other and her parents would call up. She
would argue with them angrily, but when ~ht· hung up she'd begin to
cry. I'd say. 'Your love for me L~ our decision, not Lheirs. l don't see
them m this bed here with us this morning.· She would agree wuh me
for a while. But then the guilL l'.Ould come back."
Actually, Sheila fell liberated b} Phil's arguments. "You know Lhat
part of Helen Epstein's book Ch1ldrn1 of lht Hulocausl where she says,
'the)' were not parents like any other parents. and we are not children
like any other children'? That stuck like granite in my mind. I always
feh set a pan. I always wamed to tell my children about what my
parents had suffered. But Phil taught me suffering is not confined to
Jews."
Phil was a loving man who could make Sheila laugh. who delighted
in buying her Rowers and a good meal when she was feeling depressed, and in holding her close. "Our relationship was like the best
of those Hollywood love movies in the forties." Phil said. Within a
year, they were man and wife in everything but name. They shared
the rent on their apartment as well as a joint bank account. Phil
became an assistant TV producer. He took Sheila on a wonderful
vacation on the QE2. In August 1982. they became engaged.
"I didn't tell my parents until after Yorn Kippur," Sheila said. "I
didn ·l want to spoil the Holidays for them. They had come over lo my
apartment-Phil was away somewhere-and brought me enough
food for a small disaster. The room was filled with the Rowers Phil
had ldt so that I'd Lhink of him when he was gone. When I told Lhem
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we were engaged my falher shot me a look of hatred and anger that
rd never seen on his face before. The look was dirc:cted at ~Lhc
daughter he loved. After abouL twenty minutes. he grabbed mv
mother and said, 'Come on. Rose, kt's go.' It was devastaung for
both of us."
For the next three months. Sheila's mother called ht'r t'\ery dav,
telling her that she was killing her father and her. Whenever Phil
overheard the conversations, he told his fiancee that Jews had been
killed by bigots. Why were her parents being bigots? Caught in thl'
crossfire, Sheila began to see a psychiatnsl. " Finally, l realited tha1 I
was trying LO protect both Phil and my parents. I didn't know how I
felt any longer. I realized that the person I was reall> hurting was
myself."
The ume bomb exploded after a cousm of Shc1la's-ano1her child
of survivors-had invited Lhem 10 her wedding. "We were both very
excited," Sheila said. "Phil and I had been living together for two and
one half years and he had never met ITI)' parems. They were going 10
be there."
But then, a week later, Sheila's cousin called back; sht' didn't want
her parents to know that she had invited Phil. Sheila would have to
take responsibilit} for the pre ence of her gentile fiance at the e\ent.
She panicked al the idea.
" I didn' t want her to have all ~hat anxiet)' on ht·r wcdding day. I
figured you only get one wedding day to remember. So I went down
to the theater where Phil was taking acting lessons and I told him not
to come. There would only be fifty people, and they'd all be staring at
him: my parents would be uncomfortable and he would be uncomfortable. Of course, he thought I had betrayed him in favor of m>
parems. Maybe I had."
"I was shocked," Phil recalled. ··1 asked her, 'Are we engaged?' She
said, 'Yes.' I said, 'If we are married we go places as one. We are a
unit.' Until then, I had been angry at her parenis, but not at her. I
thought wt had somelhing special, that we were banlmg for an ideal
oflove. Suddenly, I realized that I could never trust her wht'n 11 came
to a choice between me and her parenis. That lore us apart."
The couple argued non-stop for three days. As Phil recalled it.
Sheila kept crying hysterically and apologizing. "But I had lost trust.
That was the end.··
Six monlhs later. Sheila had fallen in love again-with a Jewish
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businessman who had been a classmat\. in high school. "It's like
magic," she said. 'T\1e been walking around, pinching myself ever
since."
Phil wa., s1ill biller, 1hough he tried lo keep his anger directed at
Sheila aud not her people. "If you get stiffed by an Irish cab driver,
you'll ?robably hate all the Irish for a while. Then you'll remember
that he was an individual." Then, wislfully. he recalled the love of his
life with a phrase which suited his universalist faith. "She understood
my craft-I believed in her. We were like two flowers with the same
root. And then an arbitrary gardener decided to uproot the garden
and plant the flowers on opposite sides."

The Wedding Takes Place
When a Jew and gentile marry. the wedding arrangements can be
the source of terrible tension. Who should preside? A rabbi? A minister? Both? A judge or juSLice of the peace? Sometimes the answer to
these questions can shatter childhood dreams. In one ~orkshop, the
daughter of a Hebrew school principal, who'd always imagined that
she would be married by dancing Hassidic rabbis, decided that it
would be unprincipled lo have any religious presence at all when she
married her Protestant fiance. There was no honest way she could
agree Lhal an intermarriage could be performed "according Lo the
law of Moses"-a crucial part of the Jewish marriage contract. An01her Jew permanently antagonized his devoutly Protestant motherin-law who'd arranged for her minister to perform the wedding. He
insisted lhat he was a Jew and Jews should be married by rabbis.
A Catholic man, who was married by a justice of the peace because
his Jewish in-laws refused to come ff the wedding included a priest,
cold his wife that he "needed to feel that someone was blessing us."
Though she felt uneasy in churches, she thought her parents had
been unfair to lhe man she loved. She agreed to let a priest marry
them secretly the day after their public wedding.
Some parents will never attend an intermarriage, no matter who
officiates. They feel they cannot condone their child's act of betrayal.
That kind of rejection can cause couples agony. In one of our workshops. a Jew and a Catholic went all the way from New York lo Hawaii
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lo get married because 1hey hoped the long voyage 10 a beautiful
place would lt:t them experience their love for each other instead of
the pain of parental disapproval.
By the time a couple actually set the date for a wedding. parental
objections rarely prevail. Cour1ship is over by then. The couple: is too
commiued lO each other-and their decision to get married-to fc:el
anything bUI anger a1 the imerfering parents.
If one or both members want a religious wedding. that anger can
extend to the clergy. Sometimes that's true of Catholics who arc
marrying Jewish divorces since priesls are forbidden to perform a
wedding if one of the partners has been divorced. More frequently it
is true of Jews .. who feel hurt when a rabbi refuses lo perform an
imermarriage. The majority ·o f rabbis don't perform imennarriage~
even though the} are painfully aware lht: decision hurts and angt:r~
the couplt:s involved. For according to Jewish law a Jewish wedding
unites two Jews. It reaffirms the covenam which God established with
the Jewish people al Moum Sinai. A wedding which includes someone who is not a Jew, who is no1 part of1he covenant, may be hol) bu1
its holiness is not specificaJly Jewish. These rabbis fe:=d 1ha1Jewish law
and 1radition make it impossible for them to sanctify such unions.
Often, in imerviews and workshops, we arbrut= 1ha1 cle:=rics would bt
violating the:=ir conscience and perhaps risking their jobs if 1hcy
agreed 10 perform weddings that their religion forbids. But. from tht
poin1 of view of the couple who have been spumed, our defenst: of
the clergy sounds theoretical and some:-what heanlt=ss. At tha1 point in
thc:ir relationship, they have decided tlwy will have nothing to do with
1he religious communities that seemed so hos1ile when thty wanted
sanctification for their union.
Nevenhelcss, we urge couples to think carefully about that fe:=eling,
which is very much akin lo the anger at the Je:=wish community we
experienced after our honeymoon in Israel. Are they using thcir
conviction that they have been betrayed by narrow-minde:=d rabbis or
priests as a way of transfom1ing anxie1ie:=s about their own rt::ligious
and ethnic 1ensions into anger a1 a common enemy? Art= they writing
off an entire rdigious community because of one unhappy experience?
After the wedding there is usually a period when religious issue!>
subside. for mos! childless couples relish 1hcir indcpcndcnet:. They
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can be vagabonds in time. They have no respc,:isibililies Lo parents or
chi.ldren.
Many say they seldom thought about their religious differences, or
that they ignored their parents' disapproval until a baby was born.
But children mark the beginning of a new reality. Mosl vagabonds are
forced to tum into burghers overnight. They feed lheir children al
fixed hours, try to choose homes that are near good day care centers
or schools, rely on parents they once rejected to babysit for their
youngsters long enough Lo let them enjoy a few romantic hours of
freedom .
By then, many Jews and Christians who marry are forced to face the
internal truth Lhey avoided during their counship, their wedding. and
the years when they were childless. They realize that, in their new role
as adulls, as nurturers, they unders1.and their own parents beuer and
want their approval. They realize that their children will need lmks 10
the pasl to create identities in the present. They care about those
identities.
The birth can raise an immediate religious question. Should there
be a baptism or a christening, or a brit (a ritual circumcision) if the
child is a boy, or a baby naming in synagogue if she is a girl? Discussions of these rituals can transform the silent language throughi which
each partner conveys ethnic and religious attitudes into a shouting
match.
MostJews see the prospect of a baptism or christening as a sign that
their child will be separated from them and join a different people.
The act that can be so inspiring to their Protestant or Catholic spouse
often fills them with guilt.
For the gentile, a brit is a frightening, confusing way of welcoming
a male child imo the world. For, unlike a hospitaJ circumcision, it is
celebrated in a festive atmosphere, in public.Jews watch as the mohel
(the specialist in ritual circumcision) cuts off the boy's foreskin. They
say maul tov--congratula1ions~while he is still crying. From Lheir
poim of view, the brit represents God's covenant with Abraham: the
baby has just joined Lhe Jewish people. The gentile often wonders
how he or she could have consented to leuing Lhe baby be subjected
to such a foreign ritual.
The couple may face another difficult issue when a child is born. If
the mother is notjewish, there may be a lot of pressure on the couple
to agree to convert the baby to Judaism according to the rituals
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esi.ablished by Jewish law. (jc:w1sh law requires circumcision of a boy,
and immersion in lhe mikvah, or mual bath, for a bo} or a girl.) lfthe
baby is not legally converted, the Orthodox and Conse1YdllH· movements of Judaism will not recognize him or her as a Jew.
Some parents feel that conversion is a logical part oflhe decision to
m1se the child a ajc:w. Others resent the la"' or think it is irrc:l<:vam.
Some mothers worry lhat the fonnal act of conversion will make: them
ft:cl set apart from the rest of the family.
By the time the birthing ceremony takes place the marriage has
gained 1Ls o'"n momentum. The couple has too much stake in each
other and their new family to let this argument disruµt a marriage.
But in reality, the problems that arise when a child is born and when a
baby begins to speak are more "'renching than those that arise during
courtship.
Thus. Molly Perkins and Tom Schwartz can forget each othc.:r; Phil
Angelli can retam a biuersweet memoq of his relation hip with
Sheila Eisen. But tht" couples we an: about to describe. Lan. Swenson
and Judy Horowitz, and Ted and Margie Kaplan, didn't recogn1zt" die
power of their religious and ethnic loyahies until ther had children.
When their time bombs went off. they were forced to make decisions
for a third person. not just for themselves.
The time bombs did not destroy either marriage. But the~ forc.ed
the couples to make compromise that left each partner ft"ehng some·
what lonely and dissatisfied.

Lars and Judy: Can a Devout Christian Raise an
Observant Jew?
Lars Swenson and Judy Horowitz were prototypical Amencan tum·
blc:weeds. She was an urban Jew who seldom wem to synagogut"; he
was a religious Lutheran from a fam1 in Nebraska. The: met as a
doctor and lawyer in Los Angeles. They were opposiu:s whose cultural differences auracted them to each other.
Lars. lhirty-two. grew up in a small Midwestern IO\\O wht"re h1!>
grandparems and his parents were pillars of the church. h was a vc11
conservauve em.•ironment. At home. men would stand m the hvmg
room talking about fam1 prices while their wives did the dishes m tht.'
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kilchen. No liquor was perrniued in the house. h was a milieu where
premarital sex was regarded as sin. Lars loved the secunt) tt afforded,
but he was a restless person who wantt:'d Lo Lra\el widely and meet a
broad range of people. 111 college. he decided to become a doctor.
When he \,•as in medilal ~chuol in Los Angeles. somt:' friends invited him 1Ul lor a Chmese dmner. He sat next to Judy Horowitz,
thtrt}-One, a tax law\er who had always h\ed in the city, near her
parents ... l was smitten ... he said.
"'You said you were impressed that I gave you my phone number
that night," Judy recalled. 'That was a perrectlr natural thing for me
to do.··
Lars. who wa used lo demure women, sa\\ the act as an appealingly aggresshe one. "Besides. I felt a physical auracuon . . :·
.. He said that m)' Jeans were too ught,.. Judy laughed.
"I liked her :.nft1g qualny. ··he amd. using natural I} the Yiddish word
for appealtngl) plump. "I come from a lamil) of lean people.''
When Jud}' met Lars. she had JUSt dt\'Orced a Jewish man, "who
relied on his parents for money and drifled from one JOb to another
while I was an law school. IL was hard for me to respect that." So,
when she met Lars. ··1 was intrigued by this guy from a farm in
ebrc1ska who had such big dreams. He was sure he would become a
great doctor. It "as exciting to meet someone who seemed so 1dealisuc and courageous."
It had never occurrc:d lO Judy Lhal, from Lars·s perspective. the
mere fact of her Judaism made her allunng. But when he described
his early aur.Ktion Lo her he said. "I thought I was doing something
exrning-ln a bad senst'-when l began lo go out with a Jewish
attorney from a big city. It was e'Verything I wasn't supposed to do.
"My mother always said that she didn't care who I married as long
as il was a nice Christian girl. So. when I told her about Judy, I said
two out uf three isn't bad. She's nice and she's a girl."
But she cenainly wasn't a devout Christian like Lars and his family.
Sht' was a Jewish agnostic.
That difference became a conRict wher. they moved to New York,
bc:gan to live together, and got engaged. The} cclme to one of our
work~hops to try lo work ll out.
One episode symbohz.c:d their problc:m. Lars. a man of faith, was
interested in Judy's Juda1~m. He liked going LO ·High Hohday services
and Passover sc:dc:rs. That year he asked her 10 accompany him to a
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Good Friday service al a church he had just joined. She agreed to do
so, bul when she got to church she developed a fierce headache. She
said that there was something in Lhe nature ofa Christian service that
disagreed with her. Feeling sorrowful, Lars left with her.
Wouldn't the conflict deepen when a baby was born? She didn' t
want Lo be a religiousJew or let the children be Christian. He couldn't
let his children be atheists. Nevertheless, they were sure that their
love was so powerful that any problem would work itself out.
That summer, they go1 married in the United Nations chapel-a
neutral place--by a Unitarian minister-a neutral person. Judy wa
satisfied. "It was a non-denommationaJ service-Shakespeare and
the Old Testament. II was very nice." Lars feh he had made a compromise. "We just didn't think we could do justice Lo both Judaism
and Christianity in Lhe wedding service. so why even tn? Our decision to have a Unitarian minister seemed like Lhe lowe ·t common
denominator." But he was pleased with its outcome. He thought the
ceremony had a "beautiful spiritual feeling."
Judy became pregnant the next fall. For a time they thought the
problem of the child's upbringing would resolve itself, JUSt as their
wedding had. Now Lhat they were married the)' had learned to relax
with each other. That year they were able to resolve the "Decembe1
dilemma" much more easil>' than they had seuled their dispute over
Easter. Maybe they wouldn't have to feel one another's pulse whenever a religious holiday rolled around afler all.
Judy's mother and brother had come to New York to visit the m.
" We had a Hanukkah party, and then we Lalked about gemng a
Christmas tree," Lars said. "But l didn't want to offend m) motherin-law. So we bought a fem. But then Judy's mother said, 'How can
we not have a Christmas-Lars must really want one.' So sk decorated the fem.
"It was a special day," Lars said. "We had put togeLher a son oflast
minute Swedish Christmas dinner. We had dried fruit in a bag, which
was always our appetizer at home, and ate roast pork, then whitefish
and lutefish. Then we had cauliflower and cheese sauce, which had
been a tradition in my family. We exchanged a few Christmas
presents.
''Judy and her family wanted me to have the same kind ofChri tma~
I had at home. That meant reading from the New Testament. The}'
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urged me to do I.hat. On ChrisLmas Eve, my faLher reads Lhe Christmas story from Luke, so that's what I did."
"We were surprised at how short the Christmas slOI)' was," Judy
said. "We were used to the Haggadah."
They could find a way of enjoying the holidays together. Ther
could evt'n joke about their differences. But what would happen in
the future. when a new person was in the house? They hadn't resolved the question when their daughter Eve was born .
.. For a while, we thought about raising her with neither religion,"
Lars said. "But I didn't like thal. I was raised as a religious Christian,
and I think if I converted I'd be a religious Jew. I'd always be a
religious something. It's more important for me to have my children
raised religion/Jewish than religion/nOLhing or religion/both .
"l met a woman in New York whose father was Catholic and whose
mother was Jewish. She told me that they were very happy, and that
they had raised her with neither. She was very flippant about faith.
She said, 'When I want to be jt'wish I can be Jewish. When I want to
be Catholic I can be Catholic.' That bothered me. To me, you're one
or the other-you can't be both. You can't believe in Chris• a11d be
Jewish. It's a contradiction in terms."
But how could he avoid duplicating that contradiction in his own
home? He was searching for the formula that would resolve I.hat
question.
He'd learned through experiences like the one on Good Friday
that, .. ll would be difficult for Judy if our children were raised Christian. She would feel alienated. I'm more comfortable with Judaism.
So we've decided to send Eve to Hebrew school, and make it clear
that the Jewish holidays are the family holidays.
"But I can'l give up my Christian beliefs. So we've decided to tell
her that Christmas and Easter are Daddy s holidays."
Judy's feelings were much simpler. "I was willing to teach Eve bolh
religions, and tell her she didn'1 have Lo believe in anything except
the Golden Rule. But we had to make a compromise. If Lars insists
that Eve have formal religious training, then let it be in a religion Lhat
I'm comfortable with in my conscience."
Can Lars live with that decision? Or will he always feel that he's
\\'alking on a narrow precipice between his intense religious feelings
and Judy"s strong ethnic ones?
As he talked. it became clear that he was already having more
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difficulty than he wanted to admit. Just after he finished describing
the agreemeni he and Judy had reached about Eve. he said sadly that
he rarely went to the church he joined whe11 he arrived in New \ ork.
··1 feel cul off, especially now that we've made Lhe decision Lo misc
Eve as a Jew. I miss it.
"I don·1 want to announce her birth to my church back home
either. I don't want them to cmicize me because m> daughter i~ a Jc\\ .
..Once J told ffi)' parenis that my children might be raised a:. Jew:..
But I don't want lo tell them that we've actually made lhe decision.
It's not the kind of thing I want to mention in a phone call or eH·n a
letter. 1 thi nk they would be very upset because she won't be baptizl'd.
In their minds, baptism is the way of affirming a babr's place m the
family of God ...
They decided to name Eve in a synagogue. and arranged to bnng
her there one Fnday night. On Thursda), Lar!> telephoned the rabbi
to postpone the event. He didn't want it to take µlace behind hi'>
parents' backs. But he didn't know how lo tell h1~ parents lhat 11
would take place at all.
WouJd he be betraying them? Would he be cheating his daugluer
and an important part of himself? He couldn't an!>wer those questions .
Eve is two now. She has neither been named in a synagogue nor
baptized in a church.

Ted Kaplan: "My Son Had lo Understand the J ewish Me"
For Lars and Judy, the newborn child they loved was an embodiment of existing religious dilferences they could not resolve. For Ted
Kaplan, lhe son of Orthodex Jews from a working class neighborhood in Brooklyn, the birth of a child marked the beginning of a
religious reawakening. But he Wi:3S JUSt as troubled a~ Lars.
We met him after we spoke m a Cleveland synagogue, and tall..ed
for hours about the tension between his desire to explore his jewi~h
self and share it with his son, and his wife Margie's feeling that
Judaism posed a potential threat to their marriage.
Margie had met him at the point when he was at the gn~aws1
psychological distance from his Jewi~h identi1y. When the) got en-
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gaged he was trying to re-create himself as a Midwesterner with a
Jewish background. He talked sarcastically about his upbringing as a
traditionally observant Jew. How could she-a Protestant from the
rural Midwest-have imagined the transition he would undergo when
he had a son?
Ted went lo a yeshiva until he was eleven and switched lO public
school. His home was kosher. His father was an imporLam figure in
his community's religious life. "I was brought up playing in shul.
Thal was great fun."
But in late adolescence, Ted gr~w restless as he realized there was
an America beyond his Jewish world. He blamed his parents for
confining him to their Jewish ghteuo. In the summer be1ween his
senior year in high school and his freshman year in college. he and his
parents drove to Amish country. "One morning at breakfast I ordered a piece of ham. I wanted to see what it tasted like. Rage came
over my father's face. He could see the message I was giving him."
Here, Ted's voice was sad and lethargic.
When he entered Brooklrn College. he wrote a paper fora psychology class about the early roots of religion. "I read Freud's /\,/rue.sand
Morwlheism, and argued that the <>nl) basis for belief was psychological. My parems were furious. Then I fell in love wilh American literature. I was probably taking a cue- from my parents. They loved this
country-they were the kind ofJewish immigrants who used to dress
in their best clothes on Election Day because they wanted to show
respect for a land that had given them such freedom. But when I tried
to talk Lo them about Emerson's transcendentalism or Whitman's
religion of democracy. they got frustrated and angry. I still don't
know whether they thought I should be devoting myself to Torah and
Talmud, or co learning a professton and making money. or whelher
they were jealous that I really had a chance Lo be pan of lhe country
they dreamed of.
"Bul I know that I was always angry at lhem, too. Now I think Lhat
by rejecting the religious pan of myself I was rejecting them. It hurt
all three of us."
Ted decided lo study American literature in Indiana, Theodore
Dreiser's home. At first, he tried to conceal his identity as a Jew and as
a New Yorker. "When I was in Indiana, people could quickly hear my
accent. I was trying to gel away from the image New Yorkers have of
being aggressive. So I worked on my voice. I tried not to pronounce
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certain lhings too harshly, and I tried to talk in a low register so my
accent wouldn't stand out."
But, by his third year in graduate school, he had become uncomfortable in his disguise. "During one spring break, I had gone to a
psychological encounter group when I suddenly realized ii was Passover. I began Lo wonder why I'd rejected my parents so forcefully
when I loved 1hem so much. I remember calling them up that nightthey were in the midst of lheir seder-to tell them that I loved them. I
felt terrible that I wasn't at a seder."
His fleeting experience al Passover buttressed his pride in his ethnic identity, though he never imagined it was a harbinger of renewed
religious feelings. "l began to realize that what people called J ewish
aggressiveness was the drive that had helped so many Jews succeed. I
asked myself why I wanted to erase that from my personality. So I
went out and bought a New York Yankee hat. I figured if I have the
accent already I can't hide it. I might as well accept who I am:·
That was a personal discovery. It was a way of accepung the identity
he had been born with. But it didn't push him toward an)' involvement wi1h the Jewish community.
At graduate school, Ted had become aware that 11e was avoiding
Jewish women. "I had so many stereotypes of controlling, obnoxious
Jews that I couldn't imagine myself marrying one."
In 1972, he met Margie, a tall, slim Protestam woman whose father
was a professor of Romance Languages. "She seemed undemandmg.
She's not academic, but her father is. She could accept the fan that I
was a graduate student, struggling for a Ph.D., and not in busmess
making millions. She accepted me. She made me feel good aboul
myself."
When he lOld his parents that he planned to marry Margie, 1hey
were furious. That intensified Ted's sense of guilt and sorrow, love
and rage.
"I went through horrendous times with them-they fought with
me, they argued with me. They wrot,e me long tomes ofleuers asking
what was I going to do with my children. J said Margie and I would
raise them with love and give them equal religions. But I didn't
understand the issues. Even though I was raised Onhodox, I didn't
understand the symbolism of a Jewish wedding.
"h's so strange to look back at 1hat ceremony," he cominued. " We
were married by a judge, and I remember cringing when he said he
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was marrying us under God. This was at the rehearsal. I stood there.
wondering whether I should let him say that at the actual ceremony. I
did. but I fdt embarrassed and threatened."
After Ted and Margie had been married for six years. their first son,
Jake, was born. To Ted's astonishmem. Lhe religious feelings he
thought he had left behind him surged through him now Lhat he was a
father.
"I realized that Jake could not reall} understand me if he didn't
understand and know theJewish part of me. I couldn't teach him until
I found out for myself who I was as a Jew. I told Margie what I wanted.
Suddenly it was clear to me that my son had to be Jewish. 1 could not
tolerate it if he weren't. But this realization came six years after we
were mamed. It wasn't fair to her."
Ted's self-discovery frightened Margie. She felt 1rnlated whenever
she entered the synagogue where Ted had begun to worship. Terms
Jews take for granted made her reel excluded.
'The rabbi is a terrific person ," Ted said. "He gives provocative
sermons and he's a great storyteller. But he alwa>'s talks about Jews
and non-Jews, as if the world is divided imo those categories. Even
though Margie isn't religious, she thinks he should use the word
Christian since it's a term of respect. She thinks he's really conveying
a message that pits the Jews against the rest of the world."
Margie fell uncomfonable when the rc1bbi talked aboutJewish ethics, even though, from Ted's pomt of view, he was using a language
the congregation understood to urge them co be more moral people.
"She doesn't think that eahics are eitherJewish or Christian," he said.
"From her pomt of view they're universal. So when the rabbi exhorted the congregation lo act according to the Jewish ethical tradition, her response was that ChrisLians had vinues, too. She'd say. 'We
were taught to be just as good and echical as the Jews.'
"When she goes to synagogue she gees worried thac our son will
pick up the idea that Jews are good and Christians aren't."
Now Jake Kaplan is five years old. Ted has begun to take him to
temple most Friday nights and plans lo enroll him in Hebrew school.
Margie won't let her son be educated in Ted's temple.
"Luckily." he said. "she had been at a bar miLZvah al a synagogue
twenty-five minutes from where we live where Lhe rabbi was a woman.
Thal appealed to Margie. who is a feminist. She saw that there were a
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lot of interfaith couples. and felt confident that no one would categorize people as Jews and non-Jews.
"She doesn't want to go to any synagogue herself. But she agreed
lo let Jake go ifl did Lhe driving. That seemed like a fair compromise.
"But now that I've embarked in this Jewish direction l can't stop.
IL's frustrating to go back and see that I've forgotten everything l
knew as a kid. I'm learning how Lo pray in Hebrew again and how to
read Torah again. Two weeks ago I began lo say morning prnyers and
lay tefillin. I hadn't done that since I was sixteen."
But. he said sadJy, "Margie talks about how much I've changed. She
says, 'Your attitude now is not the auitude of the man I married.'
She's right. but there's nothing l can do."
Once Jake was born and the time bomb exploded. che common
ground upon which they once stood opened imo a gulf. For Margie
had no way of hearing the language that always resounded in Ted's
mind-the ongoing dialogue wtlh che parents and the tradition from
which he once seemed to feel so estranged.
"My pain now is that I can't move into Judaism as fast as I wanl

because I'm married lO somebody who has a whole different perspective on life than I do. Ifl move too fast I have to reject her or leave her
behind. I'll have to spend time in places where she feels like an
outsider, an inferior. I understand why she feels that way. Al one level
I agree with her. But that doesn't affect my own desire to become
more Jewish. What do I have lo do to be sure that my son accepts
himself as a Jew and doe.sn 't reject his mother as a Christian? How can
I keep peace with my wife and scill be true to my Jewish self?"

A Child Speaks
Many imennarried parents experience the birth of a child as the
moment when they have to make a religious choice. But others want
to wait a few years longer. Many still don't feel that they have to make
a choice at all.
After al!, an infanc or toddler isn't going lo be affected by a decision
to celebrate ChnsLmas or Hanukkah. or Lo join a church or a synagogue. h will always matter if a boy is circumcised. but he won't
remember whether the procedure was done by an intern or a mohel
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Baplism is Lheologically imponam for Chrisuan families. but the
infant won't recall the event. Those arguments are over children, but
ther essentially concern parents.
The situation changes dramatically when the child begins to speak.
For its early questions provide tht" first dear view of the new family
culture. Unul they arise, all the nervou discussiom about childrens'
identities are speculation. You can't predict what a child's disposition
will be like. or whc:-ther it will be sp;ritual or practical. or what kind of
relationship it will form with each parent. But by the ume a youngster
is three or four he or she has acquired enough or a personality to
show you that a ~ong you've always sung. a burst of mirth or anger, a
story you've told, or a prejudice you've displa}'ed can be the seed that
spawned a growing consciousness. That con~c1ousness can be a mirror for the religious and ethnic ideniities parents have created--or
failed Lo create.
B)' the time children are old enough to ask about their identities,
most paucrns of a marriage are alread)' established. Couples have
negotiated their wedding ceremonies, the details of housekeeping.
child care, wage earning, bill paying. They know what they'll do when
one wants to make love and the other feels too tired. They have
learned whether they can live with an annoying habit, like chronic
lateness or bad table manners, or whether those habits may be the
first step on the route to the divorce court.
BUl when the new person in cheir home asks questions which
indicate uncenainty about his or her religious or ethnic identity. the
interfaith couple may feel its marital ecology is imperiled. If the child
asks a question indirectly. the couple may fail to acknowledge its
importance or dismiss it as a cute remark. If Lhe question suggests
urgency. as our son Mau 's question about Haman did. it may provoke
such doubt and disagreement that the parents ignore it altogether.
But they shouldn't. AJI youngsters need LO feel secure. Often, when
they ask questions about faith, Lhey are seeking emotional reinforcement. But when children of intermarriages combine remarks about
faith with questionlt about identity the)' are trying to discover where
they belong. as well. They are trying to ascenam lhetr religion, thetr
ethnicity, the1r place in a world that seems quite puzzling. They need
to hear answers that show them their parents are comfortable with
whatever spiritual choices they have made.
Ir the couple has postponed resolving religious and ethnic differ-
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ences until the child speaks, the challenge to do so now may seem
overwhelming. For if they take the questions they hear seriously, they
will have to face the issues they have ignored. That can demand
considerable self-discipline and considerable courage. They may
have to read the books about religion and culture they've been avoiding; unearth the loyalties and biases they've been burying; make the
leap of faith (or the admission that their spouse is the one with faith)
that has seemed so dangerous umil now.
One of the two couples we are about to describe, Whit and Ruth
Forbes, could not unite to accept that challenge. She cared abou!
religion. He couldn't talk about the subject without becoming sarcastic. How would their children disentangle their disagreement? The
other couple, Wah and Nell Kramer, began to grow together when
their daughter expressed fears about the Jewish part or her identity.
Their attempt to answer the five-year-old child's questions propelled
them into a search that enriched their lives.

Ruth and Whit: "Is It Seder or Cider?"
Ruth and Whit Forbes, aJewish woman, a lawyer, and her Catholic
husband, an architeCL, never discussed their disagreement about the
value of religion-or their religious differences- when they fell in
love al Middlebury College. Those subjects never surfaced during
the first winter of their marriage, which they spent as ski bums in
Stowe, or during their years in graduate school.
They are bright, auranive young professionals whose read)' wit.
and imerestingjobs have landed them in a milieu filled with Boston's
most successful politicians, business people, and writers. They discussed religion once or cwice when their daughters Claire and Wendy
were born. But, with a fascinating social life and two small children,
they barely had time to discuss any subject for long.
We had met the couple through mutual friends, and one day at
lunch they talked to us about their religious backgrounds. and 1he
identities they wanted for their children.
Whit, a Lall, lean, well-coordinated man, sounds reverent only
when he Lalks about his father, Austin Forbes, a psychologist who
teaches behavioral science. Austin Forbes was born an Episcopalian
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and converted to Catholicism so Lhat he could marry Whit's mother.
His real faith. rationalism, assumed Lhat the only Lruly religious act a
person could perform was to ask another question. make another
discovery.
When Whn was growing up. his faLher insisted that the family live
in a middle class Catholic suburb ")o that we wouldn't be tainted by
the: academic milieu." From Whit's poim of view, that gave him an
advantage over the other faculty children who lived in a predominantly Jewish academic neighborhood. Their parents "pressured
Lhem and pulled strings lo get Lhem into Ivy League colleges regardless of Lheir meriL. I think those kids had preur miserable childhoods.
I was a prell~ happy-go-lucky kid. One nice thing about the craz)'
Catholic neighborhood we ll\ed in was that all the families had lots of
children. We could field a baseball Learn whenever we wanted 10. I
grew up pla} mg sports all the ume ..
Most of Whit'<> lnends went to Cnholic church. "and my mother
made an auc:mpt 10 get us to go. too." But Ausun Forbes sabotaged
that through his studied indilfc-rence.
" I never saw mr father go LO church. How could l believe thal I here
was a particular God who had ordered the universe when my father.
1h1s behavioral scienust, ga11e me such a racional upbringing? I
could11'1 take church serious!). ~1y facher got to stay home and read
the: nc:wsf.>t.lf.>t:rs and crack jokes about my mother and her religious
superslillOll while 1 had LO Lruck off LO this stupid church where Lhe
nuns would literally palrol the aisles. making sure lhat you kneeled.
But m\· knees were ah,·ays injured from sports. My dearest memory of
church is sore knt"es. I quit going when I was twelve."
Whit described himself t.1s a laz) . indifferent slUdent. His parems
didn't seem IO care if he auended an Ivy League college. "They
recognized that I wasn '1 all that acadc:micall) driven, and chat Middlebury would be a good college for me.
"Besides, in keeping wiLh my recrealional oriemaLion, I only applied 10 schools where I could ski al least a hundred days a year...
Ruth Forbes. nee Levy. was born in Fon Wayne, Indiana. When she
was elevt:n. her father decided to sell the family furniture store. He
went to the University of Illinois, earned a Ph.D. in sociology, and
bt·came a professor in Houston.
Tht· fanuh JOincd a Reform tcmplt· there. "The congregacion was
very \\calthy," she recalled. "There were Cadillacs and diamonds
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everywhere you looked. Bul c.he rabbi made you forget chat. He
looked like what you thought Moses would look Like--he had gray
hair and a beard. Sometimes he came to Sunday school, and told us
stories from c.he Bible in a way that brought them to life. He was a
phenomenal speaker with a resonant voice. When he recited c.he
Shemo [lhe central statement ofJewish faith), his powerful voice almosl made you weep.
"A lot of my friends feel culLurally and ethnically Jewish, but nol
spiritually Jewish. lt"s lhe ocher way around for me. Because of that
rabbi, I feel Jewish, in a religious sense."
But in Houston, she was sociaJly uncomfortable as a Jew. In high
school, "I began to realize chat a lot of my Jewish friends had mothers
who would not let lhem go oul with non-Jewish boys, and chat was
where my problem began. There were very strong Jewish groups in
those schools. So I was faced wirh a choice. I eilher Joined lhe Jewish
groups and had mostly Jewish friends or l became part of the incrowd at high school-the football team, drill team, student council
kids. I wanted a broad range of friends. So I chose the lauer."
She haled the schism between the Jews and jocks. It convinced her
to stay away from the University of Texas. "I would have had to
pledge aJewish sorority, or stick wilh the foOlball crowd, and pledge
some sorority whose meetings ended with a prayer in c.he name of
Jesus Christ our Lord. I didn't think I'd be comfortable in eic.her
place."
Then, a cousin sent her a Middlebury College catalogue. When she
decided lhe small New England college looked anractive, her faLher
encouraged her to apply. She loved it from the moment she arrived.
"ll was the first Lime I had lived around beautiful scenery. I got in Lo
hiking and backpackmg. I took philosophy courses, and I'd sit around
talking to people about writers like Herman Hesse. I never feh as if
anyone was aware of who was Jewish and who was non-Jewish. I never
went to temple, even for Rosh Hashanah and Yorn Kippur."
After college, she and Whit spent a winter in Stowe, a ski resort,
and were on lhe slopes every day. Since Ruth had described herself as
"an overachiever, unlike Whit," that kind oflife seemed out of character. So Rachel asked her if she liked to ski.
" I do now," she said.
" She has to," Whit said, wiLh a slightly stinging chuckle. " It was
clear that if RULh and I were gomg to survive as a te<1m, she was going
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Lo learn how to ski. That was 1he one valut' ii was necessary for us LO
share. I wasn '1 going LO give i1 up."
Though the} never discus~ed religion. the)' were already aware of a
disagre<:melll over values. h cropped up when they began to discuss
mamage.
"Ruth wamed to get mamed but I pul m} foo1 down chc:re." Whi1
recalkd. " I couldn't see the value of weddmgs. Who gives a damn
whether we're married or not ? I relented because Ruth had begun
law school and we could onlv gel a mortgage on a house 1f we were
man and wife. But I d1dn'1 wam a religiou~ ceremony--or any ceremon) al all. So we went LO a judge. who perfom1ed the service, and
1hen we thre\\ a btg part) that \\eekend in Stowe."
Ruth wasn't satisfit.>d. "My brother marrit"d a Jewish woman. and he
had a beautiful wedding. under a huppah (a wedctmg canopy)," she
said. "All the cousins came from Fon Wayne. None of them came Lo
our wedding, parLI) becau!le the) didn't appro"e ofmtermarriageand
partly because Stowe seemed so far from Indiana. Of course. my
mom Clnd dad were there-they lo\e Whtt and were thrilled by the
wedding. But sometimes I wish I'd had a Jewish service that was as
nice as my brother' ."
Then she began to talk about her planll for Claire's religious training. ··1 thought I had di~cussed this with Whit . . ...
"You didn' t," he said. Then, lookmg at the couch where Rachel and
I were sitting, he added. "You've precipitated our flrsl religious discussion."
"Maybe.'' Ruth responded a lillle angrily. "Bui you know 1ha1 I've
bt>en going 10 temple off and on all year after two of my friends died. I
went on Yorn Kippur 100. I liked the rdbbi. He gave a sermon about
how Judaism had 10 be a more spiritual religion, and I agreed with
lhal. I liked his liberal political views Loo."
Her four-year-old daughter Clain~ goes Lo preschool wiLh a great
man} Jewish children. Lasl spnng, she asked the question which
forced Ruth to confront her feelings about Lransmiuing Judaism.
"h was April. and she told me Lhal a lot of kids in her class were
talking about the cider their families were going to have. Whal she
was hearing. of course. was talk about their families' seders. I go1
furious al myself. Why hadn't I 1aught her enough about Jewishness
so that she could unders1and what they were talking about? I want my
kids Lo be rai~ed with some unde-rstanding ofJudaism. I want them Lo
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go to ajewi~h Sunday school. I memioned that to Whit onn·. and he
was worried aboul the money we'd have lo pa) for member:.h1p."
.. Yeah." Whi1 said, '" Ruth did lcll me l>hc wanted to join. Then ~he
aid there was a/Pl'. My reaction was that Ca1holicii.m might h;in· been
a lot of bullshn, but at least it wal> free. And my second re;icuon wa.,.
couldn't my child find spiritual life in a condominium in S1ow(· a1
roughly the samt· cost.··
RULh wal> gentlt: bu1 unyielchng. "\Veil. I have i.uch good mt·monci.
of the rabbi in Houston. and I liked the rabbi here 'io much lhal I'm
going to lia:ep exploring the possibilitv."
Looking at Ru1h , Wh11 said. ··11·~ not that much o f an ii.sue. II you
fed strong!)• about ll. I don'l care. I mean I lnO\\ that wnh a falhcr
"ho doesn·1 panicipate. no child 1i. going to get 'enou,(\ involved. If
I stay home readmg the papc:r an tht: morning. I JU:>I a'sume Ill) kid'
will rt~Cl lht- \\et\ I did.··
Then. more seriou~I) ... I\ e M~t·n lhe ma1eriahs111 al lhat tt'mple.
There are some value:. I don'1 1hink arc parucularl) <Htracu,•c.
The)" re cert.amly not ew England \'aluei ...
Turning to us. he said, "You kno\..,. thi:. u lhe first ume Ruth ;md I
have really discussed the subject. o il · a sort of imroductorv le\ld. If
we' re lalking aboul finding something spmtual. I om think of bcllt'.r
ways than organized religion 10 do it."
"Oh, come on. \<\'hit." Ruth said. "You're an agno~tic. Yo u don·t
care how I raise the girls reltgiously."
Whit had alread y said he wouldn"t go to synagogue-even on the
High Holidays. I wondered ho" he:.- foll Jbout a sedcr.
" I probably wouldn't participate. We\•e occas1onall) talked ahout
going lo a sedt'.r, but so far, we haven"t made it lo one."
Ruth said that ·he thought ht•'d be comfortable at one. "bt·cauM:'
an) that we'd be invited 10 or would havl' would 11wolve 99 pern·nt
couples who are half jl·wish and half not."
·· [t would be a half-asse<l sedc:r ... Whit laughed. "But if it ever
'\tarted to get senous religious OVl'rtones, I'd bow out. h would make:
me uncomfortable. I'd wonder wh) I wa at somethmg that meant so
liule lo me."
Then Rlllh said, "I could become somewhat religious. and Ill)
daughters could, too. without Whit's participation. At kast, he
wouldn't get upset."
"that's true. I'd just react with a kind of passive sarcasm. which 1s
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how I always try to beat Ruth down. I don't really have the conviction
10 go right at it. I just insult her over time."
Whit was still joking, but Ruth was becoming more worried, more
serious. "You're 1101 going lo stand in the way of Claire's going to
Sunday school, are you?"
" Well. if there's a major capital investment in this thing I'll argue
with you. If you ever do it and it's no hindrance 10 me, that's fine. But
if it ever takes my time. then it will become an issue."
"But if you can just do what you want to do on Sunday morning,
and let's say I even taught a Sunday school class, you wouldn't really
care, would you?"
''I'd find that very humorous."
"Well, I've thought about teaching a Sunday school class before,"
Ru1h said.
"You have?" Whit asked incredulously. "Teaching a Sunday school
class?"
"Yes. There are parts of my upbringing at that temple in Houston
that I'm really grateful I had. I didn't think about them at Middlebury
or at law school. But now. being a mother, I think about it more. I'd
check out whatever Sunday school I sent Claire Lo. And if I thought
there were some really bad teachers there, maybe I'd teach on Sunday
morning. I'd want to make the school beuer."
"Well, if you did that my atutude would become more than just
passive sarcasm. I'd try to sabotage you."
Whit had to go back Lo work. They walked lo the door, hand in
hand, and tried Lo heal their momentary lesion with an affectionate
kiss. Thal night, they told each other, they would enjoy a long, leisurely dinner with a bottle of the finest wine Whit could find.

Walt and Nell; "Why Are People Always So Mean
to the Jews?,,
Walt Kramer is a Jew from Minneapolis. Nell Wilson, who was
raised in Oregon, is the daughter of a white, Ang'lo-Saxon Protestant
man and a Mexican woman who was born a Catholic.
When they were graduate students at Berkeley and Peace Corps
volunteers in lndia, they wer«: proud of the fact that they were an
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interfaith couple. lney were people with roots in thdr pasts and
tendrils of sympathy that extended through the world. The)' feh that
as a couple with Jewish, Protestant, and Mexican Catholic roots, who
had spem time in India and developed an affinity for the Hindu
religion, the)' were a living tribute 10 integration. Then. when their
daughter Vanessa was four, she asked a question that shattered their
confidence in their decisions about their family's identil)'. The) decided to reexplore their fedings in one of our workshops.
Nell and Walt had met in 1966, at a party Wah'sJew1sh fr.i1emi1y in
Berkeley had Lhrown for Nell's freshman dorm. "Their fantasy for tht.'
weekend was to get totally drunk and make love 10 all the shiksas. ··
Ndl recalled. "It wa gross."
Walt wasn't al the panr buc "when my datt.' look me upsta1r.i to
show me his room I saw him, with his blazing eres. Wah was writing a
paper. ignoring the rest of us. He st.·emed so striking, so alool. I
wished I was with him.··
He wished he was wnh her. "She was dressed all in pink that night.
I had never seen anybody before \\ho dressed in pink.··
.. Pink was m y favonte color." ell said. "I had pink cul-offs and a
pink fuzzy shin and a pink bow and pink socks." Remembt.'ring tht.'
night, she dissolved in laughter.
··1 felt that sht.' was out to please," Wah continued. "To me.Jewish
,,·omen were out to bt pkrul'd She was the first gentile woman I'd ever
dated. and she seemed more accepting than any woman l had met. I
felt I didn't have to be careful to be smart or Set.'m macho. Whate,er I
did was fine with her."
·•vou were right." she said . " I was in love with you. wilh those
soulful Jewish eyes."
Unlike many of Lhe couples we have imerviewed, bOLh Ndl and
Wah felt the other's background was auraclive. Each was able to help
Lhe other appreciate their parents and their cuhures.
Until Nell was eight. she lived in the Central Vaill') of California.
She went to school with the children of migrant workers. and spent
much of her spare time with her Mexican cousins. She was particularly dose Lo her grandmother, a devout Catholic who believed in a
gentle, loving Jesus.
But her mother-a descendant of Azlecs, beau1iful, dark-skinnl'd,
with hair lhat Oowed down to her waist-had married a tall, sand}haired Protestant to escape her Hispanic background. She told ~di
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to keep her dislance from her lively. cheerful relatives whom she
always called "lowly Mexicans."
When Nell was eight her father, a fonner arm} officer. became an
execuli"e a1 Caterpillar Traclor. and the Wilson family mO\•ed to
Oregon. Like her classmates, Nell loved hiking and canoeing. She
joined the youth group of lhe Methodist church her Calholic mother
had chosen for her. Still. she felt out of place.
"I was always aware I had a Mexican background and had been
baptized a Catholic. J felt as ifl were living a charade. J wanted to pick
up the threads that were lost. I felt as if the heart and soul were gone
from my mother-and from us. So. from when I was liule, I was
searching for what was hidden."
As a boy. Walt received almost as many mixed messages as Nell. His
parents were pan of Minneapolis' dose-knit Jewish world. and his
closest friends were the bo>s he had known in Hebrew school and
grade school. Bui in mmh grade he was sem Lo a prep school. where
he was the onl~ Jew in his class. "All the kids in my school lived on the
other side of town. I hked them. but I feh like a foreigner in their
houses."
By 1he time he was evemeen, he began to feel that he didn't
belong in Minneapolis' Jewi h community either.
"I couldn "1 wait LO get awa from home. h seemed like such a
conservauve environmem. All of my peers were gomg into their
family's business. I didn 'l want any part of it. I didn ·1 wam lo marry a
Jewish woman and join the same country club and the same congregatton as all my friends. I didn't want lo see my life stretched out
ahead of me. predictably."
He was just eighteen when he Rew out Lo college at Berkeley. his
American dream. "I didn 't e-ven know how to get to the campus from
the airpon. I hadn't bothered to get a room in a dorm. So I went to
the Y. I wasn't afraid. I was exhilarated. I lhought sex was going on
everywhere. h was the West, and I was free. When I met Nell, she
represented that freedom ...
From Nell's perspective, Walt was so impulsively adventurous that
he almosl seemed like a knight. They met in May. That July. when
Nell had a JOb at home in Portland, "Walt called me and said Tm
coming up to Oregon tomorrow Lo see you.' h ·s about seven hundred
miles. He drove all day. He picked me up al work, and we stayed out
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till midnight. I bought him two dozen doughnuts and he drove back
lo California. l said, 'This man's for me.'"
After Walt's graduation and Nell's iiophomore year tht:y decided to
get married. Nell's parents called Wall a .. cradle snatcher," and opposed the match so vehemently that 'Walt and Nell decided to dope.
As a result, Walt didn·t have to face the probkm of finding a rabbi. He
never told Nell his fedings about intermarrying. But, !rom his poilll
of view, "I was thumbing my nose atJewi~h rigidity-at the idt:"ct that
Jews should only marry Jews. That seemed like a fonn of narrownes~
that was worth defying."
His parents did not seem upset by the marriage. After the coup!<:
eloped, the Kramers arranged a n elaborate reception for them 111
Minneapolis. Wah endured it. Nell loved it.
"For years Walt's parents had been going to e\Cr~ bar mitzvah and
Jt'wish wedding in town. Thi:. was a chance to reciprocate. l never a''
such a roomful of peo ple. h "as an overn helming experience for me.
People were all talkmg and carrying on. The\ kept coming up to me

and pinching me and saying how cute I was. Everyone was interested
in me and very lively. Their livc:liness made me feel at home:·
Wah couldn't understand wh} Nell liked them so well. With fond ness in her voice, Nell said, "You were iio immersed in your part:nts'
cuhure that you took what you had for granted. You learned to hke
your family through me."
Then, she added, "You did the same thing for me. You kamed
Spanish and told me I should be proud of m) Mexican heritage. You
helped me respect my past."
Aboul a year afler Wah and Nell were marned, they decided co join
the Peace Corps. Their experience with other volumeers taught Ndl
a new lesson about Walt's Jewish feelings, and hers. "\\'hen we Wt're
at Berkeley, all his friends were Jews from West L.A. But he was the
only Jew in our Peace Corps group. I saw that he wa~ diflerenl from
the other volunteers. I realized that I liked most Jew:. more than I
liked most other people."
Wah, more guarded, said, "Nell JUSt made me realize that nl)
problems with the other volunteers probabl) did ha\'t' somellung to
do with being Jewish. I think most people in our Peace Corps group
felt chat American culture and American language were superior and
that Indian culture and Indian language were inferior. I neH:r felt
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that I was an American like them. I thought the volunteers were
bigoted against Indians in the same way as they were against Jews."
Bui neither Wah nor Nell connected chose feelings to their own
lives. They returned lO America in 1972, and seuled in New York,
where Wah began to study for a Ph.D. in sociology. In 1979. Nell go1
pregnant.
.. I was very cavalier about my children's religion," Wah said. "I
thought we should give them some Christianit}' and some Judaism,
and let them choose what they wanted."
··we were involved with Hinduism, anyway," Nell added ... We saw
the integration of religions as positive. We used to go on a Hindu
retreat for ten days every summer. I liked that. I was involved in
meditation and there were a lot of Indians there. I was glad for the
connecllon. We took our daughller Vanessa there umil she was about
three."
After Vanessa was born, they had their first battle over a religious
symbol. "When Vanessa was two I wanted 10 ha\-e a Christmas tree,"
Nell said. "We had never had a tree before. h was very upseumg to
Wah. We had a huge fight. I remember feeling very hun. and thinking
that Wah was very stubborn."
" Bui we had a tree," Walt interjected.
" Yeah . we had a tree, but It was so begrudging. Wah wouldn't touch
1t. He wouldn' t pu1 anything on it ...
" I kept my back to it the whole season. I felt as if I was being very
gallant to allow Nell to have it." he said somewhat remorsefully. "I
thought I was being generous.··
The next year Ndl decided she could please Walt and enrich Vanessa's upbringing if the three of them celebrated Hanukkah, too. That
decision ignited the time bomb that caused Wah and Nell to reexamine all their assumptions about their family's identities.
Thai December. Nell recalled, she was siuing on a chair, reading
her daughter the Hanukkah swry. When Nell LOld of the Syrian king
Antiochus killing Jews who wouldn't bow down to statues of gods,
Vanessa asked her, "Mommy. why are people alwa)'s so mean to the
Jews?"
"I felt very clutched," she said. " l knew that as a gentile I was
coming from a different place than her. But l also knew that I didn't
want her to grow up feeling persecuted. I wanted her LO take pleasure
in the Jewish pan of her idemil)' ... she said. "But I didn't know how. I
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didn't like the way I choked and stumbled over what I said lO her.
When Wall came home, I told him what happened."
Walt and Nell had built up so much trust during their co urt!>h1p and
their two years in the Peace Corps that they wen: able to I.in· thl·
implications of Vanessa's remark instead of arguing ovt'r its meaning.
"Evervone we talked to thought her question was connc.·cted to the
fact that we were an interfaith couplt:," Nell said. "\Ve had nc.·ver
thought about that. We didn't know how to handk thl· !Jrobll·m. But
we knew we couldn't do i1 by ourselves. That was ,,· h~ we enrolkd in
your workshop."
In the course of the sessions. they both realized that Ndl fdt at
home in Jewish culture while \\'ah fdt \Cl) uncomfortablt: bnn~ing
Christian culture into his home That rnm1m:r tht'} dc.·odcd to 'J>l'nd
time in Israel with one of Walt's best fnend-. from cluldhood. \\ho had
become an obser\lanl Jew.
Within a }ear the\ dt~CO\ ercd that the~ hkt:d the riw.11 of lighting
Friday night candles. They dt:cided 10 enroll \'ane:..~a in a I h:brt·11
school and they became friends'' n.h tht" p.irelll$ thev ntl'I there: ;-.;O\\
that Judaism was no longer the religion ol We.th':. hourgeois t h1ld·
hood. he discovert.'d meaning m solemn holiday~ like Yum K1ppur
and joyous ont.'s like Simchat fonth If anvthing. ~ell likt.'cl 1ho-;e
occasions even more than her husband.
Their conflict deepened their undt:rstanding or each other. II al·
lowed them to disco\.cr new meaning in a Jewish wa) o f lire

A Parenl Dies
Often, the death of a parent can rekindle rd1g1oui. spark!>. ll1a1
happened to our fncnd Bliss Geiger. a ~le1hod1st from Kamas. "ho
marric:djamcs Geiger, a Jew from Nt:w York . We had met them when
we were in tht: Peace Corps. and had slaved m dose touch with them
as he got his Ph.D. in Enghi.h and she got hen m Spamsh. No\'
tht.')"re bOlh full professors at New York area umversnics. The ft:\\
nights we have dinner aJone with them each year are a special llllle for
imimate conversauon.
They have a very happy marriage, wnh plcmy ol friends and ~•imu
lating intdlcClual work. They adore their daughters. Samantha and

INTERMARRIAGE NOW: WORKING IT OUT

Melissa. who play the \'1olin and the piano respectively with extraordinary skill.
Bui even though Bliss seldom spoke about il, she had become
nostalgic for her childhood Chrristianity when she had children, and
she wished she could teach her daughters her faith. James was an
ethnically identified Jew, who didn"1like10 discuss religion. He didn't
wani to send the girls 10 Hebrew school but he couldn"1 imagine them
receiving Chnstian instruction. They had been married for fifteen
years. and adhered to their agreement to raise their daughters as
humanists, with neither Judaism nor Christianity.
Still. sometimes. when Bliss tucked the girls into bed, she wo uld
recite the Twenty-third Psalm or Lhe Lord's Prayer. She never told
James for fear that he'd regard that acl as a transgression of their
agreement to raise their children without religion.
Bliss·s father died when she was approaching forty and the girls
were in their teens. When we visited the Ge1gers in the Berkshires
that summer. she seemed drawn and depressed. Her calm, warm
smile was still there; so was the- slightly naive charm with which she
disarms the academic friends she and James share. But when she
talked about her father's funeral she dwelt lovingly on details like the
Methodist hymns her father had loved. and the eulogy her father's
besl fnend had given. Sometimes she seemed to drift inio psychological spaces where no one could accompany her. Plainly, she was
mourning a man of faith. "l wish now I had some of that faith for
myself and my girls."
It was a wistful thought, not a demand. For she loved her life and
her marriage. and would never consider returning to the simpler
world her father had inhabited. Nevertheless. his death had left her
feeling lonely. "James has never understood where I'm coming from.
I wish Samantha and Melissa understood how my father raised me to
see the world. It helped him so much when he was dying. He was so
much at peace .
.. Even though they're teenagers I would like them to go to Sunday
school. It might comfort them in che way it comforted my father. But
James would feel betrayed ifl suddenly decided to introduce chem lo
Christianit)'. When I got married I agreed with James that religion
was outmoded superstition. Bua now that my father is gone I regret
the decision. J feel as if there's a hole in all of our hearts."

Time Bombs

• • •
The idt:a lhal time bombs can exist in imerfaith rehllionsh1ps is a
frightt'ning one. How can a couple defuse lhem? And once that 1s
accomplished. how can they map the geogr.iphy of their liH:!> 10gelher so lhal they don't wind up on an island that is LOO small 10
sustain lhe1r spiritual longings?
Over the past six years we have developed a set of t:Xt'rcises LO hdp
pt:opk explore those questions as thoroughly as poi.sible. Some couples do them at home. but we have found they're more dfeccivt· in a
workshop selling. There, each couple has acknowledged that rc:ltgion
and ethnicity matter to them and that ther are willing 10 spend timt>
sharing lheir concern'> with others. I ht>)' <.l1sco\ er lh.tt th,..} are not
living in a privale world of neurotic lights over Chnstn...., trt·es, or
seders where the) feel unwelcome, or over m-laws who resent them.
In the workshops, a;, the} hear other couples de~cribe lhcir right!> and
feelings. the)' begin to perceive themselves in a fn:sh way.

READINGS FOR PLENARY 3
COMMUNAL STRATEGIES FOR THE F'OTORE
*10. Egon Mayer, "Intermarriage, outreach and a New Agenda for
Jewish Survival: A Perspective on the Contemporary
American Jewish Community", Journal of Jewish Communal
Service, {Spring 1990, forthcoming).
Mayer argues that in modern society, Jews have struck a
silent bargain, in which they have accepted freedom and
toleration in mainstream Western society, in return for a
tacit agreement not to be too publicly "different". over
the years, this silent bargain has become so internalized
that many Jews themselves have gradually ceased to notice or
care about their differentness. In this setting, increasing
intermarriage has been inevitable. The antidote, Mayer
proposes, is to follow the lead of the Black and Hispanic
communities; those groups have actively and vocally lobbied
to have positive models which emphasize, and celebrate,
their ethnic differences, proudly displayed in the media .
Such an effort by Jews would enhance Jewish pride over
Jewish difference , and might help us feel at home in Western
society without needing to be invisible.
11. Harold Shulweis, "The Stranger in Our Mirror", Outreach and
the Changing Reform Jewish Community: Creating an
Agenda for our Future, UAHC, 1989.
Shulweis notes that historically, our attitude towards the
"stranger" has always been an indication of our feelings
towards the outside world in which we live. He discerns two
recurring, and conflicting strands of Jewish attitude
towards the stranger or convert . Be labels one the "Ezra"
response, which views the outside world as incorrigibly
alien, and which therefore seeks no discourse, no
conversion, no interaction with the outside world. The
other he labels the "Ruth" response, which sees the outside
world as attractive and approachable, and welcomes
interaction. He notes that while most of today's Jewish
community takes the "Ruth" position, the "Ezra" position is
nevertheless stronger than we might imagine. Our conflicted
feelings about intermarriage, he argues, are a reflection of
our ambivalence about the value of Jewish particularism in
an attractive, universalistic, secular world.

INTERMARRIAGE, OUTREACH AND A NEW AGENDA FOR JEWISH SURVIVAL

A Perspective on the Contemporary American Jewish Community
from Journal of Jewish communal Service, Spring 1990
Eqon Mayer, PH.D.
Center for Jewish Studies
CUNY Graduate School and university center, Hew York

Intermarriage is an unanticipated consequence of a survival
strategy, in which Jews gained the benefits of tolerance and civil
rights in exchange for social invisibility. The challenge to the
American Jewish community posed by intermarriage can only be met
if it articulates a new vision of Jewish survival based on a
rejection of Jewish social invisibility. Effective Jewish outreach
must take Judaism as a religion and Jewishness as a culture and
civilization public, staking their claim to a fair share of the
public's attention.

While parliamentarians in Israel wage political battle over the
question of "Who is a Jew"?, rabbis in America wage oratorical
battle over the question of patrilineal descent, acceptable
procedures for conversion, and the permissibility of rabbis
officiating in marriages between Jew and Gentile. These debates,
which have generated so much heat in the Jewish community in recent
years, have two essential features in common. Each represents some
effort on the part of the organized Jewish community to come to
grips with intermarriage. And, each one seems to be tangential to
the daily lives of most American Jews, particularly to the lives
of intermarried couples.
Even as these controversies rage among those who are professionally
involved in the organized Jewish community, the laity is
transforming the character of the Jewish population and Jewish
culture by intermarrying in ever-increasing numbers
quite
oblivious, for the most part, to these impassioned debates.
Will American Jewry survive the demographic revolution that is now
being wrought upon it by intermarriage?
Will it retain its
organizational strength, its cultural vitality into the twentyfirst century despite the transformation of the Jewish family? It
must, and I believe it can! But, to do so we must go beyond these
debates in responding to the challenges of intermarriage. We must
embark on a strategy of communal survival that differs sharply from
the Jewish survival strategies of the past two centuries.
For the past century the central

challenges to Jewish group

survival have been framed by pogroms, the Holocaust, the rebirth
of the State of Israel, and the salvaging of remnan t Jewish
populations in beleaguered lands.
Each of these challenges has
been met with the outpouring of extraordinary amounts of political
creativity and voluntary group activity on the part of America's
Jews .
However, the successful meeting of these challenges has
conditioned the Jewish community to deal 1#ith its problems by means
that may not be adequate to the present task at band.
TBB TRADITIONAL SURVIVALIST AGENDA

From the dawn
of the liberal era in late eighteenth and early
nin'9teenth-century Europe, the majority of Jews chose social,
religious,and cultural adaptability as a strategy for group
survival.
The operative slogan for the Jewish modus vivendi was
be a Jew in one's home and a citizen on the street. As part of
this strategy, liberal Jewish thought argued that Jewish survival
is best secured by three factors: tolerance, law, and social
invisibility.
1. Tolerance was tacitly understood to mean a sociopolitical
climate in which Gentiles did not single out Jews for any special
deprivation simply because of their Jewishness. It was perceived
as generalized social amiability, or at the very least a benign
neglect of those aspects of personal belief and religious practice
that distinguished Jew from Gentile.

2. Laws that protect civil rights and liberties came to be seen as
the best guarantee of tolerance. Consequ•:!ntly, Jews as individuals
and Jewish organizations became the foremost champions of civil
rights and liberal social legislation.
3. Social invisibility was the Jewish side of this implied social
compact. In return for tolerance and even hospitality, most Jews
(with the exception of some Orthodox and Hasidic Jews) implicitly
agreed not to display publicly their religious beliefs, practices,
speech, manner of dress, or anything else that might visibly
differentiate them from their Gentile neighbors.
This is the
strategy of Jewish survival that Norman Poshotetz (1967, p. 27)
cal led
the
"brutal
bargain . "
It.
traded
the
cultural
distinctiveness of the visible Jew for the entree that the
invisible Jew might enjoy in the majoritarian society.
Brutal as a bargain or not, there can :be little doubt that most
Jews believed significant pubic displays of Jewish religious or
cultural distinctiveness would risk the tolerance of their
neighbors. Jews would enjoy the benefits of tolerance by "fitting
in" with neighbors and restricting their cultural and religious
distinctiveness to the home and the synagogue.
The success of this three-part strategy hinged on one very
important assumption: that with the social, political and economic
benefits that flowed from tolerance, Jews could better enjoy and
express their own culture in the private: domain. This assumption

further rested directly on the Jewish community of the home.
Yet, even as Jews succeeded in protecting their civil rights
through liberal laws, and in securing the tolerance and amiability
of their Gentile neighbors, they became less and less distinctive
either in their religious beliefs or in their lifestyle .
Acceptance
from
the
outside,
it
seems,
was
increasingly
reciprocated by blending from the inside.
Second and third generation children of Jewish immigrant parents
understood less and less of the terms of the "brutal bargain."
Their own social mobility experiences place increasing pressure on
them to become just like their Gentile peers and their increasing
distance from their immigrant ancestors rapidly attenuated that
hold of tradition on their lives.
Thus, they came to take for
granted that their lack of Jewish distinctiveness in the public
domain should also prevail in the private domain. In this process
Jewishness has become an identity "brand label" in a pluralistic
society, with 1 i ttle more distinctiveness of content than the
brands off multitude of packaged goods.
As such, its primary
purpose, like the purpose of many brand labels, is to provide a
focal point for the reference group identification. In a society
that values group identification, as America does, most Jews want
to be known a "Jews" so that they are not perceived as people
without a group identity. On the other hand, they have no desire
to limit their choices in social participation as a result of being
Jewish.
One consequence of this transformation of Jewish identity is that
as young Jews have entered the free-choice American marriage market
they have found less and less reason to filter out their Gentile
friends as potential marriage partners. Not only are their friends
more like themselves in all respects, save identity label, but the
families and home they plan on forming would also not be
distinctively Jewish.
If Jewish parents and Jewish leaders have been distressed about the
rising rate of intermarriage, surely one reason is that they have
seen the unanticipated consequences of their own survival strategy
boomerang in the lives of their children and grandchildren.
In
short, intermarriage has been one of the inescapable costs of the
"brutal bargain." For that reason, efforts to stem its tide have
proven generally ineffective.
THE INTERMARRIAGE TIDE AND ITS CHANGING SIGNIFICANCE
The proportion of Jews who marry Gentile has increased without letup over the past two generation. If one were to survey the Jewish
marriage market today to see who is marrying whom, one would find
that among those under 40 years of age about 37% of Jewish men and
24% of Jewish women entering first marriages are marrying Gentile
partners. These figures increase to about 55% for men and 42% for
women in second marriages (whose first marriages were to Jewish
partners) (Kosmin et al., 1989)

Largely because of the unrelenting increase in these n umbers,
intermarriage haunts the psyche of American Jews, even as they makP
their private peace with the marital choices of their chil dren anu
grandchildren . It appears like an invisible sword of Damocles over
Jewish families whose elders fear that their Jewish line will be
cut off because their children are marching toward matrimony in the
open society, where the claims of the heart outweigh the claims of
tradition or parental authority in the selection of a mate.
The specter looms, too, over professional and lay leaders of the
American Jewish community.
Their careers and commitments impel
thell' to be concerned about the survival of the group as a whole,
not merely with the survival of its individual members.
However,
with
the
virtually
limitless
opportunities
fo r
assimilation in America , group survival is now challenged in a
uniquely intractable manner by intermarriage . The private nature
of the act, along with the fact that it seems to spring from values
such as love, the desire for personal fulfillment, and
egalitarianism - that are deeply cherished by contemporary American
Jews, has made intermarriage a far more difficult challenge than
some of the historically more familiar ones that Jews have had to
face in their struggle for survival.
The familiar strategies of
securing Jewish survival not only cannot work with intermarriage
but may even do more harm than good.
Until just a few years ago that equation between intermarriage and
assimilation had been completely taken for granted, not only by
those concerned about Jewish survival but by dispassionate social
scientists as well .
No one thought it necessary to question
whether intermarriage did , in fact, threaten Jewish survival, let
alone to question how or why it did so.
The 1979 American Jewish Committee (AJC) publication of my own
s t udy of Jewish identity patterns among 450 intermarried coup les
began to stimulate more discussion about the dynamics of
intermarriages as marriages and more probing questions about how
family processes relate to identity (Mayer 1979).
One of the salient findings of that study is that, rather than
intermarriage causing assimilation (and th e reby threatening to
Jewish survival) it is assimilation that c auses intermarriage in
the first place .
Depending on how assimilated an intermarrying Jew is, intermarriage
can result in further assimilation and the ultimate disappearance
of the intermarried family from the Jewi sh community.
However ,
intermarriage can - and does - also result in greater Jewish selfawareness among some intermarriers and in the conversion of their
Gentile partners to Judaism .
Thus, the c a use of assimilation is
not to be found in intermarriage alone.
Rather, given a weakly
grounded Jewish identity, one is more likely to intermarry. When
a Jew with a weakly grounded sense of Jewi s h identity marries a

Gentile he or she is less able to create a Jewish home, and the
family is thus less able to transmit Jewish identity to their
children. It is the cultural handicap of prior assimila~ion that
makes intermarrying Jews vulnerable to loss from the Jewish
community.
In other words, one of the key problems with intermarriage is that,
for the most part, it is the wrong Jews who are doing most of the
intermarrying .
The fist AJC study, together with others that followed soon after
on the children of intermarriage (Mayer 1983) and on conversion
(Mayer 1987), invalidated the wisdom of equating intermarriage with
assimilation and an inexorable threat to Jewish survival.
With the hindsight of more than a dozen years of research on
intermarriage
and
such
seminal
journalistic
forays
into
intermarried life as Paul and Rachel Cowan' s Mixed Blessings
(Doubleday , 1987) and more recently the works of Judy Petsonk, Jim
Remsen and Susan Weidman Schneider, we now know that intermarriage
does not erode Jewish identity and family life in the simple linear
fashion that figured so prominently in the alarmist literature of
earlier decades.
At the risk of exaggerating the influence of
these studies, it is probably fair to say that they have helped
change the climate of Jewish opinion about intermarriage, from
outrage to outreach, in just a few years .
Changes in the perception of intermarriage have gradually led to
change in the Jewish communal response to it as well. In 1979 the
Task Force, subsequently to become the Commission on Reform Jewish
outreach by the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, was created
under the leadership of David Belin, whose vision of outreach is
described elsewhere in this issue .
Under the continuing
professional direction of Lydia Kukoff, that institution served as
the first modern attempt to alter the course of what seemed just
a decade earlier to be the inexorable force of American Jewish
history . By the mid-1980's a variety of Jewish outreach programs
to the intermarried had begun to be developed in such different
institution contexts as Reform temples, Jewish family service
agencies, and Jewish community centers.
Even as outrage against intermarriage and intermarriers has
gradually begun to give way to greater acceptance and to programs
of Jewish inclusion, new questions have risen about the possible
effect of outreach on Jewish survival. For example, does outreach
serve as a legitimation of intermarriage, increasing its likelihood
because of the more hospitable attitude of the Jewish community?
Does outreach threaten to dilute the Jewish integrity of the
community by including Jews - by- choice whose authenticity as Jewish
is not universally accepted?
Does outreach really extend the
hospitality of the Jewish community to those who might otherwise
not have come in, or does it simply hold open the door to those who
are on their way in anyway?

There are also questions about the proper methods and obj e ctives
of Jewish outreach. Should it be undertaken with he expli:;it goals
of converting the Gentile partners in intermarriage?
Should it
have other goals, such as improving the marital relationship o f
the couple. Is outreach essentially an educational activity or is
it therapy by another name, carried out by Jews who did not go on
to become licensed psychotherapists as so many of their brothers
and sisters have done? These questions, in turn, touch on further
issues about who within the Jewish community is best qualified to
deal with the intermarried and from what institutional and
ideological premises.
These questions
underscore the
point
that
the
challenge
intermarriage poses for the American Jewish community is not
readily resolved by either conversion or outreach. Both of these
solutions create further questions and tensions in the community.
However, the critical questions that have been raised about
outreach and conversion thus far have not addressed what I believe
is a more fundamental issue: even successful outreach and widely
accepted conversions challenge the Jewish community's tacit
assumptions about group survival.
To the extent that Jewish
outreach is successful, it must inevitably challenge the Jewish
penchant for social invisibility.
TOWARD A NEW AGENDA OF JEWISH SURVIVAL
As outreach has become an increasingly common response to Jewish
intermarriage, it has raised numerous questions of strategy,
practice, purpose and method. Yet, all its current forms share a
number of common features.
The various Jewish outreach efforts that have been undertaken thus
far are characterized by their common focus on the Jewish "internal
agenda," i.e., a focus on Jewish survival issues and issues of
institutional strategy. Regardless of sponsorship or purpose, they
have concentrated on issues of program curriculum such as Jewish
lifecycle and calendar celebration and introduction to synagogue
practice and etiquette; personnel and methods of instruction;
qualities of the setting; and recruitment. None has addressed the
broader question of how outreach relates to the long-standing
commitment of most Jews to social and cultural invisibility in the
public domain.
If the outreach is to succeed, it must confront the question of how
Jews as individuals and the Jewish community as an organized entity
confront the wider society.
That question is not about the
techniques of programming or teaching style, or recruitment.
It
is not simply about making the "stranger" feel more welcome.
Ultimately, that question is about how Jews as individuals comport
themselves vis-a-vis their Gentiles neighbors and how the organized
Jewish community represents itself in public.
No community can depnd solely on the efforts of its most exemplary
members
for
collective
survival.
It must also develop

institutional strategies that bolster the abilities of its ordinary
members. Thus, the challenge that remains for the Jewish outreach
enterprise is to articulate a new vision of Jewish survival.
That vision must remain committed to at least two of the three
principles of the traditional tripart strategy; that is, to ever
broadening the climate of tolerance in society for all cultures and
doing so by strong political advocacy for laws that guarantee civil
liberties and social justice.
Yet, if Jewish outreach is to have more than episode relevance to
just a few individuals it must finally reject the posture of Jewish
socj al invisibility that has been the lot of Jewry in the "liberal"
modern world. It must take Judaism as a religion and Jewishness
as a culture and civilization public, & stake its claim to a fair
share of the public's attention. How this is to be done is the
challenge that lies ahead for effective Jewish outreach.
Some of the ways that Judaism might be taken more public are
suggested by the struggles of blacks and hispanics to improve their
image .
The pressures brought to bear in recent years on
advertising and media executives, the publishers of textbooks and
educational policy makers have clearly borne fruit in changing the
public image of those communities. Jews might will consider the
following:

* Advocating for more positive, identifiably Jewish characters,
themes and images on the major networks, particularly in major
urban markets where Jews comprise a significant segment of the
consumer population.

*

Advocating for the inclusion of more Jewish cultural contents
in high school and college textbooks and courses, particularly in
the humanities and social sciences.

*

Advocating for the restoration of Hebrew as a language option
in high schools and colleges.

*

Advocating for the greater inclusion of Judaica in the holdings
of local libraries, in the exhibition schedules of museums, and in
the programs of community- sponsored theatres and symphonies.

* Advocating for greater cultural exchange with Israel and other
significant centers of Jewish culture around the world.
What effect these various strategies might have on the actual rate
of intermarriage is impossible to predict. They may well have no
impact on that issue at all . However, they are likely to enhance
the self-image of Jews in ways that are public and accessible to
non-Jews as well. As such, they are quite likely to provide the
open door to Jewish civilization through which all who wish to come
in may do so.

Outreach
and the Changing
Refortn Jewish Cotntnunity:
Creating an Agenda for Our Future

- - - - - - - - - - - A Program G u i d e - - - - - - - - - - ·

Commission on Reform Jewish Outreach
of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations
and the Central Conference of American Rabbis

THE STRANGER IN OUR MIRROR
Rabbi Harold M. Schulweis

Why is so much of the Jewish agenda centered around the convert?
Why is so much Jewish energy spent Outreach programs, on Jews by
Choice, on the proposals and arguments dealing with patrilineal
descent, on the legitimacy of proselytizing agencies and
procedures, on the intermarried and mixed married?
Why is the
major issue shaking the foundation of Jewish solidarity focussed
on the Amendment to the Law of Return--a matter that has now
appeared 43 times before the Knesset--and which again focuses on
the convert?
Why the convert? Why the ger? is not simply a matter for Reform
Judaism -- though Reform remains on the cutting edge of that issue.
The controversies over the Law of Return are not simply
manifestations of political power plays among religious factions
within Israel or between Israel and the Diaspora. On the surface
that attitude towards the ger is only a concern about the drop of
Jewish numbers or the protection of the status of proselytes who
make aliyah.
But the depth of feeling expressed by world Jew~y on the "Who Is
A Jew" issue evidenced an intuitive folk awareness that something
deeper than definitions and demography is involved. Consider that
even the appeal to the Holocaust, that ultimate argument for Jewish
unity, failed to keep the lid on the seething cauldron of Jewish
disputation. This time the glue failed to keep in check the angers
and threats to Jewish unity. It was perhaps the first sign of the
exhaustion of the Holocaust as the unifying memory.
We are concentrated on the ger, the stranger in our midst, because
the ger has become a litmus test for the character and destiny of
Judaism. How we see the ger, how we relate to the stranger in our
midst, reflects the way ~e relate Judaism to the world around us.
The ~ who stands on the threshold of our home is a metaphor for
our relationship to Western civilization. The attention focused
on the proselyte is a paradigm of the emerging cultural struggle.
Hermannn Cohen wrote "in the stranger man discovered the idea of
Judaism." I would add that in the stranger Jews discover the moral
.idea_l of Judaism.
Towards the ger there is an ambivalence within our tradition. In
the words of Aaron Lichtenstein, the Rosh Yeshivah of Har Etzion,
there is "encouragement on the one hand and repulsion on the other;
some esteemed the qer while others approached him with cautious
apprehension" (On Conversion, Tradition, Winter, 1988).
I identify two dominant strains in Judaism towards the ger, two
fundamental attitudes toward the proselyte, that express two basic
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philosophies of Judaism.
At one end of
Ezra strain," named after the Scribe who,
sees calamity in the intermingling of
foreign wives whose assimilated children
of Ashdod and could not speak the Jew's

the spe ctrum, is the "t re
returning fr o m Ba byloni a,
the "holy see d" wi t h t h e
spoke "half in the speech
language."

For Ezra there is no conversionary solution for this tragic
entanglement.
The presumption is that there is in the 9ll a
primordial foreignness that cannot be Jewishly assimilated .
The
unique purity of the people can be restored only by excluding the
alienating partner. "Make confession unto the Lord God of your
fathers . .. separate yourselves from the people of the land and from
the strange foreign women" (Ezra 10:11).
On the other end of the spectrum is ''the Ruth strain" that stands
genealogical conceits on its head and transforms alleged genetic
flaws into providential virtue .
The ancestry of Davidic royalty
and messianic status is doubly flawed, audaciously traced back to
incestuous unions with biblically forbidden peoples.
On the
mother's side, David stems from the Moabite Ruth who, according to
Deuteronomy "shall not enter the assembly of the Lord 0 and whose
eponymous ancestor Moab is child of an incestuous union between
father Lot and his daughter. On the father's side, David's lineage
is derived from Peretz, a product of the incestuous union of
father-in-law and daughter-in-law, Judah and Tamar (Ruth 4:12).
The Ruth strain contradicts with a vengeance the gen.ealogical
purity of the Ezra strain.
The convert is as the new-born.
"Whoever brings another person under the wings of Shechinah is
considered as having created him, shaped him and brought him into
the world" (Tosef ta Horayoth 2: 7) . "A ger is like a new-born babe"
(T . Yevamoth 22a).

The Body Revealed
The Book of Ezra and the Book of Ruth are both canonized Biblical
texts.
Each approach has its own gilgulim, its transformations.
The Ezra strain is evident in the thinking of Judah Halevy, the
Maharal of Prague and the School of Chabad. Its most contemporary
resurrection is found in Professor Michael Wyschograd's book The
Body of Faith (1983). A graduate of Yeshiva University of New York
and one of the principal Jewish spokespersons in the international
Jewish-Christian dialogue , Wyschograd boldly articulates the Ezra
strain.
Judaism is a carnal election.
God chose the route of
election through a biological principle .
The brit of God with
Israel is not an ideological, spiritual, disembodied covenant .
Israel's election is transmitted through the body.
God chose to
elect "a biological people that remains elect even when it sins."
The Jew is corporally chosen, chosen in the flesh, regardless of
his spiritual or moral merit.
The frontispiece of Wyschograd's
book carries a statement from the Si fra, "Even though they (the
Jews) are unclean, the Divine Presence is among them . "
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Those non - elected, those not born Jewish, will of course be hurt
for they are not of the seed of Abrdham wh o m God loves above all
others.
But election has nothing to do with the virtues of the
person or people . Wyschograd argues a theology of the Jewish body,
a metaphysical sociobiology down to the putatively Jewish facial
physiognomy and culinary predilections. "There are those for whom
their Jewishness means gef il te fish, bagels with lox and cream
cheese, or the smell of chicken simmering in broth .
Those who
think of those things with derision do not understand Jewish
existence as embodied existence.
Just as the gait and face of a
person is that person, at least in part, so the physiognomy of the
Jewish people is, at least in part, the people" (p . 26) "Anatomy is
destiny," Freud observed.
I have heard such arguments, not from
philosophers, but from Jews for whom the unaasimilability of the
proselyte is alimentary .
"De gustibus non disputandum est." The
people of the Book includes an ashkenazic menu.
Following the Ezra strain, Judaism is not essentially a matter of
faith, or ethics, or ideology but of mysteriously inherited traits .
The Tanya, the hasidic classic authored by the founder of Chabad,
Scheur Zalman, is the sacred text studied daily by the Lubavitch .
Its metaphysical biologisrn runs throughout the text, distinguishing
Jewish souls from the souls of the nations of the world which
emanate from unclean husks which contain no good whatever.
All the good that the nations do is done only from selfish motives.
"From the lower grades of the Kl ipoth, al together unclean and evil,
flow the souls of all the nations of the world and the existence
of their bodies, and also the souls of all living creatures that
are unclean and unfit f or human consumption" (Chapter 6). Within
the Ezra strain, pure, impure, clean, contaminating, are the
critical categories that divide the souls of God's creation .
Still there is a felt embarrassment in the Ezra strain .
If Jews
inherit character, how can someone not born of that people acquire
those congenital virtues by a sheer act of will? And yet there is
the unambiguous legal possibility of conversion. Here the Ezrastrain feels compelled to put some limits on the elevation of the
proselyte.
For Judah Ha levy (Kuzar i 1: 115) , it is clear that
"those who become Jews do not assume equal rank with born
Israelites who are specially privileged to attain prophecy."
No
other nation besides Israel knows the true meaning of the
Tetragrammaton, no other people has the connection with God. For
the Zohar, while the proselyte receives a new soul from heaven, it
is not of the same caliber as the souls of Jews - by-Birth (see
Exclusiveness and Tolerance, Jacob Katz, Chapter XII).
The Attractions of the Ezra Strain
If I dwell on the Ezra - strain and barely mention the rabbinic
traditions endorsing the Ruth strain, it is because liberal Jews
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are not exposed to the Ezra tradition.
The books we read, th t
tradition we select, the rabbis we hear have filtered out the Ezra
view of Judaism. But if we are to understand the implications of
our Outreach program for Judaism itself, we must understand the
Ezra strain because it is more alive than we may think, and its
presuppositions and implications are very much a part of the
contemporary Kultur - Kampf.
The arguments I hear mostly contend that the Jews-by-Choice are
hopelessly deaf to the ethnic strains of Jewishness.
This is, I
suspect, a more polite way of saying that Jewishness is an
ascriptive not an acquired characteristic, something you are born
with, or as one of my patient congregants put it, "Jewishness, dear
Rabbi, comes with the mother's milk." Indeed, it seems to me that
the less practicing and believing the Jew, the more insistent the
contention that Jewishness is something born into. The weaker the
Jews,
the more powerful the attrar.:Llon to make Jewishness a
genetic affair.
We Ruth followers must understand the heart of Ezra.
Ezra cannot
be simply dismissed as bigoted or xenophobic .
Ezra has no trust
in the viability of a community of choice. Choice is too fragile
to assure the Jewishness of his grandchildren. He seeks something
independent of choice, a covenant in the flesh, a circumcision in
blood, "B 'damayich chayi".
"In thy blood shalt thou live,"
is
recited at the brit. The Ezra·- strain seeks a genetic trqnsmission
of loyalty as certain as a transfusion of blood.
There is something reassuring in the genetic fixity applied to
Judaism.
So the sociologist Nathan Glazer argues "the converted
may be better Jews than those born within the fold and indeed often
are, but it seems undeniable that their children have alternatives
before them that the children of families in which both parents
~ere
born Jewish do not -- they have legitimate alternative
identities" ("New Perspectives in American Jewish Sociology,"
Xa than Glazer, American Jewish Committee, 1987). Choice is chancy.
Jews - by - Choice chose. But he who chooses for Judaism one day may
opt to choose out of Judaism another day or else his child may.
In halachic terms, the infant of a Jewish womb, whatever he/she may
ldter choose, is irrevocably Jewish -- "Yisrael af al pi shechatah
yisrael hu;" no theological or ritual test is called for.
But a
non - Jewish infant converted before his/her majority can protest
this conversion. The biological infant is safe. He cannot protest
and cannot revert.
Choice and Heresy
There is in tradition a greater confidence in being chosen that in
choosing, in choosing because you are commanded rather than
choosing out of your autonomous decisions. The election of Israel
(Avodah Zarah 20) took place without consultation with Israel. God
overwhelmed Israel .
He suspended a mountain over Israel like an
upside down vault declaring, "If you accept the Torah, it will be
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well with you and if not there you wi ll find your g r a v e."
It is
if God ' s choice not Israel's choosing that a s sur e s the irrevocabl e
election and singularing of the Jew .
But it is precisely here that the ger in our t i mes comes to
challenge the presuppositions of the traditi o nal society . The very
title "Jews-by-Choice" challenges fate over chosen faith . It raises
root questions that touch the nature of our identity and the
character of our education.
Is Judaism essentially a affair, a
congenital matter determined by the ovum, or is Judaism an
ideological, spiritual matter of faith to be chosen?
While
formally these alternatives are not contradictory--for Israel is
both a community of birth and of choice- - de facto the Ezra and Ruth
strains pull at either end oppositionally. And there are pragmatic
advantages for the Jewish community to retain elements of both,
i.e. to accept a Jew - by - Birth without any theological or ritual
tests and to accept a non-Jew as a Jew by religious and cultural
decision . There are powerful theoretical and pragmatic argum e nts
to reject the extremes of the Ezra strain that border on
metaphysical racism.
Ou treach to the proselyte affects our self - understanding of
Judaism.
In the conversion of the ger, the native born is forced
to confront himself.
The ger" of adoption places greater weight
on choice, will, faith, ideology .
The contemporary calls for
greater Jewish "spirituality," the growing emphasis on theological
c larifica tion within the religious movements, the disenchantment
with mere belonging, all reflect the shifting of the pendulum from
destiny to decision , from being chosen by an external fate to
freely choosing by inner conviction. 1
"Heresy" comes from a Greek word hairein, which means "to choose . "
In the closed society of a pre-modern world, choice was heretical.
In the open society, choice has become the nobler spiritual
imperative.
"~odern
consciousness,"
Peter Berger summarizes, "entails a
movement from fate to choice."
In modernity, th e pe ndulum shifts

The rulings of the Israeli Supre me Court offered greater
weight to the subjective el e ments of identification that
to the objective, legal g e netic factors .
Whereas the
halachic tradition could regard the converted Brother
Daniel as a Jew by virture of his birth, the Israeli
judgment places greater weight on Brother Daniel's choice
to convert to Christianity which d e tracted from his
Jewishness . (1962). In the Shalit affair (1988) Justice
Zussman
for
the
majority's
opinion
stated
that
"determining a person's affiliati o n to a certain religion
and a certain nationality d e rives essentially from the
subjective
feelings
of
the
partic ular , person
in
question."
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from Ezra to Ruth.
The@..!:. challenges the presuppositions th at
value biological fate over faith, that makes of Judaism a theol og)
of the inherited body - soul and ignores the willful attachment to
faith, the longing for spirituality.
All this affects the consciousness of the native born. The Jewis h
attitude towards the ger presents in concentrated form a clue to
the Jewish relationship to Western civilization which lies at the
heart of the contemporary Kultur-Kampf. The 9_!rr. is the microcosm
of the world outside us.

We are shaped by those we shape.

The artist is revealed in his
art . The Qil" comes to us from the outside and leads us to look
inside .
In the process of giyur (conversion) the native Jew is
enlarged .
The ger who enters a new covenant with God and us,
transforms us, reminds us of the genius of Jewish universalism.
The ger who brings bikkurim, the first fruit, to the Temple is
entitled to declare that God has sworn to his fathers to give them
the land for when God spoke to Abraham he said " I have made you
a father unto the multitude of nations" (Genesis 17:8).
In this
sense, Abraham is transformed . For, as the Yerushalmi Bikkurim has
it, while in the past Abraham was only the father of Aram, through
the acceptance of the ~he has become father of all those in the
world who ever became Jewish.
Through the ger, the view of
Judaism is enlarged.
A universal community of faith is added to
the particular community of birth.
When the Knesset Israel turns
away from the ger, knesset Yisrael turns away from the world;
turning towards the ~' knesset Yisrael enters the wider world.
The Kul tur-Kampf struggling over our posture towards the ger
entails a struggle over our attitude towards Western civilization.
The Cave
A critical Talmudic episode evidences the depth of our burgeoning
Kultur-Kampf . The Talmud (T. Shabbath 33b) records a conversation
among a group of Rabbis about the year 130 C.E. when Palestine was
under Roman rule. Rabbi Yehudha ben Ilai observed, "How fine are
the works of these people (the Romans) .
They have made roads
possible, built bridges, markets, and erected bath - houses . " Rabbi
Jose remained silent but Rabbi Simeon ben Yochai noted caustically
"A" these edifices and structures they make for their own selves.
The market places are to put harlots into them, the bridges are to
levy tolls for thernsel ves, the bath- houses are to pamper their
bodies . "
The Roman government issued a death decree to punish Simeon ben
Yochai • s blasphemies .
He and his son Eleazer escaped to a cave
and remained there praying and studying for 12 years. When it was
rumored that the decree was annulled, the two left the cave and
went into the world. They were aghast at the activities they saw.
Men were ploughing and sowing the field, and the two condemned
them : " People forsake life eternal for the business of temporal
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life." Wherever they cast their eyes was immediately burned up.
Thereupon, a Heavenly voice cried out: "Have you come to destroy
My world? Get back to the cave!"
Chastised, they returned to the cave, there to pray and to study·
another twelve years. And then heard again the Heavenly Echo cry
out, "Go forth from your cave. "
It was on the eve of the Sabbath when the Rabbis emerged and saw
an old man holding two bundles of myrtle.
They asked him, "What
are the myrtles for?" He answered, "They are for the honor of the
Sabbath."
"And why two myrtles?"
One is in honor of the
commandment to "observe the Sabbath ." And the other in honor of
the commandment to "remember the Sabbath."
The minds of Simeon
ben Yochai and his son Eleazer were set at ease. The myrtles are
not in the cave .
They are in the world among the thorns and
thistles.
The retreat of Simeon ben Yochai from the world, his contempt for '
the culture and civilization of his day, is echoed these days in
many circles -- not all fundamentalist. 2
It is a critical aspect
of the contemporary Kultur-Kampf . Particularly after the profound
disillusionment of the Holocaust era, the cave looms large as an
attractive option.
For tHe cave mind-set, there is no good in
West e rn civilization, and in associating with it there is the risk
of contamination that poisons Jewish identity and continuity .
Democracy, pluralism, humanism, science, tolerance, conscien ce, the
Enlightenment are the seductions of foreign wives that eat away at
the unique holiness of Israel . The Tanya (Chapter 8) warns against
those who occupy themselves "with the sciences of the world, for
the uncleanness of the science of nations is greater than that of
profane speech."
In the cave Lhere are no foreign elements to intrude .
Out there
in the world at large there is an innate irreconcilable conflict
bet wee n "them" and "us" in the very womb of Rebeccah.
Rabbi Elie
Munk in his commentary
The Call of the Torah e>;plains that the
hostility between Esau and Jacob is "pre - natal," a "providential
factor in history \o\hich escapes the control of the wi 11."
The
intra - uterine hostility betwe e n Esau and Jacob projected in
Talmudic and medieval times onto Rome and the Christian world is
not to be explained in natural terms, on economic, political, or
psychological ground~.
Jewish and non - J ewish hostility is an " a
priori fact," something born in conception.
"Two nations are in
your womb and two kingdoms will se parate from your entrails. one
kingdom will be stronger than the other and the elder will serve
the younger."

2

further on Shimeon ben Yochai's position in T. Berachoth
35b .
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The long and wicked history of anti-semitisrn aggravales the Ezra strain and gives it credibility beyond its historical context.
The impotence of the victim seeks compensation in the malediction
t h at characterizes the oppressor as evil to the core. "If someone
is cruel and does not show mercy," Maimonides l-iri tes in Ma tna t ·
Aniyiim, "there are sufficient grounds to suspect his lineage,
since cruelty is found only among the other nations. " The angers
and resentments of the persecuted must be understood.
But the
indiscriminate curses extending beyond historical context and
appropriate targets hurl dangerous boomerangs against us.
In the reports from Israel today there are signs of a reversion to
medieval and Talmudic categorizations of the non-Jew as akkum,
idolaters . Such atavistic definition of non-Jews as akkuim further
separates Jews and non-Jews. Yeshiva communities are still being
taught that the Biblical terms of "brother" and " neighbor" exclude
non-Jews and that the obligations towards the well-being of my
brother or the love of my neighbor mean only to include Jews, and
perhaps only observant Jews .
"Who is thy neighbor?" refers to
B' nei Amecha -- only Jewish kinsfolk.
They are to be loved "as
thyself . "
But who is "as thyself" but those Jews who think and
pray and behave as thyself? The creeping exclusionary definition
begins by separating non-Jews from Jews, but ends by dividing Jews
from Jews .
Response from contemporary Israe l i rabbis uphold a prohibition of
selling or renting an apartment in Jerusalem .
Rabbi Eliezer
Waldenberg would, on halachic ground expel all non-Jews from
Jerusa l em and the Sephardic Chief Rabbi Mordecai Eliahu forbids
Jews to sell apartments or flats "even to one Gentile." It is as
if the Talmudist Menachem Ha-Meiri of the 14th century and Moshe
Rivkes of the 17th century had never lived--as if their landJTlark
judgments distinguishing idolaters from "Nations governed by the
ways of religion and committed to Godliness" had never taken place.
The conclusion of the Simeon ben Yochai haggadah repudiates his
"contemputus mundi," the xenophobia that cremates the products of
civilization . The Heavenly voice teaches that there is no safety
in the cave, only the smothering self-incarceration of the Jewish
spirit. For the Ezra mind-set there is no foreignness in the cave,
no gerim, no synthesis, no challenge from civilization.
But to
turn a"'ay from the world and its civilization. is to turn against
God's gift of opportunity to us.
Our task is not to escape
civilization, but to refine it. Civilization is not divine and it
must not be indiscriminately embraced . But neither is it the work
of Satan. The land must be sowed and ploughed.
The two myrtles
in honor of the Sabbath, of creation and recreation, are reminders
of a society that is yet to be . The rabbis would not dismiss Roman
civilization in the time of Simeon ben Yochai .
What then should
be our attitude towards democratic Western civilization that has
enriched Judaism and elevated the lot of our people?
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The Ezra advocates of Jewish isolation are fond of citing the verse
from Deuteronomy 33:28 , "Israel dwelleth in safety alone . "
But
they ignore the Talmudic passage (Makkoth 24a) that rejects the
questionable values of Jewish insularity .
In the rabbini.c
interpretation, Amos the prophet arose to challenge Moses'
benediction. ..·How shall Jacob stand alone? " The Talmud continues,
"The Lord repented concerning Moses' acclamation. This also shall
not be, saith the Lord God." (Amos 7:5 -6) .
Ruth, Naomi, and Boaz In our Times
!'iuch of the conf lie ts be tween the foll owers of Ezra and of Ruth
lie beneath the surface of the Kultur-Kampf. But for Jews for ~horn
Ezra is outmoded and irrelevant, the Ruth strain presents its own
challenges .
Who is the Ruth our time? The Ruth of our era who
approaches us is not the Ruth of pagan times nor even of the height
of Christian dominance. The Ruth of modernity is less likely than
before to come to us with church dogmas from alien theologies. She
comes from a highly secularized culture, a neutra l society.
She
seeks in Judaism the warmlh of a family attached to the rootedness
of tradition, the joys of festival celebration and commemoration,
the sense of superordinate purpose that can overcome the shrivel l ed
culture of secular neutrality.
She seeks songs to be sung,
stori es to be told, choreography to be danced, memories to be
relived, wisdoms to be enacted, faiths to be revered.
She seeks
a family of spiritua l literacy and refinement.
The Ruth of modernity comes to us with great expectations.
She
has felt the shiver of history. She has immersed herself in mikvah
and study. She comes to the promised Sabbath table of her beloved
and to the Sabbath table of her betrothed' s Jewish family.
The
table is beautifully set, but the evening is graceless and without
benediction.
The
conversations
are
pedestrian,
banal,
materialistic, hedonistic, indistinguishable from any non - Jewish
middle -c lass family.
The native-born family is Jewishl y mute.
They ure pseudo · uni \:ersa 1 is ts like those who '°'ould
speak in
general without using any language in particular" (Santayana).
Ruth cccks the particular language of Judaism. But there is in her
adopted Jewish family no ethnicity of song or narration, no Jewish
p(>clry or ritual choreography or theology . Ruth is prepared to
pledge to her beloved:
"Thy people shall by my people, thy God,
my God."
But where is the God and · people in the native born
husband and in-la~s? The Jewish native-born family are neither/nor
Jews, "Do ~· ou believe in God?" ":-Jo." "7\re you an atheist?" "No . "
"r\re you an anti-Zionist?"
"No . "
"Do you observe the Sabbat;Jl?"
"~o. '' "Ar~ you opposed to observing the Sabbath?"
"No." We deal
with born Jews of double negation.
0

Phi 1 ip Roth conf eBses his childhood memories. "What a Jewish child
inherited was no body of law, no body of learning, no language and
finally no Lord." Ruth's Jewish family are in most things neutral
souls, living spiritually in the naked sq~are . They are the modern
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des ce ndants of Di s ra e li, who when ask ed by Que en Vi c t o r i a ~h jch
Bible he used, ans\\· e red, "I am al as, dear Qu c0 n, th e bJ ank p ag e
between th~ Old and New Te~laments.~
The questions is not wheth e r Ruth, the st r anger, can be integrated
into the Jewish family, but whether the estrang e ment of the Jewish
family from Judaism can be overcome.
It is the foreignness, the
alienation of the Jewish family, not the purported foreignness of
the proselyte that haunts us .
The Ruth of mod e rnity is not the
Ruth of the tradition, neither is the Boaz and Naomi of our times
that of the Scriptures. The ~challenges us to think deeply of
0ur noblest intent to reach out. Reach out - - with ~horn? Reach out-with what? And after touching the ~· bring her horne - - where?
There can be no Outreach without Inreach. Outreach without inreach
is not only premature, it results in frustration, embarra ss ment a nd
disillusionment .
Outreach must be doubly targeted .
It mu s t be
simultaneously directed towards the alienation within as much as
towards the stranger without. "That only which we have within ca. n
we see withoul. If there are no gods, it is because we harbor no ne»
(Emerson).
You cannot reach the ger except through the native born.
And
especially in Judaism whose substructure is the family, it is in
the private home not in the public institution that the Je~ishness
of
belonging,
believing and behaving
is most cf (ectively
transmitted and lived.
Outreach to the stranger must be coupled
with the Jewish empowerment of the host family.
The ger cannot be converted to Judaism as a theological
abstraction . The ger, as the native born, cannot thrive in the
megastructure of Jewish society.
The ger, needs a sus tdining,
personal environment. Je\o."S need Jews to be Jewish. The ger needs
Je~s to be Jewish.
The ger needs a Jewish home. To support that
home must be the primary task of our Jewish public institutions.
I propose for your consideration that each synagogue, each temple,
each center encourages the formation of M' c hanc hei mishpocha, lay
and professional family educators resolved to enter the private
domain, the rcshuth hayachid, for the purpose o f e nhancing the
Jewish home. The education of the ger cannot be i s o lated from the
education of the native born.
Both need to cultivate Jewish
talents, competencies, and sensibilities.
And that is ~he twin
goal,
the dual
task of a lay and professional
teaching
collegiality. One law and one pe dagogy for stranger that dwells
among you.
The ger is our mirror . We have only lo look at it to discover that
the stranger is us .
Not to fear.
It is a shock of recognition
that holds in promise the renewal of t he Jewish spirit. As we pray
on the evening of Return, on Kol Nidre. "And the congregation of
Israel shall be forgiven as well as the stranger that dwells in
their midst . "
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Rabbi Harold !1 . Schulweis is the Senior Rabbi at Congregation
Valley Beth Shalom i~ Encino, California .
Discussion Questions:
1)

Rabbi Schul"'eis states that the Ezra strain is "more alive
than "'e think."
How should the next decade of Outreach
programming respond .

2)

What are the fears of those who subscribe to the Ezra strain?
\\hat is their historial basis?
How can those fears be
addressed effectively by Outreach?

3)

The author notes that "You cannot reach the ~except through
the native born . " Is the reverse also true : that the native
born \\' i 11 be reached through the ger? Why? Why not? Give
examples.
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READINGS FOR WORKSHOP 3
FAMILIAL STRATEGIES FOR THE FO'l'ORE
12. Michael Medved, "Guess Who Is Coming to Seder", Moment
Magazine, August, 1987.

Medved tells the story of a serious college romance
and
of his intention (at that time) to wed the non-Jewish girl
with whom he had fallen in love. His parents steadfastly
refused to give their blessing to the prospective marriage.
While he hated their response then, he credits it with
breaking up the romance, and ultimately, with his return to
a serious, personal Jewish search.
13. Egon Mayer, "Jewish Identity and Intermarriage", unpublished

typescript.
While it was once generally assumed that intermarriage posed
a danger to the survival of the Jewish community because it
leads to assimilation, Mayer's research shows the opposite
to be true. Assimilation leads to intermarriage, not the
other way around. In this short, unpublished paper, Mayer
argues that the debate about intermarriage may be beside the
point. The Jewish community ought to be discussing how to
fortify itself against assimilation. We ought to be looking
for ways to make Jewish identity and full participation in
the modern world not seem contradictory.
*14. Ira Eisenstein, nrntermarriage:

For Jewish Parents",
Commission on Synagogue Relations, New York Federation,
nd.

Eisenstein, the prominent leader of the Reconstructionist
movement in Judaism, gives plain-spoken advice to parents on
how to raise children with a view towards encouraging an
eventual Jewish marriage. He urges building a strong,
multi-faceted Jewish identity, and keeping open the lines of
communication.

•

•

lf !here is o~ experience more than
any 01her !ha! pushed me toward Jewish commitment, it was my parents'
refusal to accept my engagement to
my Roman Catholic girlfriend in
April of 1969.
They had never met Carolyn, so I
decided 10 bring her home with me
during spring break of my senior year
at Yale . The fact that this trip aJso offered her the chance to experience
Passover for the first time added a dramatk touch to the encounter with my
family: We'd be playing out our own
version of "Guess Who's Coming to
Seder?" (I was 20 years old at the time
and 20-year-olds are hardly noted for
their good judgment in these matters.)
Weeks before we arrived in California, my parents made clear to me in
our long-distance phone conversations
that they were less than th.rilled at the
prospect of a gentile daughter-in-law.
Nevertheless, I assumed that when
they met Carolyn face-to-face they
would try to overcome their prejudices. She had so much to offer that
should have pleased them-she was
bright. energetic, and a dedicated liberal idealist. We had met through a
tutoring program in which students
from elite universities (sht attended
Connecticut College for Women) volunteered their time to help promising
gheno kids. She shared my passionate
conunitment to the anti-war movement and campaigned, as I did, for
Robert Kennedy. Since Adlai, Jack,
and Bobby had played a more prominent role in my upbringing than had
Abraham , Isaac , and Jacob. I felt confident that Carolyn '.c; progressive
commitment would help her fit in with
the family.
What's more, as I proudly told my
mother on the phone, this gem didn't
even look gentile. With her dark hair,
brigh1 hazel eyes. and long, elegantly
pointed nose. she was often mistaken
for "one of ours." If our romance
continued to ftourish, my mother
needn't even worry about blond

Michael Medved is the author of
seven non-fiction boo/cs, including the
besr-sellus What Really Happened
to the Class of '65? and Hospital. He
is also the cohost of "Sneak Previews," the wukly movie review show
on PBS television.

grandchildren .
But she found plenty of other
things to worry about during our trip
to Los Angeles. She never treated
Carolyn with outright rudeness , bur
instead employed the sort of exaggerated and condescending courtesy
one might use with an exchange student from a central African republic.
"This is the time of year when we
have our holiday of Passover," she
told Carolyn as she picked us up from
rhe airport . "It coincides wirh your
Easter. You know all those famous
paintings of the Lasr Supper? . . .
well of course you do, you're an art
history major! But in those paintings
what Jesus is actualty doing is sining
down at a Passover dinner, or whai we
call a seder. Just like we'll have ibis
Monday night, and I know you'll
really enjoy it."
Whenever my mother feels
unhappy or unsure of herself, she
masks her insecurities by delivering a
non-stop stream of disconnecred
charter. and during our brief California
vacation she talked without let-up.
embarrassing me constantly. I didn't
feel, for instance. that Carolyn
needed to know the mechanical details
of my parents' sex life. or the particulars of my irritating bathroom habirs as
an infant, or the percnniaJly precarious state of our family finances. On
our second night at home, as Carolyn
showered before dinner. I quietly took
my mother aside and told her that she
was making my girl feel uncomfortable with all her earthy and intimate
talk.
"So what do you want from me.
Michael? You told me to treat her like
a daughter, to make her f ecl welcome . So then I try to act natural, and
open up, and be myself, bur maybe
your mother just isn't good enough for
your rich lirtle shilcsa."
"Mom, you don't understand. I just
wish you could be more relaxed, stop
trying so hard.''
She paused for a moment, breathing heavily, her large brown eyes turning moist with self-pity. "Just
promise me one thing. You can marry
whoever you want, and l know I
can't control you. but if I ever have
grandchildren who come talk to me
about Baby Jesus, and the Christmas
tree, I think I' II just die. J couldn't
Momcnvl7

•

stand tha1 "
And we could barely stand her pallem of behavior, which Carolyn. on
the strength of her junior year psychology course, persuasively diagnosed as ··passive-aggressive". As
we sat down to dinner, defiantly holding hands a1 the table , my mother
gave us a look , tned 10 smile. 1hen
burst in10 tears and apologies. "I can "t
help it," she sobbed. "My feelings arc
my feelings.·•
Back in New Haven. I had tried to pre-

pare Carolyn for lhe fact that my par-

•

•

ents and my lhiu younger brothers
might seem rowdy and ecccntnc .
"They're otf the wall.·· I boasted, "but
I know you' re going 10 love them "
Yet the same peccadilloes that had
seemed so endearingly ethnic and
even attractive 10 her when r descnbed
them from a dis1ance now came
across as threatening.
"I could never fit in with 1he~e people, and they'll never accepl me," she
wept. as we lay back on the beach 1he
next day with the afternoon sun on our
faces. I raised myself on one elbow
and looked over ar her taut, compact
body so appealingly displayed in its
cranberry-colored bikini . How ridiculous to 1hink 1ha1 religious intolerance should inicrfere with our love!
Why should my parents want co destroy a connection thal seemed so
straigh1forward and so wholesome?
We had always expec!Cd problems
from Carolyn's parents-right-wing
Boston Irish who had made a fortune
in real estate. moved out to Marblehead, and found !heir way into exclusive Yankee yacht clubs. When we
went up to visit them for the first tame,
three months beforc our Journey co
Los Angeles. Carolyn warned me lhat
her father knew nothing about Jews
and still admired the late Joe McCarthy. Nevertheless. this tough old bard
received me with warmth and respecl,
and his wife proved even more
supporhve.
"You know, I have a good friend
named Nancy McGrath. and her
daughter Cynthia just mamed a Jewish boy." she said a.c; she served the turkey and mashed polatocs , "A very
fine young man who's just finishing
medical school. Very hard-working
people, or so lhe saying goes . And

nowadays. ic doesn't really matter
what church you go to, does tt')..
So why could thts unschooled and
old-fashioned New Englander grasp
that point so clearly while my own
mother, with her superior intelligence
and graduate degrees in b1ochem1slry, refuse ro sec ii? Why did she persist in presenting herself to Carolyn
as an overweight, overwrought oldcountry fish-wife, or some California
road show version of Sophie Portnoy?

But now that strategy had backfired, as she sobbed into her beach

towel. despairing of ever coming to
lcnns with a family so diffcrcnt and
so strange. She told me that she
wanted to cut short our visit and to
return to Connecticut immediately.
Mose of all, she wamcd to avoid the
upcoming Passover seder thal
originally had been the primary focu.'
of the trip. It made no ditfe~nce whe
J pleaded that she would find our
family feast fascinating and enjoyabl·
The Portnoy family was much on our
I had already ruined my crcdibllily
minds because Philip Rorh's n:d-ho1
with my previous assurances rhat sh,
novel had only recently mounted its
and my parents would love each
assault on the best-seller lists and our other from &he moment they met. No
national consciousness. Carolyn
r had ro choose whelher 10 relum
boughr the book for me~ same day ii with her to the East Coas1 or to stay
amved at 1he stores and we both read
behind with my family. Carolyn lef1
ll eagerly, discovering an its pages prolittle doubt that she viewed my dec1
found truths abou1 the Jewish people
s10n as a test of loyalty to our
and lhe fundamental hypocrisy of
relationship.
Judaism.
I tried 10 reassure her while dodg
mg the basic issue. Our annual
Carolyn had never before da1ed a
Jewa~h boy and J told her that Ro1h 's
scder-a lime for song. wine. guest·
prose would give her 1rrepfaccable in- nostalgia, and boisterous good
sight into my origm~ and characrer.
feelings-was not only lhe most imNever mind the fact that Alex
portant religious occasion in our
household , bu! virtually the only rel
Portnoy's lower-middle-class Newark boyhood was light years away
gious occaSton. J knew lhat walkin
from my own experience as 1.he child
out on the very eve of Passover
of two non-conforming scientisls;
would be a cruel blow to my paren
but I felt lhey deserved to suffer.
Roth's lormcnted hero offered !he
charm of a polent ethnic identity. and I They had never given Carolyn a
chance, judging her on the accider
wanted to associalc myself with that
mysuque.
of her genti~ birth f<!ther than evah
ing her as an individual. The cntir.
I remember lhe first night I went
point of the civil rights
out with Carolyn. and astonished her
movement-for which my parents h
with details of my bizarre backalways proclaimed such fervent
ground. My parents had sent me to
Hebrew school for sev~ral years, and

support- was that people should b.

J actually endured the arcane rile of
bar mitzvah As I sipped at my coffee, I offered a world-weary sigh,
wanting to convince her that I had
somehow absorbed the wisdom of an
ancient. tong-suffering people . To
dazzle her with lhe depths of my
knowledge, I grabbed a paper napkin
from the dinner counler at which we
sat and scribbled down two letters
from the Hebrew alphabet . I never revealed that those were the onJy two
leuers I remembered how to write .
When you're trying to impress a
woman on 1he first dare. you'll resort
to absolutely anything.

::onsidered on their own terms, ra1
lhan written off as members of soi
outcast group. lf it came 10 a cho1
between my lover and my parents
k.ncw I had to side with Carolyn.
only because we were sleeping 10
gether every night (even in the gu
room of my family's home, to wh
I quietly repaired after my brothl'
and parents had gone 10 sleep), b1
because I believed that in a funda1
tal sense we had truth and dccenC)
our side.

Nevertheless, I wanled to preven
melodramatic confrontation and
knew that my onJy hope lay with
fa ther. When my Dad 1umed on 1
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charm. no one m the world could resist ham. I wanted him to apologize {0
Carolyn for all the ten~1on and to gave
has personal assurance that the rest of
the lnp-includmg the 1,edcr would
be more plea!>anl for her I 1dola1ed my
father. and believed he cou ld do anything How many other physics professors had mastered surfing and
skm-divmg. rock·chmbmg and dtstance runnmg >l called ham at ha!> lab
and begged for hi'> help m ~moothmg
things over with Carolyn. He listened
symparhcrically but m~1stcd that a scnes of meetings would keep him at
wen till late thar night . The best he
could offer would be a few hours !er
morrow afternoon. on the very eve of
the dreaded scder
By that time, or cour..c, II W3!> al·
ready too late. Carolyn had paC'ked
our bags and made rcscrva11ons on 1he
"red eye- flight leaving Los Angeles
at nine that night . At the vqy moment
that my family sat down at the feMive
holtday table . o;mging 'ongs about the
Children of brae! and their ha~ty departure from Egypt, Carolyn and I
would be making our own lastminute escape from conOicts and con-

fusion . flying off to another sort of
liberaJion.
My mother sobbed over our decision. but 1f 1t troubled my fat her in 1he
least he managed to hide it He burst
through Lhc door that afternoon at four
o'clock-an hour late. as always-full
of his customary heart me\\ and high
1>p1rits, hollering out my name and
announcing that the 11mc had come for
us to taJk.
The cmire scene had the Ji,turbmg
qualuy of a dream, m \\hich comfor1ing. farntliar elemenrs appear in a biurre and fnghren ing context. My
mother ro1~d away in the kitchen. giving desperate orders to her cleaning
lady m broken but comprehensible
Spanish, prepanng a meal for twenty
guests; my Uncle Moi~h. the family
palrian:h. had just amvcd on the
scene and wandered from room ro
room, muuenng 10 himself. ~arching for the one book he ~edcd to complete the remarts he planned to c;harc
at lhe sedcr table: my three chubb) kid
brothers, brawling and noisy as
usual. struggled 10 drag utra chairs in
from the garage and to set up the
folding tables in the living room. In

the m1ds1 of this bustle met chaos. 11
was impo~Mblc to conduct a scnous
conversation. and~. over my moth·
er 's vehement Objections dw she
needed help 1n prepanng the house.
we went our for a dnvc, father and
son.
I slouched down m the scat. sulking. whale he swung the car aJong the
broad curves of Sun~• Boulevard,
humming along w11h the Mozart violin concerto on the r.tdio I focu~ on
every detail. expecling some climacllc development. waiting fet my father
ro plead w11h me to delay my deparrure. Instead. he made lighr-bcarted
small talk about 1he beautiful hikes m
the hills that Carolyn had missed during her v1~11 to (Jhfom1a
When IA.r pulled up at Will Roger'
Beach and got out of the car. I could
contain myself no tonger. "lbC prot>.
lem as you refuse 10 lake me scnou\ly'.. I uplodcd. ··you don't
undcrsrand rhal J intend 10 many 1hi~
girl ..
"Oh, I unden.tand, alright But 1hat
doesn't mean I accept ii."
'"It's not up to you 10 accepc it or
not. It's m\• life, •.
I marched off'. mdignanr, ICfOSS
the sand, and my father quickly caught
up to me. As INC walk'.ed tOgdhcr toward the water·s edge , I deinanded to
know why he opposed my reb.tionsh1p with Carolyn To my surprise. he
explained h1o; position 10 cogent and
wcll-organued lenns
First, he raised the issue of my
age: He thought I wru, much too young
to even consider mamage. Bui whatever age J happened to be, be ins1Sted
lha1 Carolyn rcprc5entcd a poor
choice. She seemed spoiled and selfcentcrcd and he v.ondercd if she'd
been ruined by her parents' money. I
tned to ru.,h 10 her defen.;c, bul be cut
me off with a new and devastating
attack.
"And there·~ another thing. Michael, and I've gor to say it. When
you sen1 us the picture. I thought. oh.
she's a curie. look at that 8111 then
~hen you meet her in pcrsarl mean.
I just don '1 understand why yoo think
she's so special ••
"In other words, you don'I think
she's prerry enough Well. has it ever
occurred to you, Dad, that loots
aren't that 1mpor1ant to me?"

If he condoned

intermarriage in my
case, he'd have no
basis for opposing it
with others.
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I was lying. of course . le mattered
my .girlfnend i.hould
be considered auracaive, and lhe fact
that my fathcr wrote her off as a dog
left me hurt and off-balance. I knew
that his view stemmed at least in part
from his uuerly unrcali!>Uc assciSmenl of has oldest son All parents
think their luds arc ourstanding and
beautiful. and when my parents
looted at me: \hey saw a healthy SIJl·
footer and a Yale honors student who
ought to be considered an outstanding catch. (But when I looked al myself. I saw a clumsy and near-sighled
eccentric who had never dated in high
school and had no idea how to handle
himself wilh women. Th me, the idea
1ha1 any girl should fall an love with
me-let alone a girl as accomplished
and prescnrablc as Carolyn-seemed
a major miracle Wi1h her, I felt aston·
ished anew every day 1hat she nor
onJy offercd her body, but expressed a
desire to spend the rest of her life in
my company.)
My parents could never understand my overblown gratitude for
Carolyn 's affecuon, nor my deep-seated fear rhat tf J lost her l might
never again find a woman who would
enormou~ty 1ha1

variably complained about the stupidity and emptiness of lhe services. He

fell rhe same resentment on these occasions that I did, and we commiserat~d over the pompous rabbis and
intermjnablc fundraislng appeals.
with the bored parvtnu congrcganrs
snoring together in futurulic subur·
ban sanctuaries that resembled the discarded sers for big budget flying
saucer movies. How could my father
aUow this sort of shallow and hypocriticaJ charade to dictate his response
to the woman I loved'!
My father sighed, insisting that I
knew nothing of Judaism's true
ideals.
'"And if that's the case, then whose
fault is that?" I shot back "Who was
supposed to be ~ponsible for my
Jewish educarion?"
He ignot"Cd thar point and began
)peaking wath great affection abour ttie
:>ld-fashioncd synagogue of hi"i boyhood. We had ofren heard about this
gnmy ston::fronc in ~ heart of the
irnmigranr enclave of South Philadelphia. a Yiddish-speaking congregation filled with an au of piety and the
smell of garlic But however fondly
he might recall the warmth 11nd energy
of that vanished world, 11 had no coolove me.
necuon with his current life anJ even
less relevance for me. lt's true that
In fact, l felt sure they d1dn 't
1is simple, saintly, hard-working
c~-that they would choose to con·
dcmn me to a life of loneliness rather parents-departed now for nearly ten
than accept my happiness w11h a non- years-would have disapproved of
Carolyn, but they would have been
Jewisn girl My father·~ specific objections to Carolyn seemed to me liuJe similarly confu~ by every other a.<;more than transparent excuses for re- pect of my life. l reminded him of the
jecting the fundamental, unlhtnbblc story he loved 10 tell about his Ph.D.
in physics_ When he: finally gol the
reality of admuting a sJiik.sa into the
family. He actually admitted as much degree. his parents proudly rofd their
neighbors that their Davey had beas we circled back over the desolate
;:ome a doctor. My dad could uplain
sand. shivering agaml>t the wind lhar
10 them endlessly 1hat he knew no<h·
blew in from the sea. My dad reing about mcdiciM, that he was a ve.ry
minded me of my position as the
different krnd of doctor, but ar did no
oldest offour boys: if he condoned
good with has folks or with their
inrermarriage in my case. he'd have
friends. They still came to him for
no basis for opposing it with lhc
advice and for ewes. "Okay, so maybe
others.
it's not your specialty, doc. but if you
But why, I wanted to know, should
couJd
just tell me, please, about my
he oppose it at all? Religion had never
son::
r
ootr'
played an important part in his life,
and my mother c-0nstantly complained
The past, in other words, might be
about his careless and bemused apcolorful and channing, but ii could
proach 10 even the mosr important
hardly serve as a useful guide for the
holidays. lc's true rh.11 we all shuffled
into temple every year at Yom Kippur, present and the future. Instead, I
planned co seize I.he opportunity to
but ar the end of rhe day my father in-

steer our family in a ttwarding new
direction. Carolyn's backgrovndcombining Irish vitality witb Yankee
cunning-couJd only enrich what we
already had.
My father listened with a wry smile
on bis face. proud of my rhetorical
and argumcnlalive abilities even if J
exercised them at his expense. "Isn't
it funny how you make it all sound so
great? l can't uguc with you now,
Michael, and J can't even stop you if
you really want to gel married. But I
will tell you this, and you should know
that I mean it If you marry that girl . I
won't be there. I'll never be a pan of
such a wedding. And if you have
children later on, I won 't want to see
them either. I'll still love you. and
you'll still be my son. Bui they won't
be my grandchildren as far as I'm
concerned."
I raged and pleaded as we tramped
back to the car, trying to force him to
see the horror and absurdil}' of the
siruarion. He was cutting me off, making me an Ofphan through his own
srubbom and wrong-beaded
willfulness. But lry as I mighr to
place him on the defensive , he refused
ro reconslder hi~ position, or even to
apologize for it.
Wt drove home in silence, but~
rived back 11 the house to the sounds
of shouting: My mother and my Un·
cle Moish were confronting each other
in the kitchen, arguing with Jife-anddeath intensity. My elderly uncle. who
had recently taken up 1he cause of
Soviet Jewry, wanted to set up an
empty chair draped in black at the se-

der table to symboliz.e our brothers
and sisters held aga.in.s1 their will behind the Iron Curtain. My mother f eh
that this melodramatic ~ture wouJd
ruin the festive holiday mood and embarrass her with her friends . ·1ne,·
submitted the issue co my fatbcr for
resolution, while I ran up to the guest
room to talk to Carolyn.
She gOf up 10 kiss me as I came in.
I knew she'd been waiting and
wonying.
..Are you okay?"
"Of coune I'm okay. What do you
think?''

"You were with your father such a
long time. What happened?"
"Oh nothjng much. He just told me

he 'd never speak to me again, that's
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the way rhc spnng air fell suddenly
cold against my face and the scattered
lights of the canyon below my parents' home seemed ro wmlc goodbye,
you'll do what they wanl." She
full of sympachy for my plight. The
hugged me and stro~ed my check .
cab driver loaded I.he luggage into the
..We have robe strong In JUSI a liulc
trunk. then opened the car door for
whale wc·11 be done w11h all 1h1s."'
me co gel an beside Carolyn. But JUSt
She had alread.> called for a cab to
as I sar down. I turned ro sec my fatake us to the a1rpor1 Bur before it arther's big broad-shouldered form
nved. we had ttme ro s11 through the
bounding down I.he steps, a smile on
opening minutes of the scder and to
bis face and has anns outstretched.
introduce Carolyn to my parents'
"I guess I coulcln 't let you get away
like I.his"
fnends These visitors, the same
crowd that shared the holiday with my
I jumped out of the car and we emfamily year after year, knew nothing
braced. Unerly against my will I beof the current si1ua1ton, though 11 must gan sobbing, my breath coming in
have seemed !ltrange to them that we
hot painful stabs, as I hid my face
were scheduled to leave that night.
against my father's neck in confusion
Carolyn sat at the table under duress,
and embarrassment. "I don't want
checking her watch , picking lint from this!" I murmured, with my eyes
the sleeves of her shiny green dre~s.
cloSed tight . ..Oh God, I don't want
totally ignonng what wenr on around
thjs to be happening."
her
He squeezed me once with aU his
Munwh1le, my baby brorhcr Harry. strength, then relaxed and softly
age 7, asked the traditional ''fuur
kissed my forehead. We have always
Questions" which he had memonzed
been an absurdly emotional family,
in Hebrew for the occasion When he
lachrymose and explosive like charachad finished, my brother Ben. age 10, ters ma Russian novel. I stood there
insisted on offering his own rendJhugging my father, while Carolyn
tion, m much louder voice bur with nc leaned our the window of the cab and
better understanding of the words.
warned I.hat we would miss our plane.
Everyone listened with awe and deFinally I pulled away and ducked into
light, though no one at the entire Jong
I.he car. My father stood there for a few
table-with the exception of my Uncle moments, waving goodbye and
watdting us drive away.
Moish and pcrhaj>) my father-had
the slightest undemanding of the
On the night flight back to the Ea.st
language.
Coasr, Carolyn fell asleep, nuzzling
Al the first break in rhe proceedings,
my shoulder. I took our the Jin.Jc
Carolyn got up to check on the ruj
looseleaf binder I carried with me evand to wait outside; a few moments
erywhere and wrote an entry in my
journal:
later• blaring car horn announced its
urivaJ . I rose with a forced smile and
"April 3. Good God! What a horrendous mess! Alre.ady rwo thousand
bid a bland farewell to my family and
lbeir friends My mother walked with miles away, somewhere over the
middle of the country, but still feehng
me to the door. lhen turned 10 my father wirh a pained expression "Come just as agitated as I did at home. Loving Carolyn-wanting to marry
on, Dave. Arcn ' t you going to help
him carry the suitcases?"
her-but terrified 11 the thought of
hurting my parents. What a softMy father looked up, fcignina surprise, from his place ar the head of the hcaded slob I am! Having decided on
Carolyn. I should stand by my decitable "We're in the middle ofa seder.
I can't interrupt now just because he's sion. Must declare independence
from parents (and from my pathetic
decided lo leave "
I told my mother It was all right and need for thetr approval!) and separate
myself from their rcvolring tribal Judakissed her goodbye- a quick pcclc on
the cheek Lugging three sui1cases and ism that puts group identity ahead of
love. decency, everything fur the
a bookbag, I staggered out the door
and down the front steps. I remember most part, J feel sorry for lhcm. And
all '1llcy're JUSt trying to manipulate
you Trying to make you feel bad so

Nothing turned out
as I would have
predicted in 1969.
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I bought two candles
at a drugstore and,
on Friday night, lit
them on the
windowsill of my
apanment.

for me. unul J find the strength to do
what's righl."
Picking up my journal and rca.ding
these words now. it's difficult to recognize the person who wrote them. I

find il amusing 10 think how that insufferably arrogant kid might have
reacted had some spectraJ voice
warned him of the unexpected direc·
tions his life would take . Nothing
turned out as I would have predicted in
1969: J never married Carolyn. nor
did (sever my connections wi1h the
Jewish people.
In fact, I am today the president of a
growing synagogue with close lto 400
members. My wife and I keepa kosher
home and do our best to honor r:raditmnaJ rules of sabbath and holiday otr
servance. Our first child, my lovely
Sarah, was born last December and
we've already put down a deposit to
secure her place in a Jewish day
school. In the past ten years I've delivered lectures in every comer of the
coun1ry on lhe renewed inrerest in
our tradition that's touched tens of
rhousands of young Jews.
Whenever the audience responds
after such a lecture. the mos1 common question is, of course, "So what
happened to you? You weren't r.aised
in an Orthodox home. You said you
had no Jewish connection when you
were in college, So what was it that
turned you aroundr'
I wish l had a glib answer to 1:>ffer
them, that 1 could point to some inspired teacher or lightning-bolt c!vent
that changed my life in a flash. !Un-

By this time Carolyn and I had
moved in together, and, while
sprawled across the moth-eaten sofa
;n our apartment l lried to share with
her selections from my reading. "'Did
you know chat the whole reason they
separate milk and meat is to make a
distinction between life and death?"'
Or, "listen to this: •Rabbi Hillel used
to say, The more ftesh, the more
worms; the more property, the more
anxiety."'
My enthusiasm for thjs malerial
led Carolyn to suspect that I was ttying
to convert her, and in fact we soon
began discussing the possibility of a
pro formo conversion as a way to pla·
cate my parents and to clear the way
for our marriage. We made an a~
pointmenl with the Hillel director ar
Yale, a Refonn rabbi named Richard
Israel. It is an indication of the level of
my Jewish commitment 11 thal time
that I had spent nearly five years on
campus and had never met him

before.
As we sat in his office al twilight,
this slight, sober, balding gentleman
with a neat goatee asked Carolyn a

fortunately. the reality is far more

series of probing questions, seeking to

messy and complex, but in reconstructing my story I'm brought back
inevitably to that disastrous Passover
of 1969.
After returning to New Havet11I
raged against my parents for more than
a year, regaling all my friends with
tales of tlleir stupidity and bigotry.
Carolyn wtntcd me to eliminate all
contact whh home, but I couldn't do
that: I had too much energy invested
in the weeJcly shouting-and-sobbing
matches I conducted with my mo ther
over the phone. Her long distanc~: bills
grew steadily larger (since most 1of
the time I called her collect) as we pursued a ruMing argument concerning
the essence of Judaism.

find out why she wanted to convert.
She answe~ candidly and consistently that she had no independent interest in Judaism or in any other
religion, and merely wanted to please
me and to placate my parents. At the
end of the meeting the Rabbi said ht
could sense a tremendous strain between us. and that at this point he
didn't think Carolyn was a.n appropriate candidate for conversion.
Walking out of his office, I fell an
overwhelming and surprising sense
of relief.
My relationship with Carolyn
broke up two weeks later: she blamed
our split on my increasing Jewish "fanaticism." Moving into my own

1
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1 kept trying to mate the point lhal
their inconsiderate treatment of Carolyn was somehow profoundJy "unJewish," and to bolster my case,
during the summer after my gradualion from Yale I began looking
through a few introductory books on
our religion.
So began my Jewish education: f
found myself startled and fascinated
by what J discovered.
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place, l uperienced a great sense of
liberation associated wirh my new
abiliry 10 explore Jewish life. I
boughr two candles at a drugstore, and
on Friday night lit them on the win·
dow sill of my new apartment; bor·
rowing a siddur from the university
library I began trying to reach myself
some of the prayers Sorting through
the "lntemationaJ" bin of a local record store. I discovered a recording of
Theodore Bikel singing Yiddish folk
songs and played it aaain and again
till J le.new them by heart.
Then came my return to California
foe a joyous reunion with my parents.
They were astonished when I suggested that we all go to services one
mday nigh< , and when I asked my
Uncle Moish if I could try on his
t~fillin . A year and a half earlier I had
been condemning rhcm aJJ for their be·
nighted Jewish tribalism, for their refusal to accept higher pnnciples of
universal brotherhood: now J criricized rhem for their assimilationism,
their compromises, their casual artilodc toward their own religion.
(If you're 22, it's hard for your
parents to gel anything right. I believe
it was Mark 1Wain who observed,
"When l was 20. I was convinced thal
my father was a hopeless imbecile.
When J was 30. J was amazed at how
much the old man had learned in just
ten years.")
Every family crisis is by definition a
special circumstaoce, but in reconsidering my long-ago battles with my
parents, two lessons come to mind that
may be relevant in broader tenns.
The first concerns the most appropriate response to the prospect of in-

•

temwriagc. The conventional
wisdom today has it that parents
should acccpl the inevitable and try to
accommodate the wishes of the
intermarrying couple. The chief goal
is to maintain a cordial connection
between the newlyweds and the Jewish communily, in the hope that this
COMcction may intensify as time goes
by, particularly when children arrive
on lht scene.
My parents chose the opposite approach, though they knew it was a
gamble. "It was a horrible, horrible
time," my mother recalled when we
spoke about it recently. "I was so

scared.

~

thought we had k>ist you.

We thought we would lose your respect forever. Bur we decided it w~
beuer than losing respect for
ourselves."
For all the risks it entailed, my parents' resolute strategy-when combined with the principled response of
a sensjtive rabbi who crossed my path
at a crucial moment- forced me ro
take Judaism seriously. Ultimately
their passion won my grudging respect and provoked my intellectual
curiosity.
Other children, in other situations,
might react very differently; on the
delicate issue of intennarriagc it's impossible to recommend a single
course of action . But my own experience powctfully suggests lhat the
path of unbending resistana:-so often
derided as old-fashioned °'
destructive- should still be considered
a viable alternative.
The second lesson suggested by the
personal history I have here recounted concerns all those who, like
me. arc proud to have chosen a Jewish orientation more traditionally observant than the path followed by our
parents. We ba' alei t'shu'1a, or "returnees," have not exactly distinguished
ourselves with our humility, or our
sense of gratitude to the generation
that precedes us. ln countless conversations, I have heard members of this
"nouvc.tu from" crowd declare chat
"my parents observed nothing" or
..my parents were real Jewish goyim"
or "I had no Jewish background-my
parents were Refonn."
By minimizing our parents' commitment, we can give ourselves extra
pats on the back for our novel and
original discovery of the lbrah. lo
many cases, however, such cba.ractcrizations are unfair: our "non-reli·
gious" parents actually maintained
an intense Jewish identity iD their own
terms. Hard statistics may be unavailable, but it's my strong impression that lhe parents of today's
ba'alei t'shuva, taken as a group, are
an unusually idealistic bunch, far
more committed to Jewish survival
than their neighbors.
In my own case, the dcbc IO my parents is obvious. I can hardly claim
that my attachment to Judaism is a
miracle-or that l emerged full-blown

:>Ut of the void, wearinJ 141JU, t~lin
and blissful expression on my face. I
am the product of parents who may not
have been the world's greatest sbulgoers, but whose profound connection
to Jewishness determined the religious development of all four of their
sons.
I suspect that most of today's returnees, after some honest reflection,
would reach similar conclusions.
Sorting through our memories we
can find innumerable enoounten thaa
served to steer us subtly. even if 11
times unoonsciously, in the diRction
of Jewish commitment. Expressina
our gratitude for this legacy is not just
a matter of honoring mocher and father, or healing the generational
breach ar times created by our selfrighteous certitude. It's aJso a means
of reclaiming that sense of unbroken
continuiry that is, after all, the birthright of every Jew.
•
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JEWISH IDENTITY AND INTERMARRIAGE
BY DR. EGON MAYER
Mate selectio n patterns among Arr.erican Jews since the end of
the 1970's has
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•

perhaps more than

These two trends,
challenged,

at

times

frightened,

organized Jewish community as well
in
fear

their encounter
have

stemmed

result in the assimilation of
and his

children ,

erosion

of

the

and

and

concern

heartened

the

The challenge
that

and the

intermarriage would

the individual Jewish intermarrier

thus, also

community.

also

both

as individual Jewish families

with intermarriage.
from the

any others, have

result

Experience

in

the

demographic

with

and

research on

intermarriage in the past decade have shown such assimilation not
to be a

universal and inescapable consequence

of intermarriage.

That has, indeed. been heartening.
At this

juncture

in

the historical

encounter between

the

requirements of the Jewish continuity and the free market of open
•

mate

selection

(under the

influence
1

of romantic

idealism and

•

individualism) we are, perhaps, in a
twenty years ago
Jewishness

Surely, it is
that

to understand the complex
intermarriage;

and

better position than ten or

our deepening

between

relationship between
identity

and

understanding of this

family.

relationship

will help us grapple with the challenges that intermarriage

will continue to pose for the Jewish future in the decades ahead.
Broadly speaking, the
objective and a
general,

sense, the

•

tend

tend

to focus

concept is

to

of

on the

with

ethnic

Thus,

self.

the

sense, the concept is

feelings .
quite

"Jewish

the

latter,

In

while

its objective

to refer

is

identity~

Jewish

to the

social

often taken

In

generally taken to refer to
person's sum

of and feel

identifying with

his
by

sense of

institutions, Jewish

symbols, values, etc.

to think
from

on

person's linkage of his/her own

organization of a

Thus,

distinct

In

with which a person links

Jewish peoplehood,

and religious

and affective

the human persona.

former.

generally taken

sociologists to mean a
self

an

focus

groups, ideals, and organizations

sense

identity denotes both

subjective dimension of

psychologists

sociologists

concept of

its subjective
the cognitive

of knowledge

one's self
other

y

Jews,

a Jew

and
is

the Jewish

community, etc.
The subjective dimension
early

childhood socialization,

dimension

•

of identity

of

identity,

reinforcement.

It

childhood ,

reinforced

and

is·

though

is

born

is clearly rooted

it.

sustained
of

in

the primary
the

2

primary

in

like the

objective

through

life-long

relationships

of

relationships

of

•

adulthood .

The eztend

of Jewishness is
those primary
religious,

to which one acquires a

directly in proportion

to the degree to

relationships are saturated with

and

symbolic

subjective sense

substance.

which

Jewish cultural,

Unlike

the

objective

dimension of identity, however, the subjective appaars to be much
more elusive, difficult to measure or predict, and also much more
enduring.
Parenthetically, it must be noted that in order for Jews-byChoice

to acquire the subjective sense

by-Birth are heir

to, they, too, must experience intense primary

relationships (e.g. with

•

are saturated
born-Jews,
easily

spouse, in-laws,

with Jewish

acquire the

through

of Jewishness that Jews-

content.

objective

formal

children, etc.)

Naturally,
dimension of

learning,

that

they, just

as

Jewishness more

affiliation,

and

group

participation.
These

two dimensions

of the human

stand in a curious, dialectic

persona also

appear to

relationship, where intentional or

unwitting attempts to change one

can evoke unanticipated change,

repression and reaffirmation in the other.
The past decade of research
suggests

a number

on intermarriage and conversion

of insights

into their relationship

to both

dimensions of Jewish identity .
1.

Existing research

tells much more about

the objective

than about the subjective dimension of Jewish identity.

•

2.

The objective dimension

of Jewish identity appears

to

be generally less well-develope<l in Jews who marry non3

•

Jews than in Jews who marry Jews.
3.

Where

the objective

dimension of

well developed in Jews
more

likely

that

who marry non-Jews, it is

(a)

convert to Judaism,

Jewish identity

the

non-Jewish

either prior

is

much

partner

will

to or subsequent

to

marriage, and (b} the children will be raised as Jews.
4.

Where

the subjective

more well
in

often

intergenerational

•

identity is

developed than the objective dimension, Jews

intermarriages

without

dimension of Jewish

report

continuity

the institutional

the

can

be

belief

that

assured

even

supports that

buttress the

objective dimension of Jewish identity .
5.

The

subjective

intermarriers

dimension
seems

not

of

to

Jewish
evoke

identity

enough

in

cognitive

dissonance so as to prevent their intermarriage.
6.

The

belief on

easy

the part of

transmissibility of

Jewish identity makes
Jewish family and
married

intermarrying Jews
the subjective

it more

the Jewish

families develop

the

in the

dimension of

difficult for

extended

community to help

mixed

objective dimension

of

Jewish identity in themselves and their children.
7.

Efforts at reaching
Jewish

intermarriers

account the

•

in the

out to the non-Jewish
generally

not

particular objective/subjective

identity of

that might

has

the born-Jewish

impact on his

4

partners of
taken

dialectic

partner, and

or her spouse's

into

how

response to

•

Judaism.
8.

Efforts

at

outreach

to the

Jewish

intermarriers

non-Jewish

(even

partners
they've

where

of
bee n

successful) have been geared largely to the development
of the objective dimension of Jewish identity.
9.

Jews-by-Choice all too often find themselves married to
Jews-by-birth whose subjective
far

more

strongly

Jewishness .

developed

than

Yet, the conversion

development of

their

is

objec tive

proces s by which non ~ore

oriented t o the

the objective dimension

of Jewi s h n e s s.

Jews become Jews tends to be

•

sense of Jewishness

much

Consequently, Jews-by-Choice frequently find themselves
in

tension with

their

born- Jewish family

over the i r

understanding of what it means to be Jewish .
10.

Given

the

break-up

of

communities. which made

geographically

based

possible the daily

Jewish

experience

of the subjective dimension of one ' s Jewishnes s thr ough
informal

social networks,

Jewishness has

come to

born-Jews

there

routine experience

be heavily

most objective dimensions.
of

the

Yet,

skewed toward

of

its

for the vast ma j or i t y

persists

a

lies

ahead

deep

residue

of

Jews,

as

subjective Jewishness.
The

great

challenge

that

for

individuals, as well as for the organized Jewish community is how
•

to expand the opportunities for enhancing both the objectiv\
the subjective dimensions of Jewishness,
5

and

and how to create me4ia

•

and milieux within which both Jews-by-birth and Jews-by-Choice
could better integrate these dimensions.

Dr. Egon Mayer is Professor of Sociology at Brooklyn College .
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A 6ROWIHS CONCERN
If you are at aJJ typical of American Jewish par·
ents, you are worried lest yol • son "' daughter
marry outside the faith. Whether you are detply
comlllllted to Jewish sUNival, or merely concerMd
with the happiness of your children, you are aware
of the fact !Nt the statistics indicate a erowin1
percentage of lntermarriagtS bttween Jews and
non-Jews; and sinoe the chances of a Jewish person
carryi~ a non-Jew ace clearly 11uter than evlf
before., you undoubtedly give a aood dtal of thought
to the question. This must be especially true of
you if yO\Jr child has gone oft to college out of
town (or even In town), for you Mow that their
social contacts with non-Jews .re frequent. and
they occur In an atmosphere of intellectual and
cultural exploration. Collefe age is the time when
)'Ollnl people are frequently in 1 slate of rebellion
against their parents and home influence; and this
encourages them to seek out companionship among
those who represent new and unfamilia.r back-

rrounds.
Youna people are equally aware of the new
trends; yet they seem to be less concerned about

dismay to tbost who eare lbout whethe! Judaism
survives or not ~arenlly, most young people
today do not Sffnl to be disls~sed by the thoolht
that a four thovsand JW old tradition Is in daiiier
of disintegrif!Oll.
They seem to be more interested in their per·
sonal happiness thM they '" in the future of the
Jewish people. And l one quotes to them the bi&b
percenta&e of cases iD whidl intermarriages haw
been unsuueuflri. tlleJ frequtntly argue that st.
tisties do not applJ to individual situations; it
won't ''happen" to tlleln. Btlides, they would f».
clare, the reasoa intlfmarriaaes are fraught witlt
diniculties is that tilt older people (yourselves, fot
example) are stm pnjulftetd a,ainst persons of
difterina na'lionality, rxe 0t religion. If It were
not for the soc;,1 pressures which intermarriares
have to contend wi1' NDJ more of them would
wcceed. for thun, therefore, intermarryine becomes an opportunit) lo stnlt a blow for human
brotbeihood, eq!Qfily and frudom. How else, they
contend, will hunani~ attain to unity if people of
differin1 faiths and bac.kgrounds refuse to rnarTY
one another?

intermaniaee. They frequently point to individual
instances in which intermarriages have led to happy
lives. And if one calls attention to the fact lbat
such rNlfiages most orten nht estimate is 70%>
lead to assimilation and eslraneement from the
Jewish traditlon, the answer is usually a cause of

WHY nos IS ADDRESSED TO PARENTS
That is why this ~ is addressed to Jewish
parents. You musl bt prtpi:td to understand yOAJt
own re fuctance to CO!ldo.ie (certainly to encouraeel
mixed marriages. Yoa must be made to realize

~
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•

•

Iha! intermarriage is not Ille only wa1 to achieve
brotherflood among men. As one distinguished
Negro is said lo have remarked to 1 white man,
"I don't wool to be your l>tother-ln-law. I want to
be your brother." 8'otherhood is Ute spirit ln
which people treat one another, the ethical level
of their relationship. It Is an ideal of equality and
the other, mutual recognition of dignity. It is not
dependent upon establishing famil'I 1elationship.
Indeed, an groups have a tendency to marry within
their respective croups. The1 find themselves r!IO'e
at ease with members of their own race, or reli·
gion ot nationality. Even if all barriers were re·
moved, the vast majotity of people would freel'I
choose as their males members of their own social
groups.
You should lbe.sefore not feel guilty-or allow
your children to maM you feel guilty- for advocatine lntramarriage for your children. You win in
no way be impeding the progress of mankind. But.
on the other hand, you must 1erogni1e the fact that
rational argument with young adults on matters of
this sort is not likely to be of any avail if these
young people have not been brought up by you to
feel the tue of atraction to their own people, and
to the Jewish way of hfe. For this reason, it is
important to divide the remainder of this e$Say Into
sepai ate sections, each ooe devoted to a discussion
of what needs to be done, and what attitudes need
lo be adopted, as they are ifOWln& up. Unfortunately, too often parents be1in tilt Jrwish upbrin&ine of their children In a serious way only when
the prospects of intumarria1e threatens.
We shall address ourselves lo the parents of fiw
dineient age croups: the ve<y youne chjldre.n, the
teen..lgers, lhe youne people who ire beginning to
10 out with non-Jewish "dates," the young people
who II.we beeun to be serious about t1'e possibility
of marrying a non.Jew, and finall)' the JOUng people
who hive decided to 10 ahead and INfry outside
the faith. W ol these categories requires ;different approach: we must confess that they represent a sequence of diminishing possibilities of
success. That is to ~. the inftuen~ of parents
on children declines as lhe children 1row. This is,
of course, natural, and In most instances desirable.
What is important in this context is that parents
musl beein to think about lhe p1oblem of inlermJrriaee when lhe children are slill very young.
The roots of Jewish consciousnes.s and Jewish loy.
alty can never be too deep.
FOR TKE PARENTS

•

or

THC VERY YOUNS

If one were lo ask, what is the major objective
in the Jewish upbringing of children, we would
say: cultivatln1 nostalgias. It is quite apparent
that the truly significant elements of Judaism as

1

a religion and as a cullure cannot be tun~mitted to
the very young. They hive no upac1t1- ordi01Mily
- to erasp the profound 1eligious and ethical implic.ltions of the Jewish tradition. The majOI' task,
lhe<efore, should be to create the kind of atmosphere of childhood whidl the &rowini boy 0t
and later the 1Nture young man or woman will look
back upon with eenuine pleasure. Jewish livin&
must be remembered in the years that follow with
Joy. It must be associated with Sabbaths and fes·
Uvals that appealed lo the child. This meaos as»
ciations with sounds, sights and tastes that spell
fun, and security.
Judaism $liould be recalled as the reasons for
eelting the family togflller,
sineing and eatine
and drinkinf and pb1l111- These produce what
might be called the "visceral" experrences, these
which a;ipeal not so much to the mind, the intel·
lect, the reason - as lo the psyche, the deep unconscious needs which are so often difficult for
the individual to verbalize, -.nd n virtually impossible for the child lo articulate. These experiences,
however, penetrate to the v~ essence of the
child's personality, and actount, in many instances,
for the difference betwten a later attraction to
Judaism and a rejection of il Psycholorists tell
us that much of what roes for "atheism" or "arnosticism" is merely a rationalization of deep.seated
antagonism to Jewish uperiences woelaled witfl
childhood.
This does not mean, of course, that a Jewish
childhood must be a continuous holiday or party.
Growinc up involves cf1SCiprme and study, and these
are not always easy. But even these experiences
must be associated in the mind of the child with
love an:f kindness, with consistent rules llld regir
lations, with fairness 1nd honesty In the relations
between parents and chilcken. Rabbis and t!acllefs.
we should ~d. are in tht same g~ral category
as the pMenil, symbols of 31/thority, which the
children need and want but which must al the
same lime be symbols of compassion and warmth.
Providing attractive books, records and pictures is
essentfal bot not sulficienl; the child must be surrounded by human beings who love and are worthy
of love in return. What we 1enerall1 call a "Jewish
education" is not enou8'1, It is not eoough f«
PJfenls to turn their chil<lrtn over to the nearest,
or cheapest, or least demandi~ reli&ious school
and upect that they will be made into Jews. If
the te&ehers are not sy~thefic and intelll&ent,
if the rabbl ls not of the hilfiest calibre, if the
other children are not trul)' motivated, the ..education" fails. But most imporunt, if the parents convey - even without words - the impression that
!hey 1eally do not care too much about Judaism, if
lhey intimate that they are doing what they are
doing simply because ft is "expected" or Is the

Ci"·

'°'

•

thing "to be done," you may bf sure that the chil·
dren's souls will "register' tMse illlpressions, and
these impressions may be decisive in the yea1s to
CIOme.

•

To be somewhat mOfe specific: if the parents
ITisist upon certain ritual observanc:ts and do not
C¥f'/ out those observances in theit own lives; if
they preach the importance of study, but are never
themselves seen reai.1ine a Jewish book; if they
stress tM value of going lo the synagogue °'
temple, bul themselves attend only twice a yi:a< they are plantini the seeds of Mure cynicism.
If the children ask questions about religion, Cod,
the Torah, the Jewish people, or any related subje<:ts. and are not given honest answers - that is,
answers which they do not truly believe in - then
they are laying the gr0110dwork fO< Mure revolt.
for childcen are far more perceptive than we usual·
ty giv~ them credit for. They can detect hypocrisy
long before they know the word.
It is not an exaggeution to say that antidotes
lo intermarriage must be applied even in the very
earliest yms of the child's life, at two and ttnu.
for it is then that he becomes awaie of the joys of
the Shabbat candles, and the kiddusk and the
hallah. It Is !lien that he comes to associate
Jewish events with the encom.passinc love of partnts and family. And in the )'tJrs between baby.
hood ¥1d adolescenu, the fundJmental •ttitudes
are shaped.
roR THE PAJl(NTS Of mnsw

If yout children have been blesstd with tht sort
of upbl'in1in1 described above, il is likely that Ibey
will have developed a sense of idenlifteation with
you and tluouah you witti the Jewish people, which
will motivate them to continue the-Ir sludits into
their adolescent yurs. During this period ttley wift
truly beiin to appreciate the trmurM of Jtwish
Uloueltt, ethics, literature and custom. Provided,
of couru, that they are exposed lo the rifhl kind
of teachers, and provided too lhal you nuintai11

•

your concem for their Jewish s!uditt - thus helJ>in& them to resist the distractions which they are
bound to experience from their peers, who very
likely will be drifting towa1d ioditrerence - then
your instrudions lo-your childcen to restrict their
dating to Jewish companions will not seem lo them
either 1><ejudiced or too limltin&.
A word heie needs to be inserted about the
whole question of dating. Ourinr the pre.adolescent
years, when sex and marriage are still remote from
the im~ate intemls of the child. tflere need be
no restrictions at all to the companionships devel·
oped - except, of course, that tl'.e companions be
decent. clean and law abiding. But during the
years of puberty, "dating" be&in:s. P~rents should

2

not object to social intercourse wllh non-Jewista
boys and ( iris, piovided it takes place in croops.
Couple datin1. In OUf cultu1t. begins Qllile ealyand not always to the advantage of the children
l.hemselves. But we cannot hope to swim entirelJ
against the tide; therefore, if couple datina eannot
be further postponed, it should be reslllcted to
Jewish partners. for couple datin&. especfaflJ In
the middle adolesceJ1t years, ls the prelude to CCMrt·
ship; and if the parental objtdion to inte.rmarrb&e
is lo be asserted strongly and effectively, It ~
be asserted then. Naturally, objec1i00$ will be
raised. Impetuous young people will at Ibis point
put up the strongest apposition: and it is precisely
at this point that the parents must be firm. IMuc.h
of the problem of intermarriage - among other issues - grows out of the weariness of parents. If
they 1row tired loo soon, they may spend INflY
years regretting the fact.)
If, on the other hand, your children have not
had the privilege or 1eceivin1 the sort af education
which we have outlined, then rour problem is libly
to be 1 more difficult one. Your adolesctlll dlBdren will not understand tht reason for your •su6den" preoccupation with the future of JudaiSllL
They will nol understand why you should now start
lo ma).e distinctions between Jews and non-Jews
with respect to their dillering ways of lift or
thou1hl
Nevertheless, despite the difficulty, adoleseenct
presents pareJ1ts with a "~cond chance." h1tensiw
efforts must bf inade. to ~le fat the ne11ect
or the failures of pre-adole~nt tr1inin1. llncidentally, we must be pre?Mtd to t1b advantaie of
this second chance hen if strenuo111 efforts were
exertt.d in the ucly )'t¥'S, aod the trainini ctid
not f()( some reason "tab.1 This is th time tD
give your boys and firls rvery opportlll\ity to set
Judaism in action on the lli&flest !mt
This means a trip to IStxl for a summer-or
for at lust a few weeks, 11ith 1 &TOOP, under a·
pert supervision. It means summer camps where
the Jewish ifl&Jedienl is sfrwed in an intemgent
manner. II means ueing to ii that the family
watch TV piogiam! of hi&h calibre which exposit
the ideals of Jewish religion, or dramatize Jewish
historic events in a thrill;n& way. It muns brincing books into the home-and iudinr ttiem alon1
with the children - wtiich portray Jewish his!QCJ
or pmonali1iu inspiringly. It means conductini
discussions at home on topics of vital Jewish
concern. It muns giving of mulf intelligently to
some phase of Jewish communal responsibility;
teaching by example the mitzvah of tnbbl It
means encouraging the child<en to take c:oorses in
higb school - if they are available - in Hebrew; ot
extrHuA'icular cour$tS In Judaism at the local
synagogue 0< temple°' a>mm1Tnity center. It means

•

•

••

ta~ing them with you when you go lo hear a lee·
tur e by some outs landing Jewish personality.
In brief, these are Ille years when the adoles·
cents must be e•posed lo any and all Jewish in·
fluences. We must bear in mind that it is during
lhis period that their minds begin to awaken to the
culture ·about them. In high school they ilfe now
reading books of merit. on a mature level. They
are learning history, the history of other nations,
in which the Jews are rarely if ever involved.
General education has a tendency to impress
young pe'1ple with the small size and the allegedly
small influence of Jews upon the civilization of the
west. The non-Jewish curriculum does not give
sufficient credit to the Jews; llOf does it place
Jews in a favorable light. Adolt?s:cents ace strongly
influenced by this kind of general education and
their childhood notions of the centrality of tfle
Jews in the world (at least in their worldl are rudely
shattered. Hence fhe prime importance of counteracting these impressions by demonstrating to them
that, throughout the histo.-y of western culture,
Jews and Judaism have played a vital role. If they
are called upon later to ma~ a painful decision
regardi~ intermarriage, this knowledge may become ont of the factors in the decision.
However, we cannot stress too strona1y that all
the external influences that may be brought to
bea1 upon the adolescent aire of little mil if the
relations with their parents Me not satisfactory.
This does not mun that we upect smooth sailin1
all the time. That is beyond the realm of possibil·
ity, $ince adolescence is the classical age for
rebe Ilion. Yoong people then want to start thlnkin1
of themselves as grown up, as no longer requirinr
tfle guidance of their elders. They are beginni111
to feel I.he thrill of independence. Often they insist upoo taking jobs - no mat1er llow poorly paid
- so that they can experience the satisfaction of
earning their allowancts.
When we speak of good relations we mean maintaining friendly channels of communication between
parents and children. This sounds easier than it
is - for adolesceoce is often the time wtien chil·
dren stop telling their parents "everything," just as
it is the time when children stop listening to
everything their parents are likely to say. Parents
should expect challenge - and not seek to suppress it, oor should they ridicule these immature
efforts to sound grown up. Md no matter how
hard it may be, parents should not panic when
some of the fundamentals of Judaism are questioned - even the value of Judaism and the need
for its survival.
This is the time when yo11ng people go through
theif atheistic period. (Indeed, one distinguished
Jewish philosopher has said that no man worth his
salt has not been an atheist at one time or an-

olhed Parents i.hould not resort I<> oondcmnation,
nor disapproval of any kind; they should take the
questions seriously and discuss them with their
children.
Second, they should keep in mind - and convey
to the youngster - that "atheism" is a philosophl·
cal problem which many people, Jews and nonJews, have grappled with, and that it does not
necessarily imply the need f0<, or a justification
for, dissociating oneself from the Jewish people.
One may change one's Yiews without finding it
necessary to change one's afflliaticn. Too often,
~ung people associate Judaism solely with certain
theological positions, when as a matter of fact it
is a complex of culture, custom, language, liter•
lure, history, a system of values and religion. A
complete Jew makes religion the focus of his
Judaism; but if, for a l~er or sh<>rtt'f period of
his life, he is assailed by doubts about the presence of Divinity in the cosmos, he does not cease
to be - nor should he age to be - a Jew. ror
as long as he remains a Jew, he may at least be
sure that he will not erfi>race an idolatrous religion.
If parents too have It.fir doubts and questions
they should candidly admit to them, and not try to
pretend that their faith has been constant and unwavering. If tesort to books or a rabbi will be of
help, nothing would pleJSe the youngster more
than lo appeal jointly to tl".t$e authorities.
For the adolescent is now in the stage where ht
no longer really believes that his parents are 111knowin& and all-powerful. It is therefore best for
the parents to concede optnly that they too are
still seekin& - if they are - and that questions of
religious faith sometirnfs tJles a lifetime to r•
solve, and sometimes are never completely resolved.
But do not treat all sldl challenges with equal
seriousness. Sometimes aildren exp1e-ss their rebellion against some form of parental authority In
an oblique way. They do not come right out and
say what is on their minds; perhaps sometimes
they themselves are not enlirely aware of w~ it
is that troubles them. But in desperation they are
likely to attack their parents in their parents' most
vu Inerable spot~ Judaism: and they will vent their
spleen on that. rrequent11. the very sancta which
children hold up to ridicult or contempt at home,
they will defend staunchly away from home, to
their friends or their teaclltrs. Hot discussions at
home are likely to be mere rehearsals for them of
parallel "bull sessions" among thei1 pe~.
These are indeed the crocial years loo, though
they are different in charactet from the first period.
In early childhood, verbaliialion counts the least.
Then clear demonstrations of love are needed: and
appeals to the senses: taste, smell, sound, sight
• • • In the second stage, ideals and values must

3
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•

•

be put into the setting of words. Adolescenls are

endless talkers; and seemingly endless arguers. For
this parents must be 1udy, equipped with the
proper altitudes and Information. They must kup
open the channels of communication, so that all
questions may be thofoughly expload together. !At
least, almos-t all - fOf children neve1 tell allJ And
most important, pcarents must not get tired.

WllEH THE SON OR DAUCHlER BE£1HS
TO "DATE" A HON-JEW
Parents set limits and hope that their children
will I~ within them. This applies to their sn behavior, their drinking, their smoking, their spending
habits - as well as to dating of non-Jewish boys or
girls. What we have said about the urge to test
themselves and their parents through verbal debate
will now lake the form of dir«t action. If they
permit their parents to know just what they are
doing, It is becaust they want to asce1taln how far
!hey can go, whether the limits set for them by
their pa1ent.s are t1uly fired. Thus, goine out with
a non.Jew, more Of less regularly, and ~tting the
parents know that this is happening, may be their
way of asking whether the parents actually have
meant what they have always said about opposing
intermarriage. (If the young person does not inform his parents of his frequenl datillg of a nonJew, It is because ht already knows the answer,
and probably Intends to ignore his parents' wishes.
At best, he Is testing himself - hoping to c!arify
his own feelings, without involvln1 his parents who, he assumes, will certainly tale violent exception to his behavior.)
Parents should undentand that young people
frequently become infatuated with members of the
opposite sex; and that these infaloafions do not
last. It is impossible to advise. In a eeneralized
wiy, how to act in these situations. The di~cemini
parents have to decide for themselves whether this
falline in love is to be taken seriously or not. To
be perfe<:Uy safe - as safe as one can be in these
circumstances - the parents should UPfUS their
feelings honestly - but in such a maMer as no! to
arouse stron1 counter-resistance. Here too a good
deal will depend upon the relations that have been
built up between the parents and their children.
Too great stress cannot be laid upon the vital imporlanu of those relations.
Befo1~ long. if all goes well, lhe youna person
will have had his fill of the teslinf. He will know
to what extent it is true tltat miud couples find
certain areas of conversation awkward, if not en·
lirely taboo. They will have ascertained just how
much al home, or ill at ease, they are in the coor
pany of someone of another faith with whom they
are trying to enter upon an intimate relationship
designed lo blossom out to more than mere friend-
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ship. They will have come to see to What extent
they share the same system of values, the same
interests and 09inions regardinf fundamental as·
peels of life - relieion, family, money, social <e·
sponsibility, etc.
One of two lhill(S will then happen: either the
"infatuation" wiR wear off and the crisis will pass
- perhaps not to be repeated - oc the young
people may discover that, despite tlteit ditfetina
backgrounds, they are com;>atible. They may then
confront their res;iective parents with the decision
to pr~ed and eet married.

WHEN THE JEWISH PEJISON DECIDES
TO MARRY A NON-JEW
Whal should the parents do then? We now come
to the most painful, and of course the central issue
of our lime, in respect lo inletmarriages. If par·
enls have done an that they could, in bringing up
their child, to inculcate love and loyalty to Judaism
and the Jewish people, if they have maintained a
wholesome relatK>o with their ellild, if they have
dernonsh ated by their O\tl1I example their sincere
concern for the petpeluation of the Jewisb tradition
- and then, despite it all, their child chooses a
non-Jewish pa.1sler f0< life, parents must first
soltmnly investlpte, so far as it is possible,
whether the decision whicll their child has taken
is a m.ature decision, or lrhether it represents an
Immature gesture on his ac ber part.
Sy a mature decision is meant one which has
f rown out of weful ind deliberate evaluation of
all the pioblems involv«d in an lntermarriaft; one
which represenu neither a rebellion •tainst p¥·
enls. nor a misguided notion concerni,. the ftobaf
signiricance of the marriaae Ii.a.. its contribution
to the solution of inter-faith or inter-o cial ques·
tionsl; one which &f'OW$ out of a clear rtcognitlon
that tl!eir commoo interesis and values are powerful enough to transcend the obstacles to happinus
which eenerally stand in tht way of such uniOM..
By ao immatwe decision, we mean, of course,
the absence of lhese ronsidtrations.
If the decision of the touple seems to the
parents - and to those luintd and concfflltd per·
sons, like the doctor, the ps}Chologist, lite pat·ents
ol the nan-Jewish party- lo be an immature one,
it should be slteflllOUsJy op~ - not only on the
ground that it inv11!ves an interm;miage, bul on the
broader erounds that immature decisions of this
nature are bound to lead to intense personal unhappiness.. You may be sure that the young couple
will assume that the objections ere confined to tbe
fact that they ate contemplating an inlermauiaee,
but parents should not be deterred from seelling to
prevent the marriage. In this effort they will be
supported by the most liberal persons.
On the other hand, if !tie two young people really
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k'IOW "'h.ll tt:tJ art doln&, and aft ac:i"t rtl9C)llS•bly, on ' INIJft ltv" I, th ~ruts ant Itta
utrt orry penib!e tftort to rutl la a iutar1
manntr. This is mort us1ly sa•d th.ln dor.e; bul it
1s ~usary hert lo dtsu1be euctly ~I a mat«e
ruct:011 m~:!S It !Titans, rust, bein& ~d
for the happiness of tht young c:ouple - and not
lot the op 1nlQl\S of nti&hbofS. rela1~.s 01 business
mociales. Outstions of social status should not
tnler Into the cons1dmlion of this problem. What
so.and·so will say 1bout the marriage sho\ild be of
little moment.
We say this beuuse experience has again and
again revealed that parents frequently recoil al the
thou&hl or having lo tell other parents - whoSt chit·
drtn have married Jews in the approved manner that they have "failed" in the upbringine of their
children. They are "ashamrd" or their ne;thbors.
Ac ting maturely means not using !he power of
monty lo Stl up obstacles to llle maniate. W.thh ltfi"I financial s:ipport is punitive and wi.id"ic·
ti~e; ii 4s no! consttuclive. Acti11g maturely means
not allciw1111 o::ie~ to btco~ e"IOtionaDy OI
physiullJ ill - to •piinish" llte t!:ildm f0t what
tlity lit doir11. Acli111 Nlurely muns resistinc
lilt ltl'lptallOll to ttut t!:eni Ii~ s'.ra:'l(ers, witil
... ~ or.e win hate AO ilia to do. Your dai1d Is
still 'fOIJI child, and as parents yo1.11 love for thta
ast bt uco11diti1Dal This is ""-at dis~s
pait nlal Iott from all others. II is not to be PfOf·
ftntd on condition ~ c.hildten ma~ their Plf·
ents happy, Ind withheld if ct\ildrtD case their
parents heartache. You llave btoucht them up. They
att what they are to the 11utest extent because
of what yeu art. They Ullnot be repUlhled al will
c.onstructiwely, the parents of the Jewish part·
ner should propose convession to J~jsm by the
non-Jewish partner. Ollite often, the Jewish boy
1111 wants the non·Jew to convert. but lltstlalts to
ask out of some vaaue notion that it is unfair ID
make this demand. The fact is, however. that 1
wholesomt mairiaae - and family - requires thll
both husband •nd wife share the samt 1ttachmtnt
¥Id loyalty lo a c:o1Tt1T1u11ity. In an internwri.ace
one or the parlnns llas to surrender his or bef
ro,,.,er association. It is not more unfaif f« A to
u~ 8 lo convtrt tha.o for B to ask A to con-..ut.
W rf tilt young person is rel;iclant lo suurst
conmsion the Pltents can properly propose ii
lhtr:istt.es.
IUlurally, it is betttt fot lhe Jtwisb p.xtner to
1111e the contersion. But if it becomes I.he job of
l~ patents, CMe 11'1"51 be lalen to raise I.he subject with sincttity, and wlloleheartedly. We say
this beuuse, here loo, expttiente shows that .le#·
ish Plrenls someli-.es hold tbe unfortunJte positioa
lllal "once a Gentile, alia)s a Gentile." As a
sul~ they scorn tht convecsion as a device to "att

tl::e prcblrm of lnle rnarr~1e S11tb an
at:.tude Is lo!AllJ al en to tllt spi111 •"d Ille leller
or Jtfth b lr:td1hon 111 h1st01ic Judaism. Oflt who
accepts the Jev.isll faith and fate is lo bt reprded
u . emy sense of the ltr111, a f., :J.fled&ed and
co'"lp!tlt kw. The proselJ1t adopts Abrlhim the
trOllrld"

°'

PatT1arc.h ai llis
htr ancestot, and sy~Dy
bec01r.tS a !Jue descendant of I.lit founders of the
Jewish people Theiurter llO ~slinction ls permit·
te<I In ont's 1ttit11de oc behlvlor toward the convert Indeed, lhe llabbis of old forbade Jews even
lo refer lo the Gentile ancestry of 1 proulyte;
they regardtd this is • form of "verbal oppres-

sion."
Second-class citizenship Is not tolmted illlOnl
our people. R~lallsm, from which we have su!fmd
f0< cenlur Ifs, must not be anowed to clecrade the
status or a non Jew wllo has joined the Jewish
people. ~lurt Jewlsh parents, if they wish to retain the me and lo11lty of thtir c ldren, llld to
&•111 t~ m.yect of their ~in-law or daughter.jo11" of non ~t-Nisll O(f1in, rmnt therefore in all sincerity and bone.sty consider U'.c posslbi~ty of ~
¥trsion as a desirable and ~lly acteptolble ~
ctdurt.

This can lead to some emb¥rassmeot 1f pare.-U,
hiwe POI
pa1ticvW!y concerned about
tht
of their childrtn, art COC1f10t1ttd w1tb the ~Uen&e - boUi by their dlild
Ind "CM!didale" fOI convtrsion - thlt lbtJ, tile
parents. hm not lhtretof0te displaytd the proper
1111ere.st ill Judaism Ind thtftfore tbt Ir fo:sistenc:e
upon conversion is not entirely defensibJ.. l.n Mii
inslances, the pafents must. llumbly w contritely,
conrus that thy ha-• been rtmiss in their Jewish
duties, and that they desire their children lo live 1

""° Jewish educ.atioll
been

Jewish life. Ho other appro.ch, we believe, will
Impress the you,. people. Blind objection to a
match on the basis of ant1.Cenlile prejudice will
not be KCf'1ted arac:lously by the young couple ftOf should it.

°'

Ir TIICY MARRY WITHOUT CONVERSION
Wt must no# tUfn, with SOl!!t rerret, lo the po$sib1lily that the you111 couple decide to 10 ahead
with the mairilee. without tfle prior conversion of
the non Jewl\h party. Whal c. one say to pareals
\11'!\tn such a sad m nluality occur\? The crief that
attends such in event UMOI be adequately under·
s!ood by ~J« e \ll'bo ~s not himself or 1-.trstlf
eipttiericed it. Therefore. t!lt ronowinc rna1 SO\llld
hollow and l tJlu1tous.. But •e believe that it may
conla.n somt tlemtnts of CGASlructivt ~ice.
YOll must not 1tg1rd even this rejection of pit·
ental inftuence, and de~nct of paienlal wishes, as
f'Ulal Tho$! "ho haoe obse.Md a ful ceneratiaa
of )'OIJn& people poS$tSS tvidtnce to the effect
that ~ll itudes do ch3n&e - upecially when tbe
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, ~111 c~p!e btt;n lo ~.a~e ch ldleo. foz much
'' • hat "' ~ .e w11llt11 here remai11s academie
~d remote lo l':lOsl JOU1!1 Jews lto? realities of
b mitr hie ~1 be obstrYed 1n others; 01 read about
in
But " en
themset...es begm to five
tuliliu , ch1r1ts occur in the11 OoJtlook.
We ~ve known of couples - inttrmairied - who
decided 1t the btainnina that each would retain

boou.

•

hopt,

~

de~elop

a c1n•u1 and biller 11hludt alld
~ rts?f(t of the dl1ldrtn art

tiler

IN coi.ClUSION
All that lw been •1itten here Ny seem to offer
no solu!lon to the problem of lntermarrlace. It
should be obvious that thtfe Is no "solution."
There are only 1pp1oxlmat1 sohttions, and some
(hopefully) preventives and $0me ways of reactlnr
!NI are belter than others. We Jews enlered the
20th cenlury, In the free nations !upecially our
!ownl In 1n 1tmosphere of desegrecation. We left
the "chetlos" and became pert of lht very fabric
of the aeneral world. Inevitably, with Jews partiel·
pati~ in the economic, pollllcal and cultural life
of the nation, Jewi and non·Jews were coin1 to
meet. 1nd frattrn'ze !fl'ould we line w.iled it
otherwise?)- fall In io.e and wanl to awry.

cnembmh1p in his and her religious group; and
Ule children would be civen the "choice" <as they
put ltl when they have arown to the age when tiler
are In a position to make their own decisions. In
several such Instances, after the first child was
born - and sometimes, a few months before the
first child was expected - the non-Jewish party
woluntar1ly came forward and proposed Uiat she
~st frequenlly the presn<int wife) study and prepare for conversion so Iii.it the child might be born
of 1 Jewish molhtr.
This ~y tndlJIL" however, most ofte.n OC·
cuned wlltn eood relatlOfls "Nert preserved between
t!:e Je'll'i~ parents alld lflt couple. Despite bnrtbruk &!Id sorrow, ootw~d m.anifestaticns of goc»
win and cordill1l1 •tie ma.ntainu A.-.d so lone
AS th parents Hit Oil eotdial SJl'!al iri terms ~itil
Ult ~It, th c~s ot a postponed conrtrslOft
• tr e kt pt alitt•
Slit t~en mote is required- The Jtwisli Pifenls
must contii.ie to reflect in therr own 6Yts the rer..
1ious and ethical values which they contend theJ
wish to see poserwed in their children llld vandduldren. They must mry out their Jewish ~
11unal responsibilities. Thty must observe Sabbaths
and Holidays. They must keep alive their interest
In Jewish cultural ttfe. In other words. they must
tonvey to lhe )'Olln& couple that their concern for
~wish creative survival WltS not "put on" merely
to Impress their children; but that they cherish a
true love for Judaism - a love which they would
!lave pttftmd to transmit to their own children,
but which, failin& that. they ate dett1mined to
make ava1llblt to lhe children and crandchildten
of their community - beuuse they believe in the
inllinsic Vlliit Of the Jewish war of life.
There is no cuaranlee that the uam;ile of the
parents will pm~ t~ couple. Nor is t.'ie!e "°r
absoMe aUUf anct that the realities of pareot!lood
will ha•e the Wiie ttfttl But certa;afy, to lose

The non-Jews •bocn •t meet on lilt's •ay ate
oflen ucelltnt human btiftts. educated. loluaot,
~mstina. atltactift. Tht1 represent • cultwt
•!iith "' Clll ltsptCl 1'llost of ow p.tnts Ind
cra.~tots wbo ~m• from the old QlUlllfJ wert
smrooftdtd bt cunur e.s wtlidl they did 110t re~ct. on lbt ,i,ho'e, fot lbtm rtmaininf withiA
Ult fold •IS DOI qui I• tlli probltm it is fot our
childrtll.

kw tlltse IUSON, WI must think about Ult
problem of lnlerrnania&t htn •hen lht children
are my JOU"I· This Is the rnaJot burden of this
tuaJ. II is nev9' too soon to slart traininc them
in the way ttlat we would have them 10. We must
plant within their souls deep roots of love for
everythln1 Jewl$h; ind we cannot do that 110less
that love is Implanted within our own souls.
Ovu and btyond an else, we must love our children. This may seem suptrfluous advice lo &ivt to
Jt#ish parents. Bui it really Is not supt1 ftuous if br love is meant 1enuine iolieitudt let thei1
welfa1t a!'ld happlnes.s. love doe.s not consist In
1r.:.i1 them Otl111s. In lndulai111 their evtt7 "him.
It cloH ~ist In so 1el1:11 that tllt but in 11 is
Nde available to lhe111. We un only bo9f that
lbls 'lflll elicit lht best IA thcni..
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